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Summary 

The intestinal microbiota consists of numerous and diverse microbes forming a dynamic 

ecosystem in close association with the host. One of the many functions of the microbiota is the 

colonization resistance against intestinal pathogens. Alterations in the composition of the 

microbiota, for example caused by antibiotics, may cause the loss of colonization resistance, 

making the host vulnerable towards infections, e.g. with Clostridioides difficile. C. difficile is a 

spore-forming anaerobic bacterium which can cause severe diarrhea and life-threatening 

complications in infected individuals. In many developed countries, C. difficile infection is now a 

major cause of antibiotic-related nosocomial infections. The disease affects mostly elderly 

individuals. Antibiotics are the standard treatment, however, up to 30% of the patients are suffering 

from recurrent C. difficile infections. Transfer of fecal matter from a healthy individual to the 

patient (fecal transplant) is able to cure these infections. Recent studies have demonstrated that the 

conversion of primary to secondary bile acids by specific commensal bacteria is important for this 

colonization resistance, but further evidence suggested that the restoration of the secondary bile 

acid production may not be sufficient for complete protection against this pathogen.  

 In the present study, the effect of the microbiota on C. difficile infection has been explored. 

Therefore, a C. difficile mouse model has been established initially by exploring the effect of 

different ages and microbiota compositions on the severity of C. difficile infections. Second, the 

effect of specific mutations in the genome of C. difficile on the ability to colonize mice and to 

produce spores has been examined. Third, the inhibitory effect of specifically isolated commensal 

bacteria of the microbiota of resistant mouse models on C. difficile infections has been explored 

in depth in order to create a consortium of bacteria that protects the host against C. difficile.  

 Our findings confirm that the age of the mice, comparable as in humans, is important for 

the severity of the disease of mice. They also confirm that secondary bile acids are indeed 

important to protect the host against C. difficile infections. However, in our model, adding a 

secondary bile acid producer to the microbiota is not sufficient for complete protection of the mice, 

but that together with other commensal bacteria, secondary bile acid producing bacteria are able 

to provide complete resistance against C. difficile induced pathogenesis. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Die intestinale Mikrobiota bezeichnet ein komplexes Ökosystem aus zahlreichen und diversen 

Mikroorganismen, welches in enger Verbindung mit dem Wirt steht. Eine Hauptfunktion der 

Mikrobiota stellt die Besiedelungsresistenz gegen intestinale Pathogene dar. Veränderungen in der 

Zusammensetzung, zum Beispiel durch den Einsatz von Antibiotika, kann zum Verlust der 

Besiedelungsresistenz führen und den Wirt anfällig für Infektionen, mit z.B. Clostridioides 

difficile machen. C. difficile ist ein sporenbildendes, anaerobes Bakterium, welches besonders in 

immunsupprimierten und älteren Individuen schwere Durchfälle, bis hin zu lebensbedrohlichen 

Komplikationen führen kann. In Industrieländern ist C. difficile der häufigste Erreger 

nosokomialer und Antibiotika- assoziierter Durchfallerkrankungen. Nach Standardtherapie mit 

Antibiotika leiden bis zu 30% der Patienten an wiederkehrenden C. difficile Infektionen. Eine 

wirkungsvolle Alternativbehandlung stellen Stuhltransfers dar, bei der Bakterien gesunder Person 

auf den Patienten übertragen werden. Studien haben belegt, dass die Umwandlung von primären 

zu sekundären Gallensäuren durch spezifische Bakterien ein wichtiger Faktor für die 

Besiedelungsresistenz gegen C. difficile darstellt, dieser allein aber nicht ausreichend ist, um einen 

kompletten Schutz gegen Infektionen mit diesem Pathogen zu erreichen.  

In dieser Arbeit wurde der Einfluss der Mikrobiota bei C. difficile Infektionen näher 

untersucht. Im ersten Schritt wurden Mäuse in unterschiedlichem Alter und mit verschiedenen 

Mikrobiota-Zusammensetzungen hinsichtlich ihrer Anfälligkeit gegenüber C. difficile verglichen. 

Im zweiten Schritt, wurden spezifische C. difficile Mutanten auf ihre Besiedelungsfähigkeit und 

Sporenproduktion hin bewertet. Im letzten Schritt, wurden verschiedene kommensale Bakterien 

aus der Mikrobiota resistenter Mäuse isoliert und ihre potentiell protektiven Eigenschaften 

gegenüber C. difficile getestet, um ein spezifisches Konsortium schützender Bakterien gegen 

Infektionen mit C. difficile zu entwickeln.  

Die Ergebnisse dieser Studie konnten zeigen, dass vergleichbar zum Menschen das Alter 

der Mäuse und die Fähigkeit sekundäre Gallensäuren zu produzieren wichtige Einflussfaktoren für 

die Anfälligkeit gegen C. difficile Infektionen sind. In anfälligen Mäusen war die alleinige Gabe 

von Gallensäure produzierenden Bakterien nicht ausreichend für eine Kolonisierungsresistenz, 

jedoch konnte durch die zusätzliche Gabe weiterer kommensaler Bakterien ein dauerhafter und 

kompletter Schutz vor C. difficile induzierter Pathogenese erreicht werden.  
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1.  Introduction 

1.1. Gastrointestinal tract 

The gastrointestinal tract (GI tract) is a series of connected and hollow organs that start at the 

mouth, continue in the upper GI tract (esophagus, stomach, duodenum, jejunum and ileum) and 

end in the lower GI tract (the cecum, colon, rectum and anus). The total surface of the human GI 

tract is 250-400 m2 and is in contact with the outside environment.1 Other organs that are connected 

to, but not part of the GI tract, are the salivary glands, liver, pancreas and gallbladder. These organs 

release digestive enzymes into the GI tract.  

One of the main functions of the GI tract is the digestion and absorption of food and 

nutrients that are ingested by the host. The esophagus transfers the food from the mouth to the 

stomach, where it is mixed with gastric acid and digestive enzymes and subsequently is transferred 

to the duodenum, jejunum and ileum. In this part, the proteins, fats and carbohydrates are broken 

down into smaller parts, which then can be absorbed. When the leftover mixture enters the colon, 

it is called feces, and it is being prepared to leave the host via the anus.2  

To ensure that the whole process is working in a coordinated way, many different cell types 

work at the same time, like absorptive and secretory epithelial cells and enteroendocrine cells 

(EECs). EECs are important for the secretion, motility and regulation of the metabolism.3 The 

remaining layers of the GI tract consist of a submucosal layer containing nerves, lymphatics and 

connective tissue, a layer of both longitudinal and circular smooth muscle and an outer serosal 

layer.2 The smooth muscle layers cause the motility and contractibility modulated by interstitial 

cells of Cajal. These cells create an spontaneous electrical flow in the presence of a stimulus, 

causing the smooth muscle layers to contract.4,5 The intestinal motility is under control of multiple 

systems, including the enteric nervous system, central nervous system, specific GI hormones and 

paracrine agents. During the day, the GI tract secretes up to nine liter of fluids per day, which 

consists of water, mucus, digestive enzymes, bile and ions. Most of the digestive processes and 

absorption of food and electrolytes occur in the small intestine. The large intestine reabsorbs the 

water, solidifying the contents into feces and at the end store the feces prior to expulsion.2 The 

gastrointestinal tract also functions as a barrier between the outside and inside of the body. Gastric 

acid, pancreatic juice and production of antimicrobial substances serve as a defense against 
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pathological substances and microbes. In addition, the existence of tight junctions and the mucosal 

border close to the intestinal cells allow a protection against pathogens.6 However, not everything 

gets blocked from assessing the cells. Particles of food can be taken up via passive transfer, 

transcellular transfer via aqueous pores, active carrier-mediated absorption and endocytosis.7  

  

1.2. Gut microbiota  

The intestinal tract contains a great number of bacteria, archaea, viruses and eukarya which 

together are called the gut-microbiota. The gut microbiota has multiple functions, including 

digestion of food, production of nutrients and colonization resistance, and it performs numerous 

processes in the host’s intestines. This chapter will cover how to identify the specific bacteria from 

the microbiota, how the microbiota is developed and maintained and what the functions are of the 

microbes in the intestinal tract.  

1.1.1. Identification of bacteria by 16S rRNA gene sequencing 

In the past, knowledge about the composition of the microbiota originated from labor-intensive 

culture-based methods.8–10 However, in the past two decades we have the ability to identify species 

of the microbiota by culture-independent approaches like high-throughput and low-cost 

sequencing methods. The most targeted gene in this approach is the bacterial 16S ribosomal RNA 

(16S rRNA) gene.11,12 The 16S rRNA gene is present in every bacteria and archaea and contains 

conserved areas between all bacterial species. Importantly, this gene also contain nine variable 

regions, V1 till V9, which allows species to be identified. Suau et al showed in one of the earlier 

16S rRNA gene sequencing studies that 76% of the sequences originated from novel species that 

were not found by the previously used culturing-based techniques.13 A common technique used 

these days is focused on a small region of this 16S rRNA gene. The Human Microbiome Project 

and MetaHit have provided a comprehensive view of a numerous human-associated microbes.14,15 

In a study where the authors compiled the data from two other studies, it was described that in total 

2172 species were isolated, identified and classified into twelve different phyla.16 93.5% of these 

bacteria belonged to four phyla, namely Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Actinobacteria and 

Bacteroidetes. From the species found, 386 are strictly anaerobic.16 For identifying the bacterial 

gut microbiota composition via 16S rRNA gene sequencing, the V4 region is often used as 
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reference region, as it shows to be the most prominent region to achieve good domain specificity, 

a high coverage and a broader spectrum in the bacteria domain.17,18   

 

Figure 1: The 16S rRNA gene. 

The 16S rRNA gene contains multiple variable and conserved regions, which allows species to be 

identified. 515F – 806R primers are used to sequence the V4 regions during Illumina sequencing giving an 

idea of the species, while 27F and 1492R primers are used for the complete 16S rRNA gene for Sanger 

sequencing, enabling to find the exact identity of the bacterium.  

1.1.2. Development and maintenance of the microbiota 

The microbiota has co-evolved with the host and they form a mutually beneficial relationship.19,20 

Until 2014, it was stated that the microbiota contained 10 times more cells compared to host cells.21 

However, using a different method, it was shown that the amount of microbes only outnumber the 

host cells in a factor of 1.3:1, with an uncertainty of 25% and a variation of 53%, in a standard 170 

cm, 70 kg male with an age between 20-30 years old.22  The microbiota harvests energy from the 

food consumed by the host. In return, the microbiota offers multiple benefits to the host. In the 

case of a healthy microbiota, the microbes help strengthen the gut integrity, shape the intestinal 

epithelium, protect against intestinal pathogens and regulate the host immune system. However, 

in case of a dysbiosis, which is a state of an altered and disturbed microbiota caused for example 

by antibiotics, these mechanisms can be disrupted.23,24 

 Until now, it is generally accepted and believed that the development of the microbiota 

starts at birth, but this dogma is being challenged by a number of studies that show a detection of 

microbes in the placenta and other womb tissues.25–27 However, contrary to these studies, two 

studies performed in 2018 and 2019 showed that there were no bacteria detected in the placenta. 

This is supported by the methods of how germ-free mice models are generated by sterile cesarean 

delivery after which the mice remain germ-free.28,29  After birth, the GI tract is rapidly colonized 
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with microbes. Diet changes, illnesses and antibiotics can cause (dramatic) shifts in the 

composition of the microbiota.30 The mode of delivery, e.g. cesarean or vaginal, also influences 

the early microbiota. Cesarean delivery causes an colonization of facultative anaerobes like 

Clostridium species and a delayed colonization of Bacteroides compared to vaginal delivery, 

which causes an high abundance of Lactobacillus species.31–34 The composition of the microbiota 

in the early stages of the development is low in diversity, but within the first year the diversity 

increases and the composition shifts towards an adult-like microbial profile.35 After 2.5 years the 

microbiota composition, diversity and functionality resembles the adult microbiota.26,30  During 

adult life the microbiota stays mostly stable until there are major disruptions caused, for example, 

by antibiotics.36 However, in elderly individuals (age above 65), the composition of the microbiota 

starts to shift again, with most emphasis on the increase of species from the Bacteroidetes phylum 

and Clostridium cluster IV where younger adults have a higher prevalence of Clostridium cluster 

XIVa.37 The functionality of the microbiota is also changing in elderly, for example, the ability to 

produce short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) is reduced compared to younger adults.38 

The density and composition of the microbiota are also shaped by physiological and 

environmental influences within the GI tract, and thus differs in different organs. Factors that affect 

the density and composition are chemical, nutritional and immunological differences along the GI 

tract.39 The small intestine has a low pH and high levels of acids, oxygen and antimicrobials.  Food 

transits rapidly in this part of the GI tract which provides an advantage for fast growing facultative 

anaerobes. Lactobacillaceae largely dominate the small intestine in mice.40 In contrast to the small 

intestine, the colon lacks oxygen, supporting a dense and diverse community containing mostly 

anaerobic bacteria. These bacteria have often the capability to utilize complex carbohydrates that 

are not digested in the small intestine, like Prevotellaceae, Lachnospiraceae and Rikenellaceae.40 

There is also a significant difference in the composition in the lumen and in the mucosa; for 

example, Bacteroidetes abundance is higher in luminal samples compared to mucosal samples as 

opposed to Firmicutes like Clostridium cluster XIVa which are enriched in the mucus layer 

compared to the lumen.41–43  

 Diet has a large and immediate effect on the microbiota. The ileal microbiota for instance 

is largely driven by the capacity of the specific microbes to uptake and metabolize simple sugars, 

which are abundant in the ileum.44 In the colon the microbiota is affected and formed by the 

availability of microbiota-accessible carbohydrates. These are found in dietary fibers and enriches 
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distinct bacterial species of the GI tract.45,46 The effect that nutrition has on the microbiota can 

cause considerable differences in the composition. For example, children in Europe consume a 

diet rich in sugar, starch and animal fat that rural African children do not consume. The microbiota 

of the European children has a significantly reduced amount of bacteria belonging to the 

Actinobacteria and Bacteroidetes phyla compared to the rural African children (6.7% against 

10.1% for Actinobacteria and 22.4% against 57.7% for Bacteroidetes) while the rural African 

children harbor Prevotella species which were largely absent in European children.47 The same 

trend is being found in individuals eating low amounts of insoluble fibers and high amounts of 

carbohydrates and simple sugars.48 When mice are fed a diet with a low amount of microbiota-

accessible carbohydrates, the diversity of the microbiota will be reduced compared to mice that 

are fed a normal diet.49 

 Other environmental and/or host factors can also influence the composition of the 

microbiota, like smoking, surgery, medication usage, geographical location and even 

depression.26,50–52 Xenobiotics, substances that are not naturally present in the host, like drugs, 

carcinogens and food additives, significantly shape the physiology and gene expression of the gut 

microbiota.53 More specifically, the microbiota gets greatly disrupted during antibiotic treatment, 

for short-term periods but also persisting over longer time periods.54 

 Not only the host produces nutrients that give rise to the large diversity of bacteria in the 

microbiota, also the bacteria themselves provide nutrients for each other, called microbial cross-

feeding. For example, specific carbohydrate fermentation products, including lactate and 

succinate, can serve as substrates for other bacteria, for example for propionate and butyrate 

producing bacteria.55,56 As example: Lactobacilli and bifidobacteria are species that produce 

lactate, that can be converted into butyrate by Eubacterium hallii and Anaerostipes caccae.57,58 

There are many bacteria, including some specific pathogenic bacteria, that lack the specific 

enzymes to make a specific substrate but do need the substrate themselves. These species rely on 

other bacteria to provide them with that specific substrate. For example, Clostridioides difficile 

lacks sialidase, and thus lacks the possibility to cleave sialic acids from complex carbohydrates. 

However, it does contain genes dedicated to sialic acid metabolism. C. difficile can obtain these 

substrates because other members of the microbiota are producing and excreting them into the 

lumen.59  
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 The microbiota is also formed by the host immune system. In the GI tract, antimicrobials 

like angiogenin 4, α-defensins, histatins, lipopolysaccharide- (LPS-)binding proteins, lectins and 

others are produced by Paneth cells. These antimicrobials are highly abundant in the mucus, 

however are absent from the lumen, and thus are not in contact with the bacteria in the lumen.60,61 

This influences the microbial composition on both sites.  

1.1.3. Digestion of food and production of nutrients 

The microbiota is highly involved in the digestion of food and thus the production of nutrients. 

The most compelling evidence about the connection between food and the microbiota is found in 

germ-free mice: they require a significantly higher caloric intake of about 30% more calories to 

maintain their body weight compared to mice with a normal microbiota.62 The microbiota 

influences this by two mechanisms: they extract extra calories from food that the host is not able 

to extract and they promote the uptake and utilization of nutrients.63 The microbiota can digest or 

synthesize specific nutrients like vitamins, polyamines and short chain fatty acids (SCFAs).64,65 

For example, Bifidobacterium bifidumand and Bifidobacterium longus are examples of bacteria 

that are known to synthesize folic acid.66,67 Vitamin B12, which is an essential vitamin that can be 

produced by bacteria but not by humans or animals, is also synthesized by the microbiota.68 Also 

thiamine, folate, biotin, riboflavin, pantothenic acid and up to half of the daily required vitamin K 

are vitamins synthesized by the microbiota.64  

Many bacterial species of the microbiota have the potential to ferment non-digestible 

substrates like dietary fibers, which accounts for a significant part of the energy source for the 

host.69,70 Individuals consuming a diet with a high amount of microbiota-accessible carbohydrates 

have an increase in SCFA production, like acetate, propionate and butyrate. SCFAs play an 

important role in host health, for example via anti-inflammatory mechanisms.71 Butyrate is also a 

main source of energy for human colonocytes. They derive up to 70% of their energy directly from 

butyrate. Butyrate also activates intestinal gluconeogenesis and has in general a beneficial effect 

on the host’s energy homeostasis and glucose levels.72 Propionate regulates the gluconeogenesis 

and the satiety signaling in the liver by interaction with the gut fatty acid receptors.72 Acetate is an 

essential metabolite important for the growth of other beneficial microbiotal bacteria. It is also 

involved in the host cholesterol metabolism and lipogenesis, and regulates and reduces the appetite 
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of the host.73 Trials have shown that a higher production of SCFAs correlates with decreased diet-

induced obesity and lower insulin resistances.74,75  

 The microbiota is also involved in the synthesis of essential amino acids. Up to 20% of the 

circulating leucine, lysine and threonine is synthesized by the gut microbiota.76–78 Torrallardona et 

al. showed that for microbial synthesis of essential amino acids to happen, the microbiota derives 

several other essential substrates from dietary carbohydrates.79 In addition, the microbiota 

contributes to the nitrogen balance by performing urea nitrogen salvaging, metabolizing urea, that 

is present in the GI tract, into ammonia and CO2.
80 Afterwards this ammonia can be used in the 

amino acid synthesis or be taken up by the host for other processes.81 

 Additionally, the microbiota is involved in the lipid metabolism. The first evidence found 

was that germ-free (GF) mice contain around 40% less body fat compared to mice containing a 

microbiota, even though germ-free mice ate more compared to normal mice and they had a lower 

metabolic rate. GF mice showed to have lower concentrations of eighteen phosphatidylcholine 

species and higher concentrations of triglyceride species compared to wildtype mice.82 The model 

used by Bäckhed et al. suggested that the microbiota stimulates the increase of hepatic triglyceride 

production. It also inhibits the activity of an lipoprotein lipase inhibitor, thus promoting storage of 

adipocyte triglycerides.83 By using germ-free models colonized with the human gut microbiota 

from humans consuming a Western diet, it was shown that there was an increase in adiposity in 

those mice.84 These studies provide evidence that the bacteria from the microbiota indeed have an 

influence in the lipid metabolism of the host.  

1.1.4. Direct and indirect colonization resistance  

Colonization resistance is the resistance that the bacteria from the microbiota provide to protect 

the host against pathogenic bacteria. Colonization resistance can be divided into two categories: 

direct and indirect colonization resistance. Direct colonization resistance is largely mediated by 

direct inhibition of invading pathogens by the commensal bacteria of the microbiota. Direct 

inhibition can be pursued in different ways, for example by competition for nutrients and niche or 

by releasing inhibitory substances and metabolites like bacteriocins or secondary bile acids.85 It 

has been demonstrated that Lactococcus lactis produces nisin (a class I bacteriocin) which targets 

a wide range of Gram-negative bacteria, including C. difficile by inhibiting spore germination and 

vegetative cell growth.86 Bifidobacterium bifidum secretes specific metabolites like galacto-
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oligosaccharides which inhibit the growth of Salmonella enterica serovar typhimurium.87 Indirect 

colonization resistance is accomplished by commensals priming protective components of the 

host’s immune system.85 For example, segmented filamentous bacteria (SFB) are able to induce T 

helper 17 (TH17) cell differentiation. TH17 cells produce the cytokine interleukin- (IL)-17 during 

infections. IL-17 increases the production of antimicrobial peptides and the recruitment of 

neutrophils.88,89 Because of this, mice  have a better protection against with Citrobacter rodentium 

infection, which is the mouse model pathogen for enterohaemorrhagic and enteropathogenic 

Escherichia coli (EHEC and EPEC).88 The gut microbiota also prevents bacterial infections by its 

contribution to the maintenance of the intestinal barrier, most importantly the mucus layer, thus 

separating the bacteria from the IECs. In the stomach and colon the mucus layer consists of two 

layers. The inner layer is very compact and few bacteria are present there.90 The outer layer, which 

is looser compared to the inner layer, harbors a lot of bacteria and hosts a distinct microbial niche 

that serves as a carbon source for other bacteria from the microbiota.91,92 For example, the enzyme 

2-α-ʟ-fructosyl-transferase 2 (FUT2) which is expressed by host goblet cells adds fucose residues 

to the intestinal mucins. The fucose residues bind to the mucin which then serves as a substrate for 

distinct bacterial species in the gut microbiota, preventing outgrowth of pathogenic bacteria.93,94 

Not only is the mucus layer important for the microbiota, the microbiota is also important for 

proper development of this mucus layer. FUT2 expression in enhanced by SFB and LPS. SFB and 

LPS induce the secretion of IL-22 by innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) which is required for FUT2 

expression.95 Germ-free mice have, compared to mice with a normal microbiota, a significantly 

thinner mucus layer. This layer is also significantly more penetrable by bacteria. By colonizing 

germ-free mice with a conventional microbiota, the mucus layer will eventually turn into a normal 

functioning mucus layer.96 Not only bacteria, but also bacterial products like LPS are by itself 

sufficient enough to thicken the mucus layer.97  

 Direct and indirect colonization resistance generates protection for the host against 

numerous gastrointestinal bacterial infections, like, among other things, Campylobacter jejuni98–

100, different Enterococcus spp.101,102, Salmonella enterica103–106, Citrobacter rodentium88 and 

Clostridioides difficile107. Figure 2 shows how the microbiota, by providing colonization 

resistance, protects the host against these bacterial pathogens.  
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Figure 2: Direct and indirect colonization resistance against pathogenic bacteria.  

The microbiota confers colonization resistance against pathogenic bacteria in two ways: direct and indirect 

colonization resistance. (A) Indirect colonization resistance caused by the recognition of bacterial flagellin, 

which stimulates CD103+ dendritic cells (DCs) to produce IL-23, which actives innate lymphoid cells 

(ILCs) to produce IL-22. This causes the production of regenerating islet-derived protein 3 gamma 

(REGIIIγ) which inhibits pathogenic Enterococcus species. (B) Direct colonization resistance against C. 

jejuni, by still unknown substances produced by E. faecalis and L. acidophilus. (C) Indirect colonization 

resistance against C. rodentium. Segmented Filamentous Bacteria (SFB) promote Th17 cell differentiation 

by increasing serum amyloid A (SAA). Th17 cells produce IL-22 and IL-17. Because of this, the host 

secretes antimicrobial peptides that inhibit the pathogen. (D) Direct and indirect colonization resistance 

against S. enterica. B. bifidum produces galacto-oligo-saccharides that inhibit the growth of extracellular  

S. enterica. Intracellular S. enterica is inhibited by yet unknown bacteria that promote interferon gamma 

(IFNγ) producing cells to produce IFNγ. (E) Direct colonization resistance against C. difficile. Multiple 

different bacteria are able to inhibit C. difficile. B. thuringiensis inhibits C. difficile by producing 

bacteriocins, which are not affecting the commensal microbes. Secondary bile acid producing (SBAP) 

bacteria convert primary bile acids to secondary bile acids, which directly inhibit the pathogen. Figure 

adapted from Buffie et al.85  
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1.3. Antibiotics and the microbiota 

Antibiotics are used in humans and animals as treatment against bacterial infections. Since the 

beginning of the antibiotic era, mortality caused by bacterial infections is decreased. Antibiotics, 

together with improved sanitation and vaccination, have increased the longevity of humans. 

However, in the last decades, numerous bacterial pathogens acquired antibiotic resistances. There 

are two different ways antibiotics work against bacteria. Bacteriostatic antibiotics inhibit the 

growth of bacteria while bactericidal antibiotics directly kill them. There are different origins of 

antibiotics. Antibiotics can be natural products produced by other organisms, for example by 

fungi.108 There are also semisynthetic and synthetic antibiotics, which applies to most modern 

antibiotics.109 The semisynthetic antibiotics are modifications of the natural antibiotics. For 

example, the current beta-lactam antibiotics are based on penicillin which are produced by a fungus 

of the genus Penicillium.110 The effect of the antibiotic on the host, the microbiota and the infection 

depends on multiple factors, like the route of administration, pharmacokinetics and the route of 

excretion.  

 Antibiotics are used in the lowest dose possible, called the minimal inhibitory 

concentration (MIC). It is defined as the lowest concentration of the antibiotic that inhibits the 

growth of a specific pathogen after a specified amount of time.111 However, antibiotics do not only 

affect the pathogen it is used against, it also affects the hosts microbiota. Not only the antibiotics 

in the first place affect the microbiota, also the different metabolites which are produced when the 

antibiotic is broken down can affect it.112 Dethlefsen et al. showed that the abundance of 30% of 

the bacteria of the microbiota in the intestines was affected after healthy humans were exposed to 

the broad-spectrum antibiotic ciprofloxacin.36,113 Other antibiotics, like amino salicylates and 

azolidines mostly target members of the family Firmicutes.114,115 Polymyxins, polyenes and 

sulfonamides affect the Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes.116–118 In addition, the members of the 

Firmicutes are targeted by quinolones, which also affect Proteobacteria.119 Antibiotic usage is 

associated with a decrease in number of species (taxonomic richness) and diversity (structure of 

the community), which largely recovers within a month after the antibiotic treatment. Clindamycin 

can cause significant changes in the microbiota for up to four months after treatment.120 The mucus 

layer, which in normal healthy circumstances is a natural barrier against pathogens, is impaired by 

antibiotics. This leads to an increased likelihood of a bacterial invasion.121 The impact of the 
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antibiotics also largely rely on the different compositions of microbiota between individuals, which 

can give rise to different outcomes in the dynamic behavior and resilience of the microbiota.122 

The behavior of the microbiota can also be different in individuals that have been treated with 

multiple courses of antibiotics in a short time period and in infants or elderly. Treatment of 

antibiotics in early-life has showed to increase the risk of asthma and weight gain, leading to 

obesity and metabolic diseases later in life.123–125 Antibiotic treatment within the first week of life 

has been reported to cause reduced abundances of Bifidobacteria and Lactobacillus and increased 

abundances of Enterobacteriaceae and the opportunistic pathogen Enterococcus in the beginning 

of their lives.126,127 Antibiotics not only alter the composition and richness of the microbiota, it 

also can affect the colonization resistance of the microbiota. Already 60 years ago, it was described 

that mice treated with antibiotics have a 10,000-fold higher susceptibility against Salmonella 

enterica serovar Typhimurium compared to mice that did not receive antibiotic treatment.103 

 

1.4. Clostridioides difficile 

Clostridioides difficile, formerly known as Clostridium difficile, is a gram-positive, rod-shaped, 

anaerobic, spore-forming bacterium. It was first described by Hall and O’Toole in 1935.128 The 

bacteria, originally named Bacillus difficilis, was first isolated from the microbiota of a healthy 

new-born; however, they found that it was able to cause disease in animals. It was only in 1978 

that it was discovered that C. difficile was a cause of pseudomembranous colitis.129 C. difficile is 

now known to be a leading cause of nosocomial antibiotic-associated diarrhea and a common 

healthcare-associated infection.107,130,131 

Figure 3 shows the infection cycle of C. difficile. In short, a healthy microbiota protects the 

host against C. difficile infections. After an antibiotic treatment, (Figure 3A) the microbiota loses 

its colonization resistance and is susceptible for C. difficile colonization. Without encountering  

C. difficile spores (Figure 3B), the microbiota and the colonization resistance will eventually 

recover. When C. difficile spores are encountered (Figure 3C), they will enter the intestinal tract, 

germinate and become toxin-producing vegetative cells. These toxins are the cause of the 

symptoms like diarrhea. The common treatment against C. difficile infections are antibiotics 

(Figure 3D) and over time the microbiota recovers to its normal state (Figure 3E). However, in 

30% of the cases turns into a recurrent disease (Figure 3F). Fecal transplants (Figure 3G) however 

are able to treat the disease and restore the microbiota and colonization resistance.  
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Figure 3: Clostridioides difficile infection cycle. 

(A) The normal healthy microbiota protects the host against C. difficile by colonization resistance (CR). 

However, after receiving for example antibiotics, the CR is lost, and the microbiota turns into a dysbiotic 

state. (B) Over time, the microbiota recovers as well as the CR. (C) When the microbiota is in a dysbiotic 

state and it encounters C. difficile spores, the spores are able to germinate and produce toxins, causing a  

C. difficile infection. (D) C. difficile infections can be treated with antibiotics, (E) where after the microbiota 

can recover to its normal state and acquire back the CR. (F) However, in 30% of the cases, the infection 

reoccurs. This can result in an infinite loop of recurrent infections. (G) A promising treatment is fecal 

transplantation, whereby the microbiota of a healthy individual is transferred into the patient, causing the 

recovery of the CR and turning the microbiota into a healthy state again. Adjusted from Britton et al.132 

1.4.1. Epidemiology 

75% of all antibiotic associated colitis cases are estimated to be caused by C. difficile 

infections.133,134 In the annual Epidemiological Report for 2016 of the European Centre for Disease 

Prevention and Control (ECDC), it is described that 7711 Clostridioides difficile infection (CDI) 

cases were reported in 20 European Union (EU)/European Economic Area (EEA) countries, from 

which 74.6% was health-care associated. From the health-care associated cases, almost 8% were 
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recurrent infections and 20,7% of the patients died, from which 3.9% of the cases CDI was named 

to be contributed to the fatal outcome. The medium age was 75 years. Participating countries were 

Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, 

Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain and the UK-

Scotland.135 In Germany, 2803 cases were reported in 2017, from which 97% were health-care 

associated. 7% were recurrent cases, however, this is much lower than the numbers of the three 

years before (36% (2014), 35% (2015) and 33% (2016). The reason this is lower is because there 

are new criteria for assigning recurrent infections. In total, 25% of the cases had a fatal outcome.136 

According to a European study, there is still an underdiagnosis for CDI caused by absence of 

suspicion of infection in addition to suboptimum diagnostic methods and the large variations 

among countries in the means of diagnosing C. difficile.137 The Center for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC) reported that at least 250.000 patients get infected with C. difficile and 14.000 

die annually from the consequences of the infection in the United States.134 Additionally, there is 

an increasing number of severe infection cases that are caused by hypervirulent and multi antibiotic 

resistant strains like B1/NAP1/027. This strain is resistant against clindamycin, cephalosporins 

and fluoroquinolones.138–141 Multi-resistant strains make it even more important to find additional 

treatments against C. difficile infections.  

1.4.2. Characterization of C. difficile strains 

C. difficile encloses different strains that are able to infect humans with different virulence and 

infectivity. It is important to be able to characterize the strain that is causing the infection in the 

patient. The different strains contain different toxins, transcription factors, genes and mutations. 

The strains can thus have a significant difference in infectivity, virulence and severity of disease. 

Some strains cause epidemics and can be traced back to one hospital or one patient. In addition, 

there are strains that do not possess any toxins and thus are not virulent. Additionally, there are 

laboratory strains, that are used in experiments, like the C. difficile VPI 10463 strain and C. difficile 

630 strain used in this study. Multiple reference methods are available to characterize the specific 

strain which include PCR ribotyping, toxinotyping, pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, multilocus 

variable-number tandem repeat analysis and whole genome sequencing.  
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PCR ribotyping depends on the presence of several alleles of the rRNA gene operon. 

Ribotype-specific patterns are found after genomic amplification and migration, by sequencing the 

length polymorphism of the intergenic spacer regions between the 16S and 23S rRNA genes.142  

 Toxinotyping is performed by using a PCR-restriction based technique. They are defined 

by the differences in the pathogenicity locus (PaLoc) compared to the reference strain C. difficile 

VPI 10463. The PaLoc consists of five genes. Two of these genes encode toxin A and toxin B. 

Two other genes, tcdR and tcdC, are essential for the regulation of the toxins and the tcdE gene is 

important for the transport of the toxins.143 Since C. difficile strains are known to possess a great 

genetic variability, they are divided in different toxin-types, based on the genetic variations 

between these genes.144 In nontoxigenic strains, a short 115 base pair mutation is typically found 

in the insertion site instead of the PaLoc. For now, there are thirty-four different toxinotypes.143 

Compared to PCR ribotyping, it was found that toxinotyping was less discriminative.145  

 Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) is another way of strain determination. It was 

developed in the 1980s. The results between PFGE and PCR ribotyping are in good concordance, 

but PFGE is more discriminatory than PCR ribotyping.146,147 Some strains however cannot be 

assigned using this technique and also the degradation of the DNA can cause problems with the 

analysis. Other issues are that PFGE is very labor-intensive and there is a no standardization, hence 

it is hard to compare between laboratories.148  

PCR ribotyping, toxinotyping or PFGE are not always sensitive enough to prove the 

nosocomial spread of a single strain. For discriminating if the spread originates from one or 

multiple strains, multilocus variable-number tandem repeat analysis (MLVA) can be applied. 

MLVA relies on the variability of these tandem repeats at specific loci. This way, the genetic 

similarities can be measured.149  

The most sensitive way of characterization and discrimination is whole genome sequencing 

(WGS), where the whole genome, and thus every nucleotide, is being sequenced. Comparison of 

the whole genome gives a more complete picture of the strain and the genes the strain contains. 

This method can be used for genome comparison and lineage analysis and can identify rapidly the 

transmission of specific strains.150,151  
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1.4.3. Ribotypes in C. difficile 

As mentioned before, different strains of C. difficile are able to infect humans. Multiple studies 

have been performed within countries or among multiple different countries to find 1) which 

ribotypes (RT) have a high transferred efficiency, 2) which ribotypes are associated with a 

increased virulence and mortality rate and 3) which ribotypes have antibiotic resistance genes 

incorporated in their genomes.  

In a study performed on C. difficile infections in 106 laboratories in thirty-four countries 

in Europe, it was discovered that the incidence of C. difficile infections and the ribotype 

distribution varied greatly. In total 65 different ribotypes in 389 different C. difficile isolates were 

identified.152 The most common ribotypes were RT014/020, RT001 and RT078. In the UK and 

Ireland, the most common ribotype recovered was RT106. Another multicenter study performed 

in Europe included 482 hospitals. They found 125 different ribotypes among 1196 C. difficile 

isolates.153 The most common ribotype found was RT027; 19% of the ribotypes were identified as 

such. Also RT001/072, RT014/020 and RT078 isolates were encountered in high percentages. In 

Germany a study has been performed by assessing 393 isolates of C. difficile. The most common 

ribotypes were RT001 and RT027, but also RT078 and RT014/066 were frequently found.154 

RT027 is a hypervirulent epidemic strain in Europe, first reported in England in 2005.155 

RT027 belongs to toxinotype III and produces, in addition to toxin A and B, the binary toxin. This 

ribotype contains two mutations: an eighteen base pair deletion, and a deletion on position 117 in 

the tcdC gene. These mutations result in the inactivation of the toxin repressor TcdC and, as a 

consequence, the production of toxins is significantly increased. The strain produces a sixteen-fold 

higher amount of toxin A and a twenty-three-fold higher amount of toxin B compared to other 

ribotypes.156 In addition, the strain is resistant to erythromycin and moxifloxacin. This causes the 

strain to be associated with a higher rate of complications.157  

 RT176 is closely related to RT027 and also belongs to toxinotype III.158 Both strains 

contain a deletion on position 117 in the tcdC gene which caused some RT027 strains to be 

wrongly assigned and were later reassigned to RT176.159 RT176 is mostly encountered in East 

Europe. However, the strain spreads rapidly around the hospitals where they were found, showing 

that a rapid nosocomial spread is possible also to other areas. Additionally, the strain is known to 

be multidrug resistant and thus harder to treat with antibiotics.153,160  
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 RT078 produces toxin A, B and binary toxin. It belongs to toxinotype V and is able to be 

identified because of a thirty-nine base pair deletion in the tcdC gene. RT078 is one of the common 

ribotypes found in Europe.161 RT078 strains are more frequently associated with community 

acquired C. difficile infections in younger patients instead of health-care acquired infections in 

elderly.162 RT078 has been found to be resistant to fluoroquinolones and erythromycin.163   

 RT087, better known as VPI 10463 produces toxin A and B, but not the binary toxin. It 

belongs to toxinotype 0, since it is the reference strain. This strain is used in the laboratory and is 

able to infect mice after antibiotic treatment.143  

 RT012 is better known as C. difficile 630 strain and is a virulent clinical isolate. The strain 

was isolated from a patient in Switzerland and is used as a reference strain for laboratory studies. 

It is resistant against erythromycin, however, there is also a strain produced that is called C. difficile 

630Δerm that is not resistant against the antibiotic.164 The genome consists of around 11% mobile 

genetic elements, like conjugative transposons.165 The strain is frequently being used for genetic 

modification. The erythromycin resistant strain is particularly useful for insertional mutants using 

ClosTron.166  

1.4.4. Spore production 

C. difficile produces spores consisting of a partial dehydrated core containing around 1 M calcium-

dipicolinic acid (Ca-DPA). This dehydrated state causes the maintenance of the dormancy.167,168 

The DNA inside the core is supercoiled. Multiple small, acid-soluble proteins are bound to the 

DNA strains, which are hypothesized to block transcription and protect against DNA 

damage.169,170 An inner membrane is surrounding the spore core and protects the spore core against 

chemicals that might damage it.171 Around the inner membrane lies the cell wall and around that 

the spore cortex. The spore cortex is a thick layer of peptidoglycans that are essential for specific 

hydrolysis by cortex lytic enzymes.171,172 Surrounding the cortex are the outer membrane and spore 

coat. In these layers enzymes are present that are involved in cortex hydrolysis.173–175 The 

outermost layer, called the exosporium, is a highly permeable layer that consists of carbohydrates 

and plays a major role in host-pathogen interactions and spore persistence.176–178  

In vitro, sporulation is triggered by a limited amount of nutrients. A spore is formed by the 

formation of a septum, which divides a cell into two unequal compartments. The bigger 

compartment is the mother cell, the smaller one is the forespore. The forespore develops into a 
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spore, while the mother cell helps to prepare the forespore. The matured spore is released into the 

environment through lysis of the mother cell. When the environment is favorable again, spores can 

germinate and form vegetative cells. Dormant spores can remain viable for hundreds of years and 

are resistant to numerous environmental situations and stresses, like oxygen, low pH, high or low 

temperatures, ethanol, disinfectants based on ethanol and radiation.179,180 The in vivo conditions 

for sporulation are not exactly known yet, however, the mechanism of spore forming in vitro is 

well described. Sporulation is initiated by signaling through sensor histidine kinases. This results 

in the phosphorylation and thus activation of the transcription factor stage 0 sporulation protein 

(Spo0A). There are many genes that are directly regulated by phosphorylated Spo0A and it drives 

the sporulation regulatory network. Spo0A is essential for spore forming, since mutants that do 

not contain a working Spo0A gene, do not produce any spores, thus only existing in the form of 

vegetative cells. In addition, these mutants are significantly less infective compared to C. difficile 

strains that contain the Spo0A gene. Spo0A levels are controlled by specific genes that suggest 

that C. difficile represses sporulation in an environment containing abundant nutrients. For 

example, CodY can repress the transcription of multiple operons in C. difficile, including the toxin 

locus and two regulators of sporulation. CodY binds to the DNA in the presence of GTP and 

branched-chained amino acids. Catabolite control protein A (CcpA) regulates carbon catabolite 

repression, and directly represses spo0a transcription. Two other oligopeptides, opp and app, are 

also important for spore repression. A deletion of these two decreases the ability of C. difficile to 

take up nutrients from peptides from the environment. Because of this deletion, cells are faster in 

a starvation state. When C. difficile has a deletion in one of these two peptides, there is an increase 

in the expression of Spo0A, resulting in a higher spore production and virulence in these strains. 

Spo0A is a critical regulator for sporulation since it regulates four compartment sporulation-

specific RNA polymerase sigma factors, namely σF, σE, σG and σK.181 The sigma factors activate 

transcriptional regulation during sporulation in B. subtilis and are conserved in C. difficile.182–184   

 

1.4.5. Spore germination 

Germination has been studied in multiple organisms, however, the most frequently studied bacteria 

are Bacillus spp. In these species, germination comprises of three major steps, namely: 1) the 

germinant binds with the cognate Ger-type receptor at the inner spore membrane, which triggers 

the release of monovalent cations and Ca-DPA (which is stored within the core). 2) Ca-DPA is 
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released and exchanged for H2O, the rehydration leads to the activation of spore cortex lytic 

enzymes. 3) The spore cortex lytic enzymes degrade the peptidoglycan cortex layer, causing the 

core to fully rehydrate and resume the metabolism.172,180 

Since C. difficile predominantly enters the human intestine via spores, the initiation of the 

disease starts with the germination of the spores into toxin producing vegetative cells. The spores 

are able to endure the low pH in the stomach and can transition into vegetative cells in the small 

intestine.185,186 The germination of the spores is activated in response to primary bile acids like 

taurocholic acid (TCA) and cholic acid (CA), which are produced by the liver of the host and bind 

to specific amino acids, like glycine or alanine.187 This reaction can occur within minutes in 

response to these specific environmental germinants. Bile acids are essential to activate the 

germination of C. difficile, however, they are not sufficient to cause the germination by themselves. 

The amino acids are important co-factors of the germination, and different amino acids have 

distinct efficiencies in spore germination. Glycine is the most stimulating amino acid in C. difficile, 

but also alanine, histidine and serine are able to serve as co-germinant.187–190 Additionally, Ca2+ 

was identified as an important co-factor for spore germination. It was found that in bacterial growth 

medium, supplemented with the primary bile acid TCA, but without the addition of Ca2+,  

C. difficile was unable to germinate, while it was able to germinate in growth medium containing 

Ca2+. It was hypothesized that Ca2+ plays a role in activation of specific proteases that are important 

in starting the process of germination, rather than being a co-germinant.191  

C.  difficile does not contain the Ger-type receptors found in Bacillus spp., C. perfringens 

and C. botulinum. Instead, C. difficile uses the CspC pseudoprotease as its bile acid germinant 

receptor.167,192–194 CspC is located in the spore coat/outer membrane.192 When C. difficile produces 

its spores, three subtilisin-like serine protease proteins are transferred into the spore. Upon 

activation of CspC, CspB, activates cortex hydrolase SleC, which degrades the cortex, leading to 

a release of Ca-DPA from the spore core.195 Two important regulators of spore germinators are 

GerG and GerS. Donelly et al. found that a deletion of the gerG gene resulted in spores with a 

germination defect displayed by a reduced responsiveness towards the primary bile acids. 

Hypothesized was that this was caused by a lowered amount of the three subtilisin-like serine 

protease proteins in the spores.196 Fimlaid et al. found that gerS gene mutants failed to degrade the 

spore cortex. In vivo, this resulted in an attenuated virulence which demonstrates the importance 

of the protein.181  
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1.4.6. Toxin production 

The vegetative cells of C. difficile can possess genes that have the possibility to express three 

different toxins: toxin A, toxin B and binary toxin. Not all strains contain these three toxins, some 

only possess Toxin A and/or B, while some strains to not possess any toxins at all. All toxins found 

in C. difficile are part of the large clostridial glycosylating toxin (LCGT) family.197,198 The toxins 

found in C. perfringens and C. sardellii are also part of this family.199  

 Toxin A and B are considered the main virulence factors of C. difficile and the genes are 

located on the pathogenicity locus. The PaLoc contains the genes tcdA and tcdB, which encodes 

for the toxins themselves, but also for consists of other genes important for the production of the 

toxins. Three other genes are tcdR, a positive regulator of the toxin expression, tcdC, a potential 

negative regulator, and tcdE, which is a holin required for the extracellular toxin secretion.200 Since 

C. difficile RT027 contains a mutation in its tcdC gene, it produces larger amounts of toxin 

compared to other strains.156 The expression of the two toxins depends on the environmental 

conditions and regulators, for example the availability of specific nutrients, an alteration of the 

redox potential or changes in temperature.201–203 Normally, the toxins are produced when the cell 

enters the stationary phase, during situations where there is a limited amount of nutrition present 

or when there is inhibition of growth by specific substances.204,205 There are also specific amino 

acids, like cysteine and proline, and carbon sources like glucose, that are able to inhibit the 

expression of the toxin genes.205–207  

 A cascade of actions are needed for the delivery of the toxins into the host cells. First, the 

toxin has to bind to the host receptor, where the toxins are internalized through receptor-mediated 

endocytosis. The endosome containing the toxins is acidified, pores are formed and the toxins are 

released into the cytoplasm. GTPases are then inactivated by glycosylation, causing the cytopathic 

and cytotoxic effects. Toxin A and B break the intestinal barrier by targeting host GTPases like 

specific Rho proteins, specific Rac proteins, TC10 and Cdc42.208 These GTPases influence the 

polymerization of actin, which is important for the maintenance of the tight junctions between 

IECs. By targeting and thus inactivating these proteins, the tight junctions become weaker, 

colonocytes die and there is a loss of intestinal barrier function. This results in mild to severe 

diarrhea and possibly life-threatening toxic mega-colon.209,210 In multiple animal experiments and 

in human studies, it has been shown that toxin B might be the more important toxin to cause 

pathological damage.211,212 
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 C. difficile transferase (CDT), is a binary toxin closely related to the binary toxin found in 

C. perfringens.199 Not all strains of C. difficile can produce the CDT, and there are strains that only 

produce the CDT and no toxin A or B. Patients infected with strains only producing CDT are 

afflicted with colitis, but the symptoms are moderate. In addition, it has been found that these 

strains do not cause severe enteritis in experimental animal models.197,213,214 CDT does not bind to 

the GTPases Rho and Rac but rather to lipolysis-stimulated lipoprotein receptor, which is a type I 

single-pass transmembrane protein.215 The toxin inhibits actin polymerization, which causes 

changes in cell morphology, loss of barrier function and, in the end, cell death.216,217  

 

1.4.7. PPIases 

Peptidyl-prolyl-cis/trans-isomerases (PPIases) are omnipresent proteins that can be divided in 

three major classes: FK-506 binding proteins, cyclophilins and parvulins.218,219 There are 

differences between the amino acid sequences and structures, however, all classes have the 

function of catalyzing the rate limiting isomerization of peptidyl-prolyl bonds during protein 

folding.220–222 By catalyzing these processes, they contribute to the stability, activity and  

translocation of proteins within bacteria.223,224 PPIases are involved in stress tolerance, protein 

homeostasis and secretion. It also has been discovered that PPIases are contributing to the 

virulence and pathogenicity in Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, for example 

macrophage infectivity potentiator (Mip), belonging to Legionella pneumophila, and the parvulin-

type PPIase PrsA2 of Listeria monocytogenes (LmPrsA2).225–229 There are reports that under 

laboratory conditions, many deletions and mutations in PPIases do not present any phenotypic 

changes, or only show very subtle changes. For example, deletion of all known periplasmic 

PPIases of Yersinia pseudotuberculosis did not results in any differences when grown in vitro. 

However, the mutated strain actually presented growth impairment during colonization in vivo in 

a mouse model.230–233 

LmPrsA2 is part of the parvulin class of the PPIases. It is a lipoprotein that localizes to the 

cytoplasmic membrane. It has a homolog in Bacillus subtilis, and both the PrsA2 of Listeria 

monocytogenes and Bacillus subtilis are involved in the facilitation of folding and efficient 

secretion of extracellular proteins.226,234,235 In multiple studies it was found to be a factor that 

promotes the activity and/or efficient secretion of several other virulence factors, thus influencing 

the outcome of infection in both cell cultures as animal models.236–239 For example, LmPrsA2 
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homologs in Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus equi and Streptococcus suis have been 

described in context of virulence.240–243 Clostridioides difficile also contains a close homolog to 

LmPrsA2 in respect to its biochemistry as well as contribution to physiology and infection.244 

1.4.8. The Rnf-complex 

The Rhodobacter nitrogen fixation (Rnf-) complex is important in the energy production of 

Clostridia species. The Rnf-complex, which is a membrane ferrodoxin:NAD+ oxidoreductase, is 

hypothesized to cause a proton gradient that causes it to synthesize ATP by an H+-translocating 

ATPase. In C. ljungdahlii, the Rnf-complex is the only proton pump responsible for a proton 

motive force that is necessary for ATP synthesis during in vivo growth. Additionally, the Rnf-

complex participates in energy conservation.245 The Rnf-complex is located on the membrane and 

consists of multiple parts, including RnfA, RnfB, RnfC, RnfD, RnfE and RnfG.246 C. difficile also 

contains the Rnf-complex, but the function is not known.247 Also the effect on virulence, spore 

production and colonization is not discovered yet.  

1.4.9. Direct colonization resistance against C. difficile 

The undisturbed microbiota is able to completely resist C. difficile infections. A decrease in some 

distinct bacterial families like Lachnospiraceae or Ruminococcaceae are correlated with an 

increased infection rate.248–252 Additionally, an increased abundance of Lactobacillaceae and 

Enterococcaceae in combination with a decreased abundance of Bacteroides, Prevotella and 

Bifidobacteria are associated with C. difficile infections.  

 Recent studies have shown that secondary bile acids (SBA), converted by distinct bacteria 

of the microbiota, causes resistance against C. difficile infections by inhibiting germination of 

spores and outgrowth of vegetative cells, while primary bile acids (PBA) promote the germination 

of C. difficile spores.187 For example, Clostridium scindens, a bacterial species isolated from the 

human microbiota, is identified as one of the microbes able to convert PBAs to SBAs.253 The 

enzyme responsible for this conversion is 7α-dehydroxylase, and it converts for example cholic 

acid (CA), which is a PBA, to deoxycholic acid (DCA), which is an SBA. SBAs inhibit the 

vegetative growth of C. difficile in vitro in addition to reducing C. difficile to colonization of the 

gastrointestinal tract.254–256 Certain antibiotic treatments lead to a decrease in the abundance of 7α-

dehydroxylating bacteria, leading to an increase of PBAs and a decrease of SBAs. This gives  
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C. difficile the opportunity to grow out and initiate the infection.257 Animal experiments have 

confirmed that mice with decreased levels SBA and increased levels of PBAs have an increased 

susceptibility for C. difficile infections.258 Figure 4A and B show the effect of different primary 

and secondary bile acids on the lifecycle of C. difficile.  

Bacterial species from the Ruminococcaceae and Lachnospiraceae that are able to produce 

short chain fatty acids (SCFAs) like butyrate have been studied in regard to inhibiting C. difficile 

infections. Since these bacteria are depleted in infected patients, it was hypothesized that SCFAs 

are important in conferring colonization resistance against C. difficile.248 SCFAs are the main 

energy source for the intestinal epithelium, in addition to its anti-inflammatory characteristics. 

They stimulate defense barriers and increase the production and abundance of antimicrobial 

peptides.259 A study showed that germ-free mice colonized with a distinct Lachnospiraceae species 

presented a less severe infection compared to mice colonized with a non-SCFA producing 

bacterium (E. coli).260 In contract, in another mouse study it was shown that the administration of 

SCFAs to C. difficile infected mice was not able to reduce the infection.261 There is thus no 

conclusive evidence for the inhibitory effect of SCFAs on C. difficile infections.  

 There is also evidence that the microbiota confers direct colonization resistance by 

consuming sialic acids as nutrients, which is then unavailable for C. difficile to consume. In a 

transcriptomic study it was shown that C. difficile uses sialic acid as a nutrient source to be able to 

reach a high abundance of cells.262 After an antibiotic treatment, sialic acids are made but there are 

no sufficient consumers, causing increased abundances of sialic acids in the intestines, promoting 

C. difficile growth.263 

 Another way of direct colonization resistance could be caused by the production of the 

bacteriocins. Thuricin CD, produced by a Bacillus thuringensis strain demonstrated to have an 

antibiotic activity against C. difficile in vitro, but not against multiple other commensal bacteria 

like L. casei and B. lactis.264 This makes it an interesting research target since it selectively inhibits 

C. difficile growth without disrupting the microbiota.  
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Figure 4: Production of bile acids and the effect on the lifecycle of C. difficile.  

Primary bile acids (PBAs) are produced in the liver by the host, while secondary bile acids (SBAs) are 

produced in the cecum and colon by distinct commensal bacteria. Primary and secondary bile acids have 

promoting or inhibiting effects on the germination and/or growth of C. difficile. (A) The PBA taurocholic 

acid (TCA) induces germination of the spores, while the SBA deoxycholate acid (DCA) induces 

germination but inhibits the outgrowth. The SBA ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA), lithocholic acid (LCA) 

and the mouse-specific omega-muricholic acid (ωMCA) all inhibit germination and outgrowth of  

C. difficile. In healthy microbiota settings, the SBAs produced by the commensals of the microbiota inhibit 

the outgrowth. (B) In certain dysbiotic microbiota settings, which for example can be caused by antibiotics, 

the commensals that are able to convert PBAs to SBAs are not present anymore and thus C. difficile can 

germinate, grow out, produce toxins and cause disease. Figure adapted from Winston et al.265  

 

1.4.10. Indirect colonization resistance against C. difficile 

Clostridioides difficile colonization is not only inhibited by direct colonization resistance, but also 

by indirect colonization resistance as a result of microbiota-activated immune-mediated 

mechanisms. The innate and adaptive immune system can reduce inflammation and recurrence of 

the infection.  Yet unidentified commensal bacteria are capable of activating nucleotide-binding 

oligomerization domain-containing protein 1 (NOD1), myeloid differentiation primary response 

88 (MyD88) and IL-1β signaling which increases the recruitment of neutrophils, that enhance the 
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bactericidal activity.266–268 Commensal-derived flagellin stimulates Toll-like receptor 5 (TLR5) 

and thus also contributes to defense against C. difficile infections by inducing production of host-

derived antimicrobial peptides.269 

1.4.11. Immune system and C. difficile 

Not only the microbiota but also the innate and adaptive immune system of the host targets  

C. difficile. The first step in protecting itself against C. difficile is preventing and delaying the 

binding of the toxins to the intestinal epithelium by producing mucus. However, together with 

multiple other pathogens, C. difficile has evolved mechanisms to reduce the hosts mucin 

production.270,271 The second step is producing antimicrobial peptides. Cathelicidin and defensins 

produced by leukocytes and Paneth cells significantly reduce the inflammation and damage to 

intestinal cells caused by toxin A and B.272,273 In response to the toxins, epithelial cells will release 

IL-8 and macrophage inflammatory protein 2 (MIP-2) to initiate an immune response.274 When 

the intestinal barrier breaks and C. difficile proteins, toxins and cells come into contact with 

macrophages, monocytes and dendritic cells, an inflammatory cascade is initiated resulting in the 

release of proinflammatory cytokines.275 Localized mast cells degranulate and cause an increase 

of the permeability of the intestines, causing fluid loss and diarrhea.276  

In addition to the innate immune system, the adaptive immune system is activated as well. 

In response to the initial infection, the host releases IL-10 and IL-4. This stimulates the maturation 

of B-cells into Ig-producing cells and memory B-cells.277 The host produces antibodies against  

C. difficile and its toxins. Asymptomatic individuals have a significantly higher amount of IgG 

antibodies against toxin A compared to individuals with a C. difficile infection. Asymptotic 

individuals were also correlated with the increased production antibodies against toxin B and non-

toxin antigens but there was no significance found between the groups.278 Also, low levels of IgA 

and reduction in IgA producing cells are associated with prolonged C. difficile symptoms and 

recurrence.279 In addition, IgM is negatively associated with severity and recurrence. Patients 

producing high concentrations of serum IgM antibodies three days post infection were less likely 

to develop recurrent C. difficile infection, while patients with a low concentration had a twenty-

five-fold increased risk of developing recurrent disease.280  
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1.4.12. Treatments of C. difficile infections 

Standard treatment against C. difficile infection is the administration of antibiotics. For an initial 

episode of infection, vancomycin or fidaxomicin are recommended, however, metronidazole is 

also a possible treatment.281 10-35% of patients with a C. difficile infection develop a recurrent 

infection, which causes significant clinical complications and increased mortality.  

 An alternative treatment to antibiotics is a fecal transplantation (FT). FTs are shown to be 

efficient in treating initial but also recurrent and antibiotic resistant C. difficile infections.282,283 

There are however concerns about the safety of FT. Not one FT is the same, since every donor has 

a different microbiota composition and even a donation from the same donor on different days 

present differences in the composition. It is not clear what exactly is being transferred since the 

microbiota consists of many different microbes and metabolites. FTs pose a significant risk of 

transferring opportunistic pathogens. Additional studies, like the study described in this thesis, are 

required to understand and identify distinct members of the intestinal microbiota, which are highly 

effective against C. difficile infections. This could eventually replace the FT. In July 2019, two 

patients that received a FT ended up with an infection of a multi-resistant bacterial strain, which 

caused the death of one of them.284  

1.4.13. Clostridioides difficile mouse models 

C. difficile mouse models are widely used to study C. difficile infections, e.g. the mechanisms of 

pathogenicity, host defense and the role of the microbiota.285 Similar as in humans, mice require 

an antibiotic treatment before C. difficile is able to colonize.286 Specific antibiotics are needed for 

C. difficile to be able to colonize and cause disease. Theriot et al. found that one dose of 

cefoperazone, clindamycin and vancomycin diminishes the colonization resistance against  

C. difficile, but metronidazole and kanamycin did not show a lower colonization resistance.287 One 

study showed that disease severity was correlating with the decrease of Lachnospiraceae and an 

increase or Enterobacteriaceae, and that mono-colonization of germ-free mice with isolates from 

the Lachnospiraceae showed a decrease in C. difficile colonization.260,288 This demonstrates that 

specific species of commensal bacteria are sufficient to exert colonization resistance against  

C. difficile. Germ-free mice are highly susceptible for C. difficile infections, but also the oligo-

mouse-microbiota mice, which are gnotobiotic mice containing twelve mouse-specific gut 

bacteria, are susceptible, even without an antibiotic treatment.289 Most studies do not take the age 
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of the mice into account, however, there are a few studies examining the effect of age on the 

severity of C. difficile infections in mice. The first one examined the difference between old 

(eighteen months) and young (eight weeks) mice. Higher mortality was found in aged mice 

compared to young mice, which they claimed to be caused by differences in the microbiota. 

However, they didn’t use the two groups of mice with the same starting microbiota and thus this 

result of the age experiment remains uncertain.290 Another study examined old (eighteen months) 

and younger (two-four months) mice. They found that the old mice had a higher mortality rate 

compared to the younger mice when infected with C. difficile, where 50% of the old mice died 

compared to none of the young ones.291    

 

1.5. Oligo-mouse-microbiota 

The Oligo-mouse-microbiota (OMM) mice are C57BL/6 mice that are colonized with only 12 

bacterial species. These species are all mouse-specific bacteria, isolated from healthy intestinal 

mouse-microbiota. In the paper of Brugiroux et al., who established this mouse model, they argue 

that mice containing mouse-specific bacteria are a more natural tool to study host-microbiota 

interactions compared to mice that are colonized with human microbiota. This is because the 

microbiota and the host have a long-term co-evolution and thus the collaboration between the 

microbiota and host is more optimized when you use a host-specific bacterial strain. In the end, 

the specific bacteria are not important, the function of these bacteria is important. Bacteria can be 

different species in different hosts, but can have similar or even the same functions and can produce 

the same metabolites in the end.292 

 The twelve bacterial strains that colonize the OMM mice originate from the five most 

abundant and prevalent phyla of the intestinal mouse microbiota. Seven species were assigned to 

the phylum Firmicutes, two were assigned to the Bacteroidetes, one to the Actinobacteria, one to 

the Betaproteobacteria and one strain to the Verrucomicrobia.  

 Akkermansia muciniphila (YL44) is the strain that belongs to the Verrucomicrobia.293 

Bacteroides caecirmuris (I48) is one of the two strains that belongs to the Bacteroidetes phylum. 

This strain is part of the mouse intestinal bacterial collection (miBC), and was isolated in 2016.294 

Muribaculum intestinale (YL27) is the second strain that belongs to the Bacteroides phylum, 

which is also part of the miBC. Turicimonas muris (YL45) is the strain that belongs to the 
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Proteobacteria. This one also originates from the miBC. In the phylum Actinobacteria, 

Bifidobacterium longum subsp. Animalis (YL2) was chosen to represent the phylum in the OMM 

mice.295,296 

The Firmicutes is the most represented phylum. Seven out of the twelve bacteria from the 

OMM mice belong to this phylum. The first one is Enterococcus feacalis (KB1). It was first 

described in 1906 by Andrewes and Foulerton.297 It was classified as a Streptococcus spp. for a 

long time, until in 1984 Schleifer and Klipper-Balz discussed that it should be classified as 

Enterococcus faecalis.298 The second strain that belongs to the phylum Firmicutes is Acutalibacter 

muris (KB18), which was isolated in 2016 and belongs to the miBC. Clostridium clostridioforme 

(YL32) is the third Firmicutes that was added to the OMM. It was found in 1906, and was called 

Bacterium clostridioforme.299 In 1974, Kaneuchi et al. renamed the bacterium Clostridium 

clostridioforme.300 Flavonifractor plautii (YL31) is the fourth species belonging to the Firmicutes. 

It was first identified in 1928, when it was named Fubacterium plautii301 but reassigned as 

Flavonifractor plautii in 2010 by Carlier et al.302 Strain number five is Blautia coccoides (YL58), 

first described in 1976, and originally named Clostridium coccoides.303 In 2008 it was reclassified 

as Blautia coccoides.304 Lactococcus reuteri (I49) is the sixth species belonging to the Firmicutes 

isolated in 1980 by Kandler et al. The last species that belongs to the Firmicutes phylum is 

Clostridium innocuum (I46), which was discovered in 1962.305  

 The OMM mice are highly susceptible for C. difficile infections as demonstrated by Studer 

et al.289 None of the twelve bacteria that make up the microbiota contain the 7α-dehydroxylating 

gene, which means that there are no secondary bile acids produced in these mice. The study shows 

that when a bacterial strain is added, which contains the 7α-dehydroxylating gene, in this case 

Clostridium scindens, the colonization resistance is higher compared to OMM mice without this 

bacterial species. However, the mice do not restore the colonization resistance completely and 

mice will still develop a C. difficile infection. One day after infection, a significant difference in 

the amount of C. difficile was found between the non-colonized mice and mice colonized with the 

secondary bile acid producer, however, three days post infection, there is no difference in the 

amount of spores and vegetative cells between the two groups.289  
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1.6. Aims of the study 

The microbiota affects the hosts susceptibility towards C. difficile infections. Specifically, a well-

balanced and functional microbiota is able to prevent the colonization of the pathogen, while a 

disturbed microbiota might even promote C. difficile growth. The composition of the microbiota 

can be altered by diet or antibiotic and medicine usage. Most patients infected by C. difficile are 

elderly who already suffer from an underlying disease or infection for which they get treated for 

with antibiotics. This causes the loss of the colonization resistance against C. difficile. The 

occurrence of antibiotic resistances in C. difficile strains in addition to the fact that the patient is 

often already weaker, a mortality of 20.7% is found in these patients. The common treatment for 

C. difficile infections is the use of antibiotics, but in 30% of the cases, the patient develops a 

recurrent infection. An alternative approach to cure and prevent recurrent C. difficile infections is 

fecal transplantation. Even though in Germany it is not an approved treatment, in other parts of the 

world, for example in the USA and even in the neighboring country the Netherlands, this treatment 

has often been able to successfully treat (recurrent) infections in patients. Even though fecal 

transplants show to be effective to treat C. difficile infections, there are also issues with fecal 

transplants. Recently, two patients were infected with an antibiotic-resistant pathogen caused by 

the fecal transplant, and caused death in one of the patients.  

Culture-independent approaches like 16S rRNA gene sequencing and shotgun 

metagenome sequencing have given clues, associations and correlations between specific bacterial 

phyla or even between distinct bacterial genus and/or the functions of specific bacteria and 

gastrointestinal infections like C. difficile. Identification, culturing and mechanistic studies of 

bacteria from the microbiota that prevent C. difficile infections are important and critical for 

finding new treatments against C. difficile.  

 Recent studies in both humans and mice have shown a correlation between secondary bile 

acids and C. difficile. Multi-omic approaches have found that a decrease in secondary bile acids 

correlates positively with the presence of C. difficile. Also in in vitro studies it was found that 

SBAs were able to inhibit C. difficile germination and growth. However, secondary bile acids are 

not enough for a complete protection against the pathogen. Specifically, Studer et al. demonstrated 

that the colonization with Clostridium scindens, a secondary bile acid producer, in a mouse model 

containing twelve other bacteria in the microbiota was not able to stably protect mice from  
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C. difficile infections. This finding raises the question if secondary bile acid producing bacteria 

need assistance from other bacteria, or that the fact that a human-specific bacteria (C. scindens) 

was chosen instead of a mouse-specific bacteria causes problems with the colonization and 

subsequently the production of secondary bile acids.  

This study was performed to get a deeper understanding of the effect of specific members of the 

microbiota on C. difficile infections and the mechanisms of how the microbiota confers protection 

against C. difficile. To be able to perform experiments, the first aim was to establish a mouse 

infection model for C. difficile. Since it is known that the microbiota composition as well as the 

age as well as the use of antibiotics influences the ability of C. difficile to infect the mice, we 

characterized these specific parameters.  

C. difficile uses diverse different molecular machineries and metabolic adaptations to  

colonize the intestine but they are not yet fully understood. Hence, our second aim was to test 

different mutants of C. difficile generated within collaboration projects in the newly established in 

vivo infection model. If these genes, which are mutated, are required for efficient infection, these 

mechanisms could potentially become targets to treat the infection.  

 The third aim of the thesis was to investigate the effect of specific members of the mouse-

microbiota, for example a mouse-specific secondary bile acid producer (SBAP) alone or in 

combination with other mouse-specific bacterial species, on the ability of C. difficile to colonize 

and infect mice. Since in the study of Studer et al. the secondary bile acid producer was not able 

to confer resistance against C. difficile, different bacterial species from the microbiota of healthy 

and resistant mouse models were isolated. Distinct bacterial growth media and different culture 

techniques were used to isolate these bacteria. They were chosen based on their function and the 

presence or absence of secondary bile acid producing genes. The bacteria were used to colonize 

mice to examine the effect on the ability to generate resistance against C. difficile.  

 All experiments together contribute to our understanding of the functionality of bacteria 

originating from the microbiota in C. difficile infections and more specifically the functionality of 

secondary bile acid producing bacteria, secondary bile acids themselves and their inhibitory effect 

on C. difficile infections. Understanding the functionality of bacteria that confer resistance against 

C. difficile is important in order to create better treatments for patients and thus decreasing the 

mortality of patients infected with C. difficile.  
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2.  Materials 

2.1. Experimental mouse models  

Wild-type C57BL/6N mice were used in this study. Wild-type (WTBL/6-SPF1) mice were bred 

and maintained at the animal facilities of the Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research (HZI) under 

enhanced specific pathogen-free conditions (SPF). Wild-type germ-free C57BL/6N mice 

(WTBL/6-GF mice) were bred in isolators (Getinge) in the germ-free animal facility of the HZI. 

Wild-type OMM C57BL/6N mice (WTBL/6-OMM mice) were obtained from the isolators from 

the animal facility of the Medical School Hannover (MHH) or were bred in isolators in the germ-

free animal facility of the HZI. When the mice were transferred from MHH, the mice were 

contained in an airtight container, to prevent contamination of the microbiota. Other used wild-

type C57BL/6N mice with different microbiota compositions were purchased from either Janvier 

Labs (barrier 1A or 10C) (WTBL/6-SPF2A or 2B mice), Harlan Sprague Dawley Inc (barrier 2) 

(WTBL/6-SPF3 mice) or obtained from the National Cancer Institute (NCI) (WTBL/6-SPF4 mice) 

and bred under conventional housing conditions at the HZI without rederivation. NLRP6-/- mice 

were obtained from Yale University and bred under conventional housing conditions at the HZI 

(N6BL/6). The mice used for experiments were gender and age matched, unless otherwise 

described.  

 

Table 1: Origin and housing of the different mouse lines and different microbiota 

Mouse microbiota Origin Barrier 

WTBL/6-GF HZI  HZI - Isolators 

WTBL/6-OMM HZI HZI - Isolators 

WTBL/6-OMM MHH Isolators 

WTBL/6-SPF1 HZI HZI - SPF 

WTBL/6-SPF2A Janvier Labs 1A 

WTBL/6-SPF2B Janvier Labs 10C 

WTBL/6-SPF3 Harlan 2 

WTBL/6-SPF4 NCI HZI - conventional housing 

N6BL/6-SPF1 HZI HZI - conventional housing 
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 All mice used in the experiment were provided ad libitum with sterilized water and food 

under a strict 12-hour light cycle. WTBL/6-SPF and N6BL/6 mice were housed in individually 

ventilated cages (IVC) in groups up to six (female) or five (male) mice per cage. WTBL/6-OMM 

and WTBL/6-GF mice were kept in airtight ISOcages in groups up to six (female) or five (male) 

mice per cage, which contain a HEPA-filter, to prevent contamination of the microbiota.  

 During C. difficile infections, all mice were kept in airtight ISOcages, in groups up to six 

(female) or five (male) mice per cage. Mice were weighed every day after infection, and when 

below 90% of their bodyweight, mice were weighed two times a day, in accordance with the animal 

protocol. All animal experiments have been performed with the permission of the local 

government of Lower Saxony, Germany under the following protocol numbers: “Die Rolle der 

Darmflora in enterobakteriellen Infektionen des Magen-Darm-Trakts“: 33.9-42502-04-14/1415 

and “Charakterisierung der Wechselwirkungen zwischen Clostridium difficile und der Darm-

mikrobiota“: 33.19-42502-04-19/3126.  

 

2.2. Bacterial strains  

Bacteria used in this study were obtained in multiple ways. Five bacteria were isolated from 

healthy mice donors. Two bacteria were purchased from the Leibniz-Institute German Collection 

of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (Leibniz-Institute DSMZ). When derived from healthy mice 

donor, the bacteria were directly grown out of cecal and colon samples. When purchased from the 

DSMZ, the received bacterial strains were freeze dried and revived in the medium that was 

recommended by the DSMZ.  

 The Clostridioides strain used during this study were the VPI 10463 strain, the 630∆erm 

and the 630∆erm mutant strains. The VPI strain was obtained from the group of Dr. Matthias 

Lochner at the Institute for Infection Immunology, Twincore, Centre for Experimental and Clinical 

Research in Hannover. The Clostridioides difficile 630∆erm strains were obtained from 

collaboration partners at the Technical University of Braunschweig 

All bacteria used for microbiotal colonization and infection of WTBL/6-OMM mice are 

noted in table 2, with additional information about the origin and which medium is used.  
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 Table 2: Bacterial strains used during mice microbiota colonization and infection   

Bacteria Phylum Family Origin Medium 

Anaerostipes spp. 

nov.   
Firmicutes Lachnospiraceae WTBL/6-SPF4 

Super Medium (See: 

table 24 and table 25) 

Clostridium 

clostridioforme 
Firmicutes Clostridiaceae WTBL/6-SPF4 

Anaerobe basal broth 

(See: table 11 and 

table 12) or Super 

Medium (see: table 24 

and table 25) 

Clostridium 

scindens 
Firmicutes Clostridiaceae 

DSMZ 

(Number 5576) 

Wilkins Chalgren 

Anaerobe Broth + 

Glucose (See: table 

28 and table 29) 

Clostridioides 

difficile VPI 10463 
Firmicutes 

Peptostrepto-

coccaceae 

ATCC  

(Number 43255) 

Brain Heart Infusion 

+ Yeast Extract (See: 

table 15 and table 16) 

Clostridioides 

difficile 630∆erm 
Firmicutes 

Peptostrepto-

coccaceae 

DSMZ  

(number 28645) 

Brain Heart Infusion 

+ Yeast Extract (See: 

table 15 and table 16) 

Clostridioides 

difficile 

630∆erm∆prsA2 

Firmicutes 
Peptostrepto-

coccaceae 
Ünal et al.244  

Brain Heart Infusion 

+ Yeast Extract (See: 

table 15 and table 16) 

Clostridioides 

difficile 

630∆erm∆rnfC 

Firmicutes 
Peptostrepto-

coccaceae 
TU Braunschweig 

Brain Heart Infusion 

+ Yeast Extract (See: 

table 15 and table 16) 

Clostridioides 

difficile 

630∆erm∆rnfC 

+prnfC 

Firmicutes 
Peptostrepto-

coccaceae 
TU Braunschweig  

Brain Heart Infusion 

+ Yeast Extract (See: 

table 15 and table 16) 
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Duncaniella muris  Bacteroidetes Muribaculaceae  N6BL/6 
Mucus Medium (See: 

table 22 and table 23) 

Escherichia coli Proteobacteria 
Enterobacteria-

ceae 
WTBL/6-SPF2A 

Lennox and Miller 

bacterial culture 

medium (See: table 

20 and table 21) 

Extibacter muris Firmicutes Lachnospiraceae 
DSMZ 

(Number 28561)  

Wilkins-Chalgren 

Anaerobe Broth (See: 

table 26 and table 27) 

Intestinimonas 

butyriciproducens 
Firmicutes 

Clostridia 

(class), is not 

assigned to an 

order or family 

yet.  

DSMZ  

(Number 26097) 

Anaerobe basal broth 

(See: table 11 and 

table 12) or Mucus 

Medium (See: table 

22 and table 23) 

Lactobacillus 

murinus 
Firmicutes Lactobacillaceae WTBL/6-SPF3 

De Man, Rogosa and 

Sharpe agar (See: 

table 19) or Brain 

Heart Infusion 

medium (See: table 

13 and table 14) 

 

2.3. Reagents 

2.3.1. Primers 

Different primers were used in this study. Most of these primers were used to identify specific 

bacteria (E_muris_SpPr, C_scindens_SpPr, D_muris_SpPr, Dorea_Bai_SpPr and 

Anaerostipes_SpPr), or to identify bacteria in general (16S_SangerSeq or the 16S_V4seq primers) 

(Figure 1). One primer set, the Bai_CD primers, was solely used for qPCR to measure the 

abundance of the bacterial secondary bile producing gene in samples. Table 3 contains a list of all 

the primers used in this study. The 16S_SangerSeq primers were also used for qPCR, to normalize 

the results obtained from the Bai_CD qPCR.  
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Table 3: List of PCR and qPCR primers used in this study 

Oligonucleotide Sequence Annealing 

temperature (ºC) 

16S_V4Seq 515F: 5’GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA 55  

806R: 5’GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT 

16S_SangerSeq 27F: 5´AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG 55-61 

1492R :5´TACGGYTACCTTGTTACGACTT 

E_muris_SpPr 

 

246F: 5’GTAGTTGGTGCGGTAACGGCGC 67 

1016R: 5’TCCGCTGCCCCGAAGGGAACA 

C_scindens_SpPr 212F: 5’GGCGGCCAAAGCCCCGGC 64 

651R: 5’CTCTCCGACACTCCAGCCACG 

Bai_CD F: 5’GGMTTTGAYGCRSTIGARTT 60 

R: 5’ CRACICCSAYWACMGGDAT 

D_muris_SpPr 151F: 5’ATGCAAGTCGAGGGGCAKCGG 67 

634R: 5’CACGGAGTTAGCCGATGCTTTTTCT 

Dorea_Bai_SpPr 247F: 5’TGTCAGGAGCGCTTGTGACAAGC 63 

828R: 5’GGCGTATGCCCCATGTGCATGC 

Anaerostipes_SpPr 618F: 5’TGTAAAGGGTGCGTAGGTGGCATGGT 65 

1144R: 5’GACAACCATGCACCACCTGTCTTAACTGT 

 

2.3.2. Chemicals and commercial assays 

For the preparation of bacterial growth media and buffers, different chemicals were used in this 

study. Table 4 is a list of all chemicals used in the experiments in alphabetical order and the vendor 

where the chemicals were purchased from.  

 Commercial assays were used to perform ELISAs, to purify DNA samples or to perform 

PCRs and qPCRs. Table 5 contains a list of assays used and the vendor where the assays were 

purchased from.  
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Table 4: List of chemicals used in this study 

2-Propanol Avantor Performance Materials 

α-Lipoic Acid Sigma Aldrich 

Aluminum potassium sulfate dodecahydrate 

(AlK(SO4)2 x12H2O) 
Sigma Aldrich 

Anaerobe basal broth (ABB) Oxoid 

Bacto Agar BioLegend 

Biotin Sigma Aldrich 

Boric acid (H3BO3) Sigma Aldrich 

Brain Heart Infusion Broth (BHI) Oxoid 

Brain Heart Infusion Broth (BHI) Sigma Aldrich 

Calcium chloride (CaCl2 x2H2O) Carl Roth 

Clindamycin hypochloride Sigma Aldrich 

Cobalt(II) nitrate hexahydrate (Co(NO3)2) Sigma Aldrich 

Copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate (CuSO4 x5H2O) Sigma Aldrich 

De Man, Rogosa and Sharpe agar (MRS agar) Oxoid 

D-Panthothen acid hemicalcium salt Sigma Aldrich 

Ethanol Avantor Performance Materials 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt 

dihydrate (EDTA) 
Carl Roth 

Fetal Bovine Serum Sigma Aldrich 

Folic Acid Sigma Aldrich 

Glycerol Carl Roth 

Iron(II) sulfate heptahydrate (FeSO4) Sigma Aldrich 

LB broth (Lennox) Powder Sigma Aldrich 

LB broth with agar (Miller) Powder Sigma Aldrich 

L-Cysteine Carl Roth 

Magnesium chloride (MgCl2) Carl Roth 

Magnesium sulfate heptahydrate (MgSO4 x 7H2O) Sigma Aldrich 

Manganese sulfate monohydrate (MnSO4 x H2O) Sigma Aldrich 
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MEM non Essential Amino Acids Biowest 

Menadione crystalline Sigma Aldrich 

NaOH Sigma Aldrich 

Nickel(II) chloride hexahydrate (NiCl2 x6H2O) Sigma Aldrich 

Nicotinic Acid Sigma Aldrich 

P-Aminobenzoic acid  Sigma Aldrich 

Pipemidic acid  Sigma Aldrich 

Polymerase Q5 High-Fidelity NEB 

Polymerase TSG BioBasic 

Polymyxin B sulfate salt Sigma Aldrich 

Pyridoxine hydrochloride Sigma Aldrich 

Riboflavin Sigma Aldrich 

Rnase AppliChem 

Roti-Phenol/Chloroform/Isoamyl alcohol Carl Roth 

Sheep blood (defibrinated) Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Sodium Acetate solution (3 M, pH 5.2) Panreac Applichem 

Sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) Merck 

Sodium Chloride (NaCl) Carl Roth 

Sodium molybdate (Na2MoO4) Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium selenite (Na2SeO3) Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium tungstate dihydrate (Na2WO4 x2H2O) Sigma Aldrich 

Taurocholate acid Carl Roth 

TE Buffer (1x) pH 8.0 Panreac AppliChem 

Thiamine Hydrochlorid  Sigma Aldrich 

Thioglycollate Medium BD Bioscience 

Vitamin B-12 Sigma Aldrich 

Wilkins-Chalgren Anaerobe Broth (WCAB) Thermo Scientific 

Yeast Extract Sigma Aldrich 

Zinc sulfate heptahydrate (ZnSO4 x7H2O) Sigma Aldrich 
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Table 5: Commercial assays used in this study  

Commercial Kits Source 

Lipocalin-2 ELISA R&D systems 

NEBNext Ultra DNA library Kit New England Biolabs 

Spin Column PCR Product Purification Kit BioBasic 

Toxin A/B ELISA Antibodies-Online 

TSG polymerase kit BioBasic 

5x HOT FIREPol EvaGreen qPCR Mix Plus (no ROX) Solis Biodyne 

 

2.4. Buffers and solutions 

In this study, multiple buffers and solutions were used. Table 6 shows the recipe for Buffer A, that 

was used during DNA isolation. Table 7 contains the recipe for 10x phosphate buffered saline, 

which is an isotonic water-based salt solution buffer. Table 8 and table 9 show the recipes of the 

trace mineral supplement mixture and wolves vitamin solution mixture. These two mixtures are 

important ingredients in specific bacterial growth media. The recipe for the ELISA washing buffer 

is described in table 10. The washing buffer is important to remove any left-overs of the samples 

that could interfere with the ELISA signal. 

 

Table 6: Recipe for Buffer A (for DNA isolation) 

Component Mass  Final concentration 

NaCl 11.6 g 200 mM 

Tris 24.2 g 200 mM 

EDTA-diNa 7.4 g 20 mM 

Add up to 1 L with dH2O and set the pH to 8. Filter sterilize it before use.  
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Table 7: Recipe for 10 x phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 

Component Mass 

NaCl 80 g 

KCl 2 g 

Na2PO4 14.4 g 

KH2PO4 2.4 g 

Dissolve in 1 L of dH2O and set the pH to 7.4. Autoclave at 121fºC for 15 minutes. To make a 

1 x PBS, dilute 100 mL of 10 x PBS in 900 mL of dH2O. Autoclave at 121fºC for 15 minutes.  

 

Table 8: Trace Mineral Supplement Mixture  

Number Substance Concentration (mg/mL) 

1 EDTA x 2Na x 2H2O  63,69 

2 MgSO4 x 7H2O 300 

3 MnSO4 x H2O 50 

4 NaCl 100 

5 FeSO4 10 

6 Co(NO3)2 10 

7 CaCl x2H2O 13,25 

8 ZnSO4 x7H2O 10 

9 CuSO4 x5H2O 100 

10 AlK(SO4)2 x12H2O 183 

11 H3BO3 25 

12 Na2MoO4 100 

13 Na2SeO3 10 

14 Na2WO4 x4H2O 100 

15 NiCl2 x6H2O 200 

The substances were all dissolved in 1mL of dH2O. To prepare the Trace Mineral 

Supplement Mixture, 1 mL of number 1-8 was used, for number 9, 10 and 12-15, 10 µL 

was added and for number 11, 25 µL. The mixture was filled up to 100 mL with dH2O.  
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Table 9: Wolves Vitamin solution mixture  

Number Substance Amount (mg/mL) Solvent 

1 Folic acid 2 1 M NaOH 

2 Pyridoxine hydrochloride 10 dH2O 

3 Riboflavin 5 0,1 M NaOH 

4 Biotin 2 EtOH 

5 Thiamine hydrochloride 5 dH2O 

6 Nicotinic acid 5 1 M NaOh 

7 D-Panthothen acid hemicalcium salt 5 dH2O 

8 Vitamin B12 0.1 dH2O 

9 P-Aminobenzoic acid 5 EtOH 

10 α-Lipoic acid 5 EtOH 

All substances, when prepared, should be separately frozen at -80fºC. The mixture contains 

100fµL of all substances, except for number 4, from which 1 mL is needed for the mixture. The 

mixture is made by dissolving 90 mg of KH2PO4 in 50 mL dH2O, adding the vitamins to it, and 

filling the mixture up to 100 mL dH2O. Freeze the mixtures at -20fºC.  

 

Table 10: Recipe for ELISA washing buffer 

Component Volume Final concentration 

PBS 1000 mL n/a 

Tween 20 500 µL 0.05% (w/v) 

 

 

2.5. Bacterial media and agar recipes 

For this study, numerous bacterial growth media were used to isolate and culture different bacteria. 

In the following chapter, these media are listed and the recipes are described.  
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Table 11: Recipe for Anaerobe basal broth (liquid) 

Component Mass 

Anaerobe basal broth 35,4 g 

Add the powder to 1 L of dH2O. Heat up until the powder is dissolved into the water. Afterwards, 

autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC.  

 

Table 12: Recipe for Anaerobe basal broth (agar) 

Component Mass 

Bacto Agar 18 g 

Add 500 mL dH2O, and autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC 

Anaerobe basal broth 35,4 g 

Add the powder to 500 mL of dH2O. Heat up until the powder is dissolved. Afterwards, autoclave 

for 15 minutes at 121fºC. Add the agar and broth together, pour 25 mL per petri dish.  

 

Table 13: Recipe for BHI medium (liquid) 

Component Mass Final concentration 

BHI 37 g n/a 

Cystein 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

Add together, add up to 1 L with dH2O and filter sterilize the mixture.  

 

Table 14: Recipe for BHI medium (agar) 

Component Mass Final concentration 

Bacto Agar 18 g n/a 

Add 500 mL dH2O, and autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC 

BHI 37 g n/a 

Cystein 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

Add the BHI and cysteine together, add up with dH2O to 500 mL and filter sterilize the mixture. 

Afterwards add the filtered mixture to the autoclaved Bacto Agar and add 25 mL per petri dish.   
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Table 15: Recipe for BHIS medium (liquid) 

Component Mass Final concentration 

BHI 37 g n/a 

Cystein 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

Yeast extract 5 g n/a  

Add together, add up to 1 L dH2O and autoclave the mixture for 15 minutes at 121fºC.  

 

Table 16: Recipe for BHIS medium (agar) 

Component Mass Final concentration 

Bacto Agar 18 g n/a 

Add 500 mL dH2O, and autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC 

BHI 37 g n/a 

Cystein 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

Yeast extract 5 g n/a  

Add together, add up with dH2O to 500 mL and autoclave the mixture for 15 minutes at 121fºC. 

Afterwards, add the agar to the BHI mixture and pour 25 mL per petri dish.  

 

Table 17: Recipe for BHIST medium (liquid) 

Component Mass Final concentration 

BHI 37 g n/a 

Cystein 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

Yeast extract 5 g n/a  

Add together, add 950 mL dH2O and autoclave the mixture for 15 minutes at 121fºC. 

Taurocholate 1 g 0.1% 

Add to 50 mL dH2O and filter sterilize it. Let the autoclaved part cool down to at least 60fºC 

and add the two parts together.  
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Table 18: Recipe for BHIST medium (agar) 

Component Mass Final concentration 

Bacto Agar 18 g n/a 

Add 500 mL dH2O, and autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC 

BHI 37 g n/a 

Cystein 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

Yeast extract 5 g n/a  

Add together, add 450 mL dH2O and autoclave the mixture for 15 minutes at 121fºC. Let the 

autoclaved part cool down to at least 60fºC 

Taurocholate 1 g 0.1% 

Add to 50 mL dH2O and filter sterilize it. and add the two parts together. Add the three parts 

together and pour 25 mL per petri dish. 

 

Table 19: Recipe for de Man, Rogosa and Sharpe (agar) 

Component Mass 

De Man, Rogosa and Sharpe agar 62 g 

Add the powder to 1 L of dH2O. Mix until the powder is completely dissolved into the water. 

Afterwards, autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC. Add the agar and broth together, pour 25 mL 

per petri dish.  

 

Table 20: Recipe for LB broth (Lennox) medium (liquid) 

Component Mass 

LB Broth (Lennox) Powder 20 g 

Add the powder to 1 L of dH2O. Mix until the powder is completely dissolved in the water. 

Afterwards, autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC.  
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Table 21: Recipe for LB broth with agar (Miller) medium (agar) 

Component Mass 

LB Broth with agar (Miller) Powder 40 g 

Add the powder to 1 L of dH2O. Mix until the powder is completely dissolved in the water. 

Afterwards, autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC. Add the agar and broth together, pour 25 mL 

per petri dish.  

 

Table 22: Recipe for Mucus medium (liquid) 

Component Stock Volume/mass Final concentration 

Brain Heart Infusion n/a 18.5 g n/a 

Trypticase soy broth n/a 15 g n/a 

Yeast extract n/a 5 g n/a 

K2HPO4 n/a 2.5 g 2.5 g/L 

Add 500 mL dH2O, and autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC 

Hemin 1000x 1 mL  1 mg/L 

Glucose n/a 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

Na2CO3 100x 10 mL 0.4 g/L 

Cystein n/a 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

Menadione crystalline n/a 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

FBS n/a 30 mL 3% 

Add together, add up with dH2O to 490 mL and filter sterilize the mixture. Cover it from the 

light, because menadione is light-sensitive.  

Mucin 100x 10 mL 0.025% 

Autoclave the mucin two times for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC. Afterwards, 

add the autoclaved mixture and mucin to the filter sterilized mixture. Cover it from the light.  

* FBS needs to be complement inactivated for 30 minutes at 56fºC, store at -20fºC 

$ Na2CO3
 (100x) Dilute 0.8 g in 20 mL dH2O, store at room temperature 

# Hemin (1000x) Dilute 10 mg in 10 mL Ethanol, add 10 M NaOH solution until hemin 

dissolves, store at -20fºC 
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Table 23: Recipe for Mucus medium (agar) 

Component Stock Volume/mass Final concentration 

Bacto Agar n/a 18 g n/a 

Add 500 mL dH2O, and autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC 

Brain Heart Infusion n/a 18.5 g n/a 

Trypticase soy broth n/a 15 g n/a 

Yeast extract n/a 5 g n/a 

K2HPO4 n/a 2.5 g 2.5 g/L 

Add 250 mL dH2O, and autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC 

Hemin# 1000x 1 mL 1 mg/L 

Glucose n/a 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

Na2CO3
$ 100x 10 mL 0.4 g/L 

Cystein n/a 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

Menadione crystalline n/a 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

FBS* n/a 30 mL 3% 

Add together, add up with dH2O to 240 mL and filter sterilize the mixture. Cover it from the 

light. 

Mucin 100x 10 mL 0.025% 

Autoclave the mucin two times for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC. Afterwards, 

add the autoclaved mixture and mucin to the filter sterilized mixture. Cover it from the light. 

Add the autoclaved agar, to the mixture and pour 25 mL per petri dish. Keep it covered from 

light.  

* FBS needs to be complement inactivated for 30 minutes at 56fºC, store at -20fºC 

$ Na2CO3
 (100x) Dilute 0.8 g in 20 mL dH2O, store at room temperature 

# Hemin (1000x) Dilute 10 mg in 10 mL Ethanol, add 10 M NaOH solution until hemin 

dissolves, store at -20fºC 
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Table 24: Recipe for Super Medium (liquid) 

Component Stock Volume/mass Final concentration 

BHI n/a 37 g n/a 

Cystein n/a 0.5 g 0.5 g/L  

Wolves Vitamin Solution n/a 10 mL 10 mL/L 

Trace Mineral Supplement Mix n/a 10 mL 10 mL/L 

MEM non Essential Amino Acids 100x 10 mL 1x 

Menadione crystalline 0.5 g/L 1 mL 0.5 mg/L 

FBS n/a 100 mL 10% 

Combine the ingredients, add up with dH2O to 1 L and filter sterilize the mixture. Cover it from 

the light, because the vitamins are light-sensitive.  

 

Table 25: Recipe for Super Medium (agar) 

Component Stock Volume/mass Final concentration 

Bacto Agar n/a 18 g n/a 

Add 500 mL dH2O, and autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC 

BHI n/a 37 g n/a 

Cystein n/a 0.5 g 0.5 g/L 

Wolves Vitamin Solution n/a 10 mL 10 mL/L 

Trace Mineral Supplement Mix n/a 10 mL 10 mL/L 

MEM non Essential Amino Acids 100x 10 mL 1x 

Menadione crystalline 0.5 g/L 0.5 g 0.5 mg/L 

Add together, add up with dH2O to 450 mL and filter sterilize the mixture. Cover it from the 

light. 

Sheep blood n/a 50 mL 5% 

Add the blood, the agar and the mixture together; pour 25 mL per petri dish. Cover it from the 

light. 
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Table 26: Recipe for WCAB medium (liquid) 

Component Mass 

Wilkins-Chalgren Anaerobe broth 33 g 

Add the powder to 1 L of dH2O. Heat up until the powder is dissolved in the water. Afterwards, 

autoclave for 15 m at 121fºC. 

 

 

Table 27: Recipe for WCAB medium (agar) 

Component Mass 

Bacto Agar 18 g 

Add 500 mL dH2O, and autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC 

Wilkins-Chalgren Anaerobe broth 33 g 

Add the powder to 500 mL of dH2O. Heat up until the powder is dissolved in the water. 

Afterwards, autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC. Combine the agar and broth and pour 25 mL 

per petri dish.  

 

Table 28: Recipe for WCAB medium with glucose (liquid) 

Component Mass Final concentration 

Wilkins-Chalgren Anaerobe broth 33 g n/a 

Add the powder to 950 mL of dH2O. Heat up until the powder is dissolved into the water. 

Afterwards, autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC. 

D-glucose 10 g 10 g/L  

Dissolve the glucose in 50 mL of dH2O and filter sterilize it. Add it to the autoclaved WCAB 

medium.  
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Table 29: Recipe for WCAB medium with glucose (agar) 

Component Mass Final concentration 

Bacto Agar 18 g n/a 

Add 500 mL dH2O, and autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC, let it cool down to 60fºC 

Wilkins-Chalgren Anaerobe broth 33 g n/a 

Add the powder to 450 mL of dH2O. Heat up until the powder is dissolved into the water. 

Afterwards, autoclave for 15 minutes at 121fºC. 

D-glucose 10 g 10 g/L  

Dissolve the glucose in 50 mL of dH2O and filter sterilize it. Add it to the autoclaved WCAB 

medium. Combine the agar, glucose and broth and pour 25 mL per petri dish. 

 

2.6. Equipment 

Table 30: List of equipment used in this study 

Equipment Source 

Anaerobic Chamber Coy Laboratory 

Anaerobic Jar 2.5 L Oxoid  

Anaerobic Jar 3.5 L Oxoid  

BioPhotometer Plus Eppendorf 

Cam12 Coy Laboratory 

Catalyst box S/N Coy Laboratory 

Centrifuge 5424R Eppendorf 

Centrifuge 5430 R Eppendorf 

Crimper n.a. 

Decapper n.a. 

FlexCycler2 Analytik Jena 

Heratherm incubator Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Light cycler 480 Instrument Roche Diagnostics 

Mini-Beadbeater-96 Bio Spec 
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Model 2000 Incubator Coy Laboratory 

MS2 minishaker IKA works 

Multitron incubator Infors HT 

NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer Thermo Fisher Scientific 

PeqTWIST vortex VWR 

Polytron PT 2500E Kinematica 

Safe 2020 Class II Biological Safety Cabinets Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Savant DNA SpeedVac Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Systec VX-65 Systec-Lab 

Thermo Mixer comfort Eppendorf 

Tuttnauer 5850 Systec-Lab 

 

2.7. Materials 

Table 31: List of materials used in this study 

Material Vendor 

Anaerobic Gas Mix Lindt 

AnaeroGen 2.5L Thermo Scientific 

AnaeroGen 3.5L Thermo Scientific 

Anaerotest Merck 

Clostridium difficile agar plates (CLO-plates) BioMerieux 

Glass vials for glycerolstock  n.a. 
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2.8. Software and algorithms 

Table 32: List of software and algorithms used in this study 

FastTree Price 

Geneious Prime 2019 

Graphpad Prism v 7.0  

Graphpad Prism v 8.0 

Greengenes reference database 

LEfSe 

Mega6 

NCBI Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) 

OUT picking with UCLUST 

Phyloseq 

Quantitative insights into microbial Ecology (QIIME) v 1.8.0 

R statistical programming environment; R version 3.3.0 (2016-05-03) 

Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) classifier 

Silva Ref NR database 
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3. Methods 

3.1. Culturing Clostridioides difficile 

3.1.1. Culturing Clostridioides difficile from spores 

C. difficile is able to produce robust spores that are able to survive in a, for vegetative cells, 

hazardous environment for a long lasting time period. To generate a proliferating culture from 

spores, 1000 spores were added to 5fmL BHIST medium in a 15 mL Falcon tube (see: table 16). 

The supplemented TCA, a primary bile acid, is important since it promotes to germination of 

spores and the ability to grow out. After the spores were added to the medium, the Falcon tubes 

were placed into an anaerobic jar with the lids not completely closed, to ensure air exchange. 

Afterwards an AnaeroGen 3.5fL sachet was added to the jar. AnaeroGen sachets convert the 

aerobic atmosphere to an anaerobic atmosphere. The anaerobic sachet reduces the oxygen in the 

atmosphere to <1% within one hour and <0.1% after 2.5 hours and retains a CO2 level of 7-15% 

within twenty-four hours. To be certain that the AnaeroGen sachet works correctly, it has to be 

added to the jar or box within one minute after opening the package. The jar was transferred into 

a 37fºC incubator and incubated for twenty-four hours. Additionally, germination was also 

performed on BHIST agar plates (see: table 17). 1000 spores were streaked out on agar plates 

containing taurocholate and placed into anaerobic jars containing AnaeroGen 3.5fL sachets. The 

plates were incubated for three days at 37fºC.  

3.1.2. Culturing Clostridioides difficile from a glycerol stock  

C. difficile glycerol stocks are stored at -80fºC. To recover a culture from the glycerol stock, 500 

µL of C. difficile in 15% glycerol were added to 5 mL BHIST medium (see table 16) in a 15 mL 

Falcon tube. The Falcon tubes were placed into an anaerobic jar with the lids not completely closed 

and an AnaeroGen 3.5 L sachet was added to the jar. The jar was transferred into a 37fºC incubator 

and incubated for twenty-four hours. Additionally, reviving C. difficile from glycerol stocks was 

also performed on BHIST agar plates (see: table 17) by adding 500 µL of the glycerol stock onto 

agar plates. The plates were placed into anaerobic jars containing AnaeroGen 3.5 L sachets and 

incubated anaerobically at 37fºC for 48-72 hours.  
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3.1.3. Culturing Clostridioides difficile from live cultures/colonies 

Picking colonies from agar plates and passaging of cultures were performed aerobically. In case 

of an agar plate, one colony was picked and added to a 15fmL Falcon tube containing 5fmL BHIS 

medium (see: table 14). In case of passaging liquid cultures, 250fµL of bacterial culture were 

added to a Falcon tube containing 5fmL BHIS. The tubes were placed into the anaerobic jar 

containing a AnaeroGen 3.5L sachet and incubated for twenty-four hours at 37fºC.  

3.1.4. Culturing Clostridioides difficile from feces samples 

Fecal samples were collected and processed within two hours after acquiring. 1 mL of PBS was 

added to the samples together with 100fµg of 1 mm beads. The samples were bead-beated two 

times for twenty seconds with a two minute break in between. After bead-beating, a ten-fold 

dilution series was prepared up to seven dilutions with PBS, and afterwards were plated on  

C. difficile Agar Plates (CLO agar plates), which were purchased at BioMerieux. These plates 

contain specific antibiotics, namely 100fµg/mL cycloserine, 8fµg/mL cefoxitin and 2fµg/mL 

amphotericin B, however, they do not contain any taurocholate. To grow C. difficile spores, 0.1% 

of taurocholate was added to the CLO plates and pre-reduced for two days in the anaerobic 

chamber. After streaking out the samples, the plates were placed in an anaerobic jar containing an 

AnaeroGen sachet 3.5fL and incubated at 37fºC for three days.  

3.1.5. Production of spores 

The protocol used for production of spores is loosely based on the protocol of Edwards et al.306 

The biggest difference is the washing step with aerobic 1x PBS, in addition to the use of BHIS 

medium for sporulation. 

A fresh, C. difficile liquid culture, which was cultured for twenty-four hours anaerobically 

at 37fºC, was spinned down at 3000xfG for ten minutes. The pellet was washed by aerobic 1x PBS 

and spinned down again. This process was repeated and the OD600 was adjusted to 0.2 by adding 

aerobic PBS. 1 mL was added to a BHIS agar plate (See: table 15) and placed into an anaerobic 

jar containing an AnaeroGen 3.5L sachet. Afterwards the plates were incubated at 37fºC for seven 

days to stimulate sporulation. After seven days, the plates were removed and the cells were 

collected using an inoculation loop in 2 mL of 1x PBS. The cells were then heated for twenty 

minutes at 65fºC to inactivate and kill the vegetative cells. To count the amount of spores collected, 
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a ten-fold dilution series was prepared up to seven dilutions. The dilution series was produced by 

adding 25fµL to 225fµL of 1x PBS. 25fµL of these dilutions were plated on BHIS and BHIST 

agar plates (see table 15 and table 17). The plates were incubated anaerobically at 37fºC for 3 days. 

On the BHIS plates, the amount of residual vegetative cells were counted, while on the BHIST 

plates, the spores were counted. When the amount of residual vegetative cells was more than 2.5% 

of the total spores, the samples were heated again for twenty minutes at 65fºC and the process was 

repeated. When the residual vegetative cells were below 2.5% of the total spores, the spore stock 

was diluted with 1x PBS to 1000 spores per µL.  

3.1.6. Storage of Clostridioides difficile 

C. difficile spores were stored at 4fºC, aerobically, in 1x PBS, at a concentration of 1000 spores 

per µL. Over a time period of four years, the same spore stock was able to be used, although the 

amount of spores that were able to germinate decreased over time to 300 spores per µL  

 Another way of storing C. difficile is by producing glycerol stocks from a fresh culture.  

C. difficile was cultured anaerobically for twenty-four hours at 37fºC in 5fmL BHIS and afterwards 

the culture was spinned down at 3000x G for 10 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 500 µL 

BHIS and added to a 500 µL 30% glycerol in BHIS medium. The samples were immediately 

placed on dry ice and subsequently stored at -80fºC.  

 

3.2. Anaerobic culturing and isolating of bacteria 

3.2.1. Anaerobic atmosphere 

Apart from C. difficile, all other anaerobic culturing was performed in the anaerobic chamber The 

atmosphere in the anaerobic chamber is a mixture of 70% nitrogen, 20% CO2 and 10% hydrogen. 

All materials and media that were used during anaerobic culturing were pre-reduced to anaerobic 

conditions in the anaerobic chamber two days before usage. The anaerobic chamber, purchased by 

Coy laboratories contains an airlock to transfer materials in and out of the chamber. The airlock 

exchanged the aerobic air by performing two cycles with nitrogen followed by one cycle of the 

gas mixture.  
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3.2.2. Isolation and storage of bacteria 

Mice with different SPF microbiota compositions were sacrificed and the colonic and cecal content 

were collected in BBL thioglycolate liquid medium. The content was weighed and transferred into 

the anaerobic chamber. To homogenize the sample, it was first vortexed and then filtered through 

a 70fµm sterile filter to remove the larger particles and undigested food. Afterwards it was diluted 

to a concentration of 40fmg of feces per 1fmL of medium. Two techniques were used to isolate 

the bacteria: spreading the mixture on agar plates or by using the most probable number (MPN) 

technique.307 Figure 5 describes the culture techniques used in this study.  

 After diluting the mixtures (ten-fold dilution series from 10-2 till 10-5) were spread on the 

agar plates, and subsequently were incubated for two to four days at 37fºC in the anaerobic 

chamber. Different bacterial growth media was used during culturing, namely SM, ABB, Mucus 

medium, MRS medium and BHI medium. After incubation, colonies displaying different 

phenotypes (size, color, form) were picked, streaked out on a new plate, and incubated again in 

the anaerobic chamber for two to four days. To verify that the bacterial cultures were not 

contaminated, the process of picking and streaking out on a new plate was performed three times 

before culturing in a 5 mL liquid culture. 10fµL from these 5fmL cultures were taken out to use 

for PCR.  

 The MPN technique works differently. The homogenized content was diluted via a ten-

fold dilution series, and the dilutions were cultured in 200fµL per well in a 96-well plate. The 

media used were SM, ABB, Mucus medium and BHI medium. 96-well plates containing bacterial 

cultures in 30% of the wells were chosen for the continuation of culturing. The dilutions showing 

detectable growth were most often found in the plates containing dilutions 10-6 – 10-8. The 96-well 

plates were incubated for two days at 37fºC and afterwards 10fµL was taken out for PCR. The 

visible cultures were then transferred onto agar plates, corresponding to the used medium, and 

incubated for another two-four days. The same technique as mentioned in the section before was 

used to verify that the bacteria were not contaminated: a bacterial colony was passaged to a new 

plate three times before culturing in a 5fmL liquid culture.  

After 3 passages on agar plate, and growth in a liquid culture, the bacteria were 1:1 diluted 

with a 40% glycerol mixture to store them for a longer period of time. 500 µL of culture were 

added to a glass vial containing 500fµL of 40% glycerol/100% BHI medium and immediately 

transferred into the -80fºC freezer.  
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Figure 5: Schematic layout of the culturing techniques.  

(A) After sacrificing a mice and (B) collecting the intestinal content, the samples were transferred into the 

anaerobic chamber where they were homogenized and (C) diluted. By spreading the dilutions on (D) agar 

plates or in (E) liquid medium with the MPN technique, different bacteria were able to be isolated.  

3.2.3. Identification of the bacteria 

10fµL of the growing cultures were taken out of the anaerobic chamber, and used for 16S rRNA 

gene PCR. 1 µL of the cultures was directly pipetted into the PCR reaction mix (see: table 32). 

The 16S rRNA gene specific primers 16S_27F and 16S_1492R were used to amplify the 16S 

rRNA gene region (see: table 3). The duplication part of the PCR program is performed in two 

steps. The first step has 11 cycles and will decrease the annealing temperature from 61fºC to 55 

ºC, while in the second step consists of 26 cycles with an annealing temperature of 55fºC (see: 

table 33).  

 After performing the 16S rRNA gene PCR, the DNA was purified by using the Spin Colum 

PCR Product Purification Kit from BioBasic. The kit uses multiple buffers: Buffer B3, Wash 

Buffer and Elution Buffer. Buffer B3 was diluted in a 4:1 ratio with isopropanol. To the Wash 

Buffer, EtOH was added in a ratio of 1:4 (buffer:EtOH). 
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Table 33: PCR reaction mix for 16S rRNA gene amplification 

Component Volume (µL) Final concentration 

PCR buffer (10x) 5 1x 

MgSO4 5 1x 

dNTPs 1 200 µM 

Forward Primer (16S_27F) 1 200 µM 

Reverse Primer (16S_1492R) 1 200 µM 

Taq Polymerase 0.2 1U/50 µL 

Water 35.8  N/A 

Culture 1 N/A 

Instead of isolating the DNA before the PCR reaction, 1 µL of culture is added directly to the PCR 

reaction mix.  

 

Table 34: PCR program used for 16S rRNA gene replication 

Step Temperature (ºC) Time (s) Number of cycles 

Initial denaturation 95 120 1 

Denaturation 95 20  

11 Annealing 61 – 55 20 

Extension 72 60 

Denaturation 94 20  

26 Annealing 55 20 

Extension 72 60 

Final extension 72 300 1 

In the first denaturation – annealing – extension cycle, the annealing temperature decreases from 61fºC 

to 55fºC in 11 cycles. In the second cycle, the annealing temperature stays at 55fºC for 26 cycles. 

  

 To purify the PCR product, 125 µL of Buffer B3 were added to the PCR reaction mixture. 

The mixture was transferred to the EZ-10 column and incubated for two minutes at room 

temperature. Afterwards it was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for two minutes. 600 µL of Wash 
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Solution were added to the column afterwards and again centrifuged for two minutes. The flow-

through was removed and the washing step was repeated. After removing the flow-through, the 

column was centrifuged again for one minute so that all residual Wash Solution was removed. The 

column was then transferred to a 1.5 mL microfuge tube and 30 µL of Elution Buffer were added 

and the sample was incubated again for two minutes at room temperature. As the last step, the 

samples were centrifuged a last time for two minutes. The DNA concentration and purity were 

measured afterwards, and the samples were send for Sanger Sequencing to the in-house sequence 

facility called the Genome Analytics Group (GMAK).  

 After receiving the sequences, they were reviewed on their quality. If the HQ was above 

30%, the bacterial cultures were considered to be consisting of one single bacterial species, below 

they were marked as contaminated. When this occurred, the cultures needed to be recultured and 

passaged again for three times to ensure the culture consisted of one single bacterial strain. The 

sequences above 30% HQ were inserted in the NCBI BLAST tool, to identify the bacterial species 

and to examine if the bacterial species were a newly found ones or if it was an isolate/strain of an 

previously isolated bacterial species.  

3.2.4. Whole genome sequencing of bacteria 

Sequencing of bacteria DNA was performed in the Genome Analytics Platform at Helmholtz 

Center for Infection Research using the NEBNext Ultra DNA library prep kit (New England 

Biolabs). The library preparation was performed according to the manufacturer's instructions. 

Read of demultiplexed libraries were assembled with SPAdes to draft genomes and annotated 

using prokka.308,309 

 

3.3. Microbiota manipulation 

3.3.1. Antibiotics treatment 

The microbiota can be easily manipulated by using antibiotics. Since antibiotics target different 

specific bacteria and kill or inhibit the growth of these bacteria, the microbiota will be altered after 

the treatment. In this study, 10fmg/kg clindamycin is injected intraperitoneal (IP) to manipulate 

the microbiota of mice with an SPF microbiota. Clindamycin increases the risk of C. difficile 

infections since it targets distinct anaerobic bacteria generating the colonization resistance. 
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Additionally, clindamycin resistance is commonly found in C. difficile strains.310 Other antibiotics 

may affect the microbiota differently, by targeting other bacterial species, but all antibiotics have 

an effect on the microbiota.  

3.3.2. Cohousing of mice and fecal transplantation 

Another technique to manipulate the microbiota is by cohousing mice with different microbiota. 

In this study, cohousing was performed between female WTBL/6-GF and WTBL/6-OMM mice. 

By cohousing, mice of the two different origins were added together in the same cage. Since mice 

are coprophages, they consume each other’s fecal matter and thus obtaining each other’s 

microbiotal bacteria. Mice were cohoused for three weeks before used for experiments.  

 Male mice are not able to be cohoused, since they become aggressive towards mice that 

originate from other cages. To manipulate the microbiota from male mice, a fecal transplant was 

performed from WTBL/6-OMM to WTBL/6-GF mice. To make sure no contaminations would 

occur, the following protocol was performed completely in a clean bench. A fecal transplant is 

produced by sacrificing WTBL/6-OMM mice and collecting the intestinal content of the small 

intestine, cecum and colon. The intestinal content was added together in BBL thioglycolate liquid 

medium. To homogenize the sample, the sample was first vortexed and then filtered through a 

70fµm sterile filter, to remove the larger particles and undigested food. After filtering, the solution 

was immediately used as FT. By using stainless steel feeding needles, also called gavage needles, 

WTBL/6-GF mice were gavaged with 200fµL of the fecal transplant. One week later, the process 

was repeated by providing a second fecal transplant. Three weeks after the first transplant, mice 

were ready to be used for experiments.  

3.3.3. Colonization of single bacteria or consortia 

For every experiment, fresh cultures were grown anaerobically for twenty-four hours at 37fºC in 

the anaerobic chamber (70% N2, 20% CO2 and 10% H2) from a frozen glycerol stock in the 

appropriate media (see: table 2). All mice were colonized at an age of twenty to twenty-two weeks 

with 200fµL of a single bacterial culture or a mixture of bacterial cultures via oral gavage (see: 

table 34). The overnight cultures were used directly without measuring for the OD600. One week 

after colonization, mice were used for infection.  
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Table 35: The different bacterial groups used during this study 

Consortium Consortium + SBAP SBAP group 1 SBAP group 2 

Anaerostipes spp. nov.  Anaerostipes spp. nov. C. scindens E. muris 

C. clostridioforme C. clostridioforme   

D. muris D. muris   

E. coli E. coli   

I. butyriciproducens I. butyriciproducens   

L. muris L. muris   

 E. muris   

 

3.4. DNA isolation 

Different sources were used for DNA isolation. Fresh stool samples were collected from mice and 

directly stored at -20fºC. Intestinal content (cecal and colon content) was collected from the 

intestines of the mice and added to 5 ml of 1 x PBS. Samples were homogenized and subsequently  

centrifuged for ten minutes at 12700 rpm to remove liquids. For whole genome sequencing, 5 mL 

liquid cultures were used. The cultures were centrifuged for 10 minutes at maximum speed to 

remove the liquid and only keep the bacteria. 

For DNA based 16S rRNA gene sequencing, DNA was extracted and isolated according 

to a protocol that uses both mechanical and chemical disruption of the bacterial cell wall and is 

based on phenol/chloroform purification. Samples were suspended in a solution containing 500 

µL DNA extraction Buffer A  (see: table 6), 200 µL 20% SDS, 500 µL phenol:chloroform:isoamyl 

alcohol and 100 µL of 0.1fmm diameter zirconia/silica beads. The samples were homogenized by 

bead-beating using the Mini-Beadbeater-96. Samples were bead-beated twice for two minutes with 

a two minutes break in between, where the samples were stored at 4fºC. After bead-beating, the 

samples were centrifuged for five minutes at 8000 rpm at 4fºC and the aqueous phase was 

transferred into a new 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. The extraction was then repeated by adding 600 µL 

of phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol, mixing by inverting the tubes ten times and centrifugation 

of 12700 rpm for five minutes at 4fºC. The upper aqueous phase was again transferred into a new 
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Eppendorf tube and precipitated by adding 600 µL ice-cold isopropanol and 60 µL 3M sodium 

acetate solution and storing it at -20fºC for a minimum of three hours. After the incubation, the 

samples were centrifuged at 12700 rpm for twenty minutes at 4fºC and subsequently washed in 1 

mL of 70% EtOH. After another centrifugation step at 12700 rpm speed for three minutes, the 

crude DNA pellets were dried in a vacuum centrifuge for ten minutes and resuspended in 200fµL 

of 1x TE buffer by incubating the samples for thirty minutes at 50fºC. After resuspension, the 

DNA samples were treated with 100fmg/mL RNase and column purified. The isolated DNA was 

stored at -20 ºC until further analysis.  

 

3.5. 16S rRNA gene microbial community sequencing 

3.5.1. WTBL/6-SPF1 - SPF4 mice 

Sequencing of fecal DNA was performed in the Genome Analytics Platform at Helmholtz Center 

for Infection Research. Amplification of the V4 region with the use of the 16S_V4Seq primers 

(see: table 3Table 3) of the 16S rRNA gene was performed.311 Samples were sequenced on an 

Illumina MiSeq platform (PE250).  

Barcode-based demultiplexing was performed using IDEMP software with default 

parameters (https://github.com/yhwu/idemp). Obtained reads were assembled, quality controlled 

and clustered using Usearch8.1 software package (http://www.drive5.com/usearch/). Briefly, 

reads were merged using -fastq_mergepairs –with fastq_maxdiffs 30 and quality filtering was done 

with fastq_filter (-fastq_maxee 1), minimum read length 200 bp. The OTU clusters and 

representative sequences were determined using the UPARSE algorithm312, followed by taxonomy 

assignment using the Silva database v128313  and the RDP Classifier314 with a bootstrap confidence 

cutoff of 80% performed by using QIIME v1.8.0.315 OTU absolute abundance table and mapping 

file were used for statistical analyses and data visualization in the R statistical programming 

environment package phyloseq.316 To determine bacterial OTUs that explained differences 

between microbiota settings, the LEfSe method was used.317 OTUs with Kruskal-Wallis test <0.05 

and LDA scores >4.0 were considered informative. 
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3.5.2. WTBL/6-OMM mice 

For the specific relative abundance estimation of the species of the OMM microbiota the standard 

16S rRNA gene amplicon pipeline (3.5.1) was extended to open-reference approach.  Briefly, 

quality filtered reads were first try to assign to the OMM sequences only (QIIME v1.8.0315 

command pick_closed_reference_otus). Reads failed to match the references (default sequence 

similarity threshold 97%) were reused for the determination of OTU clusters and representative 

sequences were determined using the UPARSE algorithm312 following the standard pipeline 

(3.5.1). OTU tables were merged and used for statistical analyses and data visualization in the R 

statistical programming environment package phyloseq.316 

 

3.6. Clostridioides difficile inhibition assays 

3.6.1. In vitro 

To examine the inhibitory effect of specific bacterial cultures on the vegetative cells of C. difficile, 

two different in vitro methods were used. First, bacteria were anaerobically cultured overnight, 

including C. difficile, according to the methods and incubation temperatures mentioned before.  

For the first method, the bacterial cultures were streaked out horizontally in one thin line 

on agar plates. The plates were dried for as long as it was needed to show no liquid culture visible 

on the plate anymore. Afterwards, the vegetative cells of the C. difficile culture were streaked on 

the plate as well, also in one thin line, but vertically, crossing the earlier streaked line, making a 

cross, as pictured in Figure 6A. Plates were incubated anaerobically at 37f°C for twenty-four hours.  

For the second method, 100fµL of the bacterial cultures were spread out over the plate, 

completely covering the surface of the agar. The plates were dried until no liquid culture was 

visible anymore on the agar plates. Then, 25fµL of the C. difficile culture was added in a drop in 

the middle of the plate, as shown in figure 6B. When the drop was also dried, the plates were 

incubated anaerobically at 37f°C for twenty-four hours.  

3.6.2. Ex vivo 

 To examine the inhibitory effect of specific bacterial cultures in combination with intestinal 

content on C. difficile infections, an ex vivo experiment was performed. For this, WTBL/6-SPF1 

mice were treated with 10fmg/kg bodyweight clindamycin twenty-four hours before sacrifice. The 
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content of the cecum and colon were collected and diluted 1:1 in PBS. Aliquots of 500fµL were 

generated. 50fµL of the bacterial cultures were added to these aliquots. At last, 1000 spores of  

C. difficile were added to these bacterial cultures and vortexed thoroughly to make sure the samples 

were mixed well. The samples were then incubated anaerobically at 37°C for six hours and 

afterwards plated on pre-reduced CLO plates. These plates were incubated anaerobically at 37°C 

for three days. This method is adjusted from Theriot et al.318  

 
Figure 6: In vitro inhibition assays. 

Two different methods were used to assess the inhibition of the different bacteria on C. difficile. (A) Method 

one, where line number 1 represents the bacterial strain which inhibitory effect is tested and line number 2 

represents the C. difficile culture. The two cultures cross each other in the middle. (B) Method two, where 

circle number 1 represents the bacteria which inhibitory effect is tested and spread of the whole plate and 

circle number 2 represents the C. difficile culture that is dropped in the middle of the plate.  

 

3.7. Clostridioides difficile infection 

3.7.1. SPF microbiota 

 Figure 7 describes the timeline for C. difficile infections in mice containing an SPF 

microbiota. Briefly, one day before infection, mice received an antibiotic treatment with 10fmg/kg 

clindamycin intraperitoneal and twenty-four hours (D0) later mice were infected via oral gavage 

of 1000 spores per mice in 200fµL. Feces for DNA isolation and 16S rRNA gene analysis were 

collected the day before infection (D-1), D0, one day after infection (D1), three days after infection 

(D3), five days after infection (D5) and seven days after infection (D7). Feces were also collected 

on D1, D3, D5 and D7 to assess colonization of vegetative cells and spores, and for lipocalin-2 

and Toxin A ELISAs. The mice were monitored and the weight was measured daily, unless the 

protocol indicated to increase the monitoring to two times a day, for example when the mice lost 

more than 10% of their bodyweight or when they showed signs of diarrhea.  
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 The susceptibility of mice with an SPF microbiota, more specifically WTBL/6-SPF1 to 

WTBL/6-SPF4 mice,  for C. difficile infections was examined by treating half of the mice with 

10fmg/kg clindamycin intraperitoneal and half of the mice with sterile PBS intraperitoneal one 

day before infection. 

 

Figure 7: Timeline for C. difficile infection in WTBL/6-SPF1 – SPF4 mice.  

Two different methods were performed during infection of WTBL/6-SPF1 – SPF4 mice. (A) To examine 

the survival, mice were followed over a time course of eight days. The experiment started with a 

clindamycin treatment (10fmg/kg bodyweight) on D-1, followed by an infection with 1000 spores of  

C. difficile twenty-four hours later on D0. On D1, D3, D5 and D7, feces samples were collected for multiple 

assays. On D7, mice were also euthanized. (B) To examine colonization of C. difficile in the mice, mice 

were followed for four days, before being euthanized on D3. On D-1 they received antibiotics, on D0 the 

mice were infected and on D1 and D3 samples were collected. Additionally, on D3 an organ burden 

experiment was performed after euthanizing the mice.  

3.7.2. OMM microbiota 

 Figure 8 describes the timeline for C. difficile infections in mice containing an OMM 

microbiota. Mice containing an OMM microbiota are susceptible for C. difficile infections without 

a prior antibiotics treatment. OMM mice used in this study were used directly for infection, or 

were one week prior to infection (D-7) colonized with 200 µL of single cultures or consortia of 

bacterial cultures. Mice were infected on D0 via oral gavage of 1000 spores per mice in 200 µL. 

Feces for DNA isolation and 16s rRNA gene analysis were collected on D0, D1, D3, D5 and D7. 
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On the same days, feces were collected to assess the colonization of vegetative cells and spores, 

for lipocalin-2 and Toxin A ELISAs, and for bile acid analysis.  

 

Figure 8: Timeline for C. difficile infections in WTBL/6OMM mice. 

Two different methods were performed during infections of WTBL/6-OMM mice. (A) To examine the 

survival, mice were followed of a time course over fourteen days. The experiment started with the 

colonization of commensal bacteria seven days before infection (D-7) followed by an infection with 1000 

spores of C. difficile one week later (D0). On D1, D3, D5 and D7, feces samples were collected for multiple 

assays. On D7, mice were euthanized. (B) To examine colonization of C. difficile in the mice, mice were 

followed for eleven days, and euthanized on D3. On D-7 they received commensal bacteria, on D0 the mice 

were infected and on D1 and D3 samples were collected. Additionally, on D3 an organ burden experiment 

was performed after euthanizing the mice.  

 

 

3.8. Sacrifice and dissection of mice 

 All procedures were performed according to the animal protection act and animal suffering 

was kept to an absolute minimum. Mice were euthanized by CO2 inhalation followed by 

dislocation of the spine in the neck. For previously specified analysis and experimental procedures, 

colon content and cecal content was collected after sacrificing the mice. 
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3.9. Examining CFU in infected mice 

 To examine the colonization of C. difficile in infected mice, feces samples are collected on 

the appropriate days, which means D1, D3, D5 and D7, when possible. 1fmL of 1x PBS and 

100fµL of 1fmm silico beads were added to the samples and samples were bead-beated two times 

for twenty seconds. Every sample was divided in four different Eppendorf tubes. One tube was for 

DNA isolation, one for lipocalin-2 and Toxin A ELISAs, one tube was for using directly and one 

tube was used for heating up the sample at 65fºC for twenty minutes. The samples for DNA 

isolation and ELISA were stored at -20fºC until they were analyzed. The tube containing the non-

heated sample was suitable for culturing and determining colony forming units (CFUs) of 

vegetative cells. Samples were diluted in a ten-fold dilution series in 1x PBS. 25 µL was then 

streaked out on CLO plates. Since these plates lack taurocholate, spores will not be able to 

germinate. The samples that were heated at 65fºC were also diluted in the same way and 25fµL 

were streaked out on CLO + 0.1% taurocholate plates. Because of the heating, vegetative cells 

were inactivated and killed, and only spores were able to form CFUs on these plates. The plates 

were placed into anaerobic jars containing an AnaeroGen 3.5fL sachet and incubated for three 

days at 37fºC. Afterwards, the CFUs were counted and calculated back to vegetative cells or spores 

per gram content. 

In indicated experiments organ burdens were performed. For this, mice were sacrificed as 

previously described and the cecum and colon content were collected in 50fmL Falcon tubes. All 

samples were kept on ice during the experiment. The content was weighed and 5 mL of 1 x PBS 

was added to the tubes. Using a homogenizer, samples were homogenized for thirty seconds. 

Between each sample, the homogenizer was washed with 70% EtOH for ten seconds followed by 

ten seconds of 1 x PBS. Between different experimental groups or different organs, the 

homogenizer was washed two times with 70% EtOH and 1 x PBS. Samples were then collected in 

four different Eppendorf tubes. The same procedure as described for the feces samples in the prior 

paragraph will be used for these samples. 
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3.10. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay  

 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) were performed to determine the 

concentration of lipocalin-2 and the concentration of C. difficile Toxin A in the fecal, cecal and 

colon content. Lipocalin-2 is produced by the host. It is an inflammation marker in the intestines 

which indicates the severity of an infection. Toxin A is produced by C. difficile and the 

concentration indicates the severity of the infection. In both ELISAs, the higher the concentration 

of the protein, the more severe the infection. For both lipocalin-2 and Toxin A, the protocol was 

carried out mostly according to the manufacturer’s instructions, with some modifications. The 

samples used for the lipocalin-2 ELISA are undiluted in addition to three dilutions, 1:20, 1:400, 

1:8000. For the Toxin A ELISA, samples used are undiluted in addition to three dilutions, 1:5, 

1:25, 1:125.  

3.10.1. Lipocalin-2 ELISA 

 The Lipocalin-2 ELISA was purchased from R&D systems. In short, a 96-well microplate 

was coated with the capture antibody diluted in 1x PBS and stored overnight at room temperature. 

The plate was washed three times with wash buffer and blocked for a minimum of one hour by 

Reagent Diluent (RD) (1x) to each well. Afterwards the plates are washed again for three times 

with wash buffer. The standard and samples (undiluted and diluted in RD) were added to the 

samples and incubated overnight at 4fºC. After another washing step, the detection antibody, 

diluted in RD, was added to each well and incubated for two hours at room temperature. After a 

washing step, Streptavidin-HRP diluted in RD was added to each well and incubated for twenty 

minutes at room temperature while being covered from the light, like all following steps. A last 

washing step was performed before the Substrate Solution was added. After an incubation of ten 

to twenty minutes, Stop solution was added and the absorbance was measured at 450fnm and the 

correction at 540 nm with a plate reader. Standards and samples were fitted and the lipocalin-2 

values were calculated back to ng of Lipocalin-2 per gram sample.  

3.10.2. Toxin A ELISA 

The Toxin A ELISA was purchased from Antibodies-Online. The ELISAS were performed using 

the Two Step Protocol. The undiluted samples, diluted samples, or the control samples were added 

to the wells and incubated for one hour at 37fºC. Afterwards the plate was washed three times with 
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wash buffer and the anti-toxin A-HRP conjugate was added to each well and incubated at 37fºC 

for thirty minutes while being covered from the light, like all following steps. The plate was 

washed again and the substrate was added and incubated at room temperature for ten to twenty 

minutes. The reaction was stopped by adding Stop solution to each well. The absorbance was 

measured at 450fnm and the correction at 620fnm and toxin values were calculated back to ng of 

toxin per gram sample.  

 

3.11. Collection of samples for secondary bile acid analysis 

Mice were euthanized and the content of the small intestine, cecum or colon was collected, divided 

in 50 mg aliquots and added to a tube containing beads. Immediately after weighing the content, 

the tubes were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until further processing. 

Processing, isolation and analysis was performed by the group of Dr. Meina Neumann-Schaal at 

the DSMZ. 

  

3.12. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) 

Different qPCRs have been performed in this study. Using the 16S_SangerSeq primers in 

combination with specific bacterial primers, the relative abundance of specific bacteria could be 

calculated. Using the Bai_CD primers, the abundance of the bacterial secondary bile metabolizing 

gene in the samples could be measured.  

 First, the bacterial or fecal DNA is isolated as described before. The components for the 

qPCR are added together and a 96-well plate is filled up with the master mix. Afterwards, the DNA 

is added to the wells in duplo. The plate is sealed, vortexed, to make sure the DNA is mixed with 

the DNA mix, and spinned down at 300x g for three minutes. The LightCycler480 was used to 

measure the samples.  

 To examine the relative abundance of Extibacter muris and Clostridium scindens in the 

different groups, two separate qPCRs were performed, since the annealing temperature of the 

16S_SangerSeq primers and the annealing temperature of E. muris or C. scindens did not coincide. 

The qPCR reaction mix can be found in table 35Table 36, and the qPCR program in table 36. The 
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annealing temperature of the 16S_SangerSeq primers is 55fºC, for E_muris_SpPr it is 67fºC and 

for C_scindens_SpPr the annealing temperature is 64fºC.  

 The protocol for the quantification of the Bai_CD gene in samples is different. A standard 

of seven decreasing concentrations is made by using different amounts of E. muris or C. scindens 

DNA. The highest amount is 25 ng/µL, and by diluting 1:2, the standard goes from 25 ng/µL till 

0.391 ng/µL, with the eighth well containing only H2O as water control. Both the standard and 

samples are added to the plate in duplo. The Bai_CD primers have an annealing temperature of 

60fºC.   

 

Table 36: qPCR reaction mix used in this study 

Component Volume (µL) Final concentration 

5x HOT FIREPol EvaGreen qPCR Mix Plus 4 1x 

Primer Forwards (10pmol/µL) 0.5  

Primer Reverse (10pmol/µL) 0.5  

DNA template 2 1-50 ng/µL 

H2O PCR grade Rest  

Total 20   

 

Table 37: qPCR program used in this study 

Cycle Step Temperature (ºC) Time  Cycles Analysis 

Initial 

Denaturation 

95 15 min 1  

Denaturation 95 15 s  

40  

 

Quantification Annealing 55-67 20 s 

Elongation 72 20 s 

Melting curve - Continuous 1 Melting curve 

Cooling 37 60 s 1  
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3.13. Metagenomics 

Sequencing of fecal DNA was performed in the Genome Analytics Platform at Helmholtz Center 

for Infection Research using the NEBNext Ultra DNA library prep kit (New England Biolabs). 

The library preparation was performed according to the manufacturer's instructions. 

Demultiplexed libraries were filtered to remove host reads using BBMap using the Ensembl 

masked mouse genome GRCm38.75 and phiX.319 Quality filtered reads were mapped against the 

OMM genomes using BBMap.320 Unmapped reads were used for an assembly approach with 

MegaHIT.321 Resulting contigs were binned to MAG (metagenomics assembled genomes) with 

metaBAT, quality checked with CheckM.322,323 Resulting MAGs were taxonomic classified with 

GTDBTk and annotated using prokka.309,324 In addition predicted proteins of the MAGs were 

searched for baiCD with Blastp using all available baiCD from UniProt as references.325,326 

 

3.14. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism program version 7 and 8 (GraphPad 

Software, Inc.) and R v3.3.0. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM (Standard error of mean). 

Differences were analyzed by Student’s t-test and ANOVA. P values indicated represent an 

unpaired nonparametric Mann-Whitney or two-way ANOVA by Tukey´s multiple comparison 

analysis. The permutational multivariate ANOVA analysis of variance (ADONIS) was computed 

with 999 permutations. In addition to p value, for ADONIS tests an R2 > 0.1 (effect size, 10%) 

was considered as significant. Values ≤ 0.05 were considered as significant: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. 
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4. Results 

4.1. The effect of age on Clostridioides difficile infections in mice 

As mentioned in the introduction, age is an important factor in contracting the C. difficile and the 

severity of the infections in humans. However, in mice, few studies describe the effect of the age 

of mice in combination with C. difficile infections. To be able to establish a mouse model which 

is comparable to the development of the infection in humans, an experiment was performed with 

female WTBL/6-SPF1  mice that were followed over time to analyze C. difficile VPI 10463 

infections in mice with different ages. Mice as young as nine weeks till mice aged up to thirty-six 

weeks were used in this experiment. First, the weight of the mice with different ages were 

measured. Afterwards, on day one before infection, all mice were treated with 10 mg/kg 

clindamycin and twenty-four hours later infected with 1000 spores of C. difficile VPI 10463. Mice 

were weighed and scored daily after infection and fecal samples were collected on day one, three, 

five and seven after infection to be able to detect colonization, inflammation and toxin levels of  

C. difficile in the fecal matter.  

4.1.1. Mice gain body weight until age of twenty-two weeks 

Female mice were grouped together by age, with a maximum of six days difference in birth date. 

To examine the differences in starting bodyweight at infection, mice were weighed before giving 

the clindamycin treatment. All mice contained the same microbiota, were given the same food and 

water and were housed in identical cages with identical housing conditions. As expected and as 

shown in Figure 9, similar aged mice were presenting similar weights, and the body weight 

increases as they grow older. After twenty-two weeks however, the weight gain plateaus around 

25 g per mouse.  
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Figure 9: Bodyweight of mice grouped by age.  

Female mice grouped by age from nine weeks old till thirty-six weeks old, with a maximum of six days 

difference in birth date. Data is pooled from multiple experiments.  

4.1.2. The microbiota does not change over time when mice age  

The microbiota composition is important for the colonization resistance. In humans, the microbiota 

changes over time, caused by environmental influences like different nutrient intake, medicine and 

antibiotic treatments. To examine if the microbiota changes when mice grow older, without any 

influences from outside, feces were taken before antibiotic treatment and DNA was isolated. 16S 

rRNA gene sequencing was performed to detect differences in the composition of the microbiota 

during aging. Figure 10A shows the NDMS plot of the 16S rRNA gene profiles of the feces 

samples taken from mice when they were different ages before and after clindamycin treatment. 

No significant differences between the composition of mice of different ages in the 16S rRNA 

gene profiles could be found, which means that the composition did not change when mice grow 

older while being kept in isolation. Antibiotic treatment however causes a significant shift to the 

microbiota, but again no significant differences between the ages were found after antibiotic 

treatment. The bacterial compositions are shown in figure 10B, where the microbiota composition 

is shown on family level. The most obvious differences are the absence and/or lower abundance 

of the Lachnospiraceae, Porphyromonadaceae, Rikenellaceae and Ruminococcaceae and a higher 

abundance of Enterococcaceae and Lactobacillaceae in the antibiotic treated mice. This shows 

that clindamycin kills numerous bacteria and decreases the diversity of the microbiota.  
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Figure 10: 16s rRNA data sequencing of feces DNA of mice with different ages before and after 

antibiotics  

Analysis of β-diversity (PCoA) using Bray-Curtis distances along with multivariate analysis of variance  

(ADONIS test) of variables ‘age’, and ‘treatment’ (A) and fecal microbiota composition on the family level 

using 16S rRNA gene sequencing. (B) α-diversity (Observed and Shannon) in mice of different ages before 

and after antibiotics (Student t-test). 

4.1.3. Older mice lose more weight and have a lower survival 

Since the microbiota does not change over time, and also the antibiotic treatment does not alter the 

microbiota differently in the different ages, the question arose if the mice would show differences 

in severity and mortality during a C. difficile infection. For this, nine- to thirty-six-week-old female 
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WTBL/6-SPF1 mice, treated with 10 mg/kg bodyweight clindamycin twenty-four hours before 

infection, were infected with 1000 spores C. difficile VPI 10463. Mice were followed over a time 

course of seven days and their body weight was measured daily. Figure 11 shows the weight of 

the mice (A) and the survival curve (B) of the infected mice. Mice older than twenty-two weeks 

old lost more weight compared to the younger mice. On day three, mice older than twenty-two 

weeks old lost 20% of their bodyweight which meant that they reached the humane endpoint and 

thus were euthanized. Additionally, mice of eighteen weeks and younger started gaining weight 

again after three days of infection. The younger the mice were at the start of the infection, the 

lower the weight loss was and the faster they recovered after infection. Nine-week-old mice gained 

all their weight back at day five post infection, eleven- to thirteen-week-old mice regained their 

weight completely on day six and thirteen- to eighteen-week-old mice were back at their starting 

bodyweight seven days post infection. In addition, nine- to eleven-week-old mice did not lose 

more than 10% of their body weight, while thirteen- to eighteen-week-old mice lost around 15% 

of their starting body weight. All mice of twenty-two weeks old or older died three to four days 

post infection, while all mice of eighteen weeks of age or below did not die at all.  

 

Figure 11: Bodyweight loss and survival curve of WTBL/6-SPF1 mice of different ages. 

Data pooled from two separate experiments. Bodyweight loss of WTBL/6-SPF1 mice with different ages 

during a C. difficile infection (antibiotics treatment twenty-four hours before infection, infected with 1000 

C. difficile VPI 10463 spores per mice). (A) Complete body weight loss over a time span of seven days. 

(B) Survival curve for WTBL/6-SPF1 mice.  
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4.1.4. The production of spores is affected by the age of the mice 

The weight loss and mortality were affected by the age of the mice. To examine if C. difficile can 

colonize the mice in higher number depending on age, fecal samples of the infected female mice 

were collected, when possible, on one, five and seven days post infection. Homogenized samples 

were spread out on selective CLO agar plates (BioMerieux) to determine the amount of vegetative 

cells. Additionally, samples that were heated at 65fºC for twenty minutes, were spread out on CLO 

agar plates supplemented with 0.1% TCA to determine the amount of spores. Figure 12 shows the 

colonization in CFU/g of vegetative cells and spores on one day, five days and seven days post 

infection. On day one, there is no difference in the colonization shown by similar CFU/g of 

vegetative cells between the different ages. However, there is a significant difference between the 

older and younger mice in the amount of spores found. More specifically, mice from thirty-six 

weeks old have a significant higher amount of spores compared to mice below eighteen weeks old 

and thirty-two-week-old mice have a significant higher amount of spores compared to mice below 

eleven weeks old. In general, the older the mouse, the higher the amount of spores that were 

recovered from the feces samples. 

 In addition, no difference was found in the CFU/g of vegetative cells and spores on day 

five post infection, however, only mice from the age of nine to eighteen weeks were still alive and 

thus no comparison can be made to older mice. Between five and seven days, all mice started 

clearing the infection, since the CFU/g of vegetative cells went from 107-109 on day five to 104-

106 on day seven. No difference was found in the vegetative cells between all age groups. 

Additionally, in mice below fifteen weeks of age, no spores were found in the fecal matter on day 

seven after infection, but, although in a low amount, were still found in mice of eighteen weeks 

old. However, the CFU/g spores found on day seven were significantly lower compared to the 

CFU/g of spores on day five.  

To examine if the older mice produce more inflammation markers, like lipocalin-2, or if 

the strain produced more toxin in older mice compared with younger mice, two ELISAs were 

performed, namely a lipocalin-2 and Toxin A ELISA. Both of these ELISAs did not show any 

difference in the different age groups (data not shown). The mechanism behind the higher 

susceptibility of older mice for C. difficile is not clear, however, it is clear that mice of twenty-two 

weeks and older show a higher severity and higher mortality after infection with C. difficile. For 

following experiments, mice between the age of twenty-two and twenty-six were used.  
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Figure 12: Colonization of C. difficile in mice with different ages. 

Nine- to thirty-six-week-old clindamycin treated female mice were infected with 1000 spores of C. difficile 

VPI 10463. After one day, five days and seven days, fecal matter was collected. Homogenized fecal matter 

were plated and CFUs were counted. (A) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g one day after infection. (B) 

Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g five days after infection. (C) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g 

seven days after infection. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test (*p 

< 0.05). 

 

4.2. Impact of antibiotics in mice on the severity of Clostridioides 

difficile infections  

The microbiota composition is important in conferring colonization resistance against bacterial 

pathogens. It is known that different compositions can have different effects on specific infections, 

for example on the severity of the infection and the time it takes to infect and grow out in the host’s 

intestine. To examine the effect of different microbiota compositions on the severity of C. difficile 

with and without the use of antibiotics, mice matched by gender and of an age of twenty-two to 

twenty-six weeks harboring different SPF microbiota (WTBL/6-SPF1, WTBL/6-SPF2A, 

WTBL/6-SPF3 and WTBL/6-SPF4 mice, see table 1) were infected. The mice were split in two 

different groups per microbiota composition (in total 8 groups). One group received a clindamycin 

treatment (10fmg/kg bodyweight) before being infected with 1000 spores of C. difficile VPI 10463 

and one group did not receive any antibiotics prior to infection. 
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4.2.1. The microbiota is altered after the use of clindamycin  

Mice were split into eight different groups, two groups per microbiota. One of those groups 

received a clindamycin treatment (10fmg/kg bodyweight), the other one received PBS as control 

group. Fecal matter was collected before antibiotic treatment and twenty-four hours after antibiotic 

treatment. Total DNA was isolated from these samples and the 16s rRNA gene profiles were 

examined. Figure 13A presents the NDMS plot of the samples before and after antibiotics 

treatment. Mice with the same microbiota background are clustered together. WTBL/6-SPF2A and 

-SPF3 mice show to have similar microbiota compositions, but they show differences compared 

with the WTBL/6-SPF1 and -SPF4 mice. After antibiotic treatment, the composition of the 

microbiota of mice before antibiotics show a significant different microbiota composition after 

antibiotics. Still, mice with the same microbiota after antibiotics cluster together, where again 

WTBL/6-SPF2A and -SPF3 mice seem to have similar microbiota compositions, even after 

antibiotic treatment. Figure 13B presents the differences in the composition on family level. As 

presented before, the differences in the microbiota between WTBL/6-SPF1 mice before and after 

antibiotic treatment is characterized by an increase in Enterococcaceae and a decrease in the 

relative abundance of Lachnospiraceae, Rikenellaceae, Ruminococcaceae and 

Verrucomicrobiaceae. In addition, the microbiota of WTBL/6-SPF2A, -SPF3 and -SPF4 mice  

after antibiotics present a decrease in the relative abundance of Muribaculaceae, Prevotellaceae, 

Rikenellaceae, Ruminococcaceae and Verrucomicrobiaceae after antibiotic treatment and an 

increase in the relative abundance of Enterobacteriaceae, Enterococcaceae and Lactobacillaceae 

compared with before antibiotics. In general, the diversity decreases after antibiotics treatment, 

independently of the starting microbiota composition.  
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Figure 13: The 16S rRNA data sequences of feces DNA of mice harboring different microbiota 

compositions before and after antibiotics. 

Analysis of β-diversity (PCoA) using Bray-Curtis distances along with multivariate analysis of variance  

(ADONIS test) of variables ‘microbiota’, and ‘treatment’ (A) and fecal microbiota composition on the 

family level using 16S rRNA gene sequencing (B). α-diversity (Observed and Shannon) in mice containing 

different microbiota compositions before and after antibiotics (Student t-test). 
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4.2.2. Antibiotic-treated mice are susceptible for Clostridioides difficile infections  

To examine the effect of the different microbiota compositions before and after antibiotics on the 

ability of C. difficile to infect and colonize the mice, mice were infected with 1000 spores of  

C. difficile VPI 1046 twenty-four hours after clindamycin treatment. As shown in Figure 14A, 

WTBL/6-SPF1 mice treated with clindamycin lost around 15% of bodyweight two days after 

infection, compared to 0% of WTBL/6-SPF1 mice that were untreated. Three days post infection, 

the WTBL/6SPF1 mice treated with clindamycin died due to the reach of the humane endpoint 

(20% bodyweight loss), while the untreated mice did not show any signs of disease after seven 

days (end of experiment). WTBL/6-SPF2 and -SPF4 mice lost around 10% of their bodyweight 

and WTBL/6-SPF3 mice lost 5% of bodyweight on day three compared to 0% of bodyweight loss 

of their untreated counterparts. WTBL/6-SPF2A, -SPF3 and –SPF4 mice treated with clindamycin 

before infection showed a weight loss of 20% on day four, at which they were euthanized while 

their counterparts that did not receive any antibiotics prior to infection did not show any signs of 

disease after seven days (end of experiment). The survival curve for all groups is shown in Figure 

14B-E, where all mice in the  antibiotic-treated groups died due to the infection (either three days 

or four days after infection), and all mice not treated with antibiotics survived for the duration of 

the experiment (seven days) causing a significant difference in survival.  

4.2.3. Antibiotic-treated mice show colonization of C. difficile after infection 

To examine if untreated mice and mice treated with clindamycin would have a difference in  

C. difficile colonization after infection, fecal samples were taken on day one and day three post 

infection. Figure 15 shows the CFU of C. difficile per gram feces from each mice in log scale. 

WTBL/6-SPF1 mice treated with clindamycin were showing severe diarrhea on day three, so no 

samples could be taken from them on this day. From all other mice groups, samples were able to 

be collected on both day one and day three. Significant differences were shown between the 

antibiotic treated mice and the untreated counterparts containing the same microbiota before 

antibiotic treatment on day one and day three after infection. On day five and day seven, the 

clindamycin treated mice were dead. Additionally, on day five and day seven, no CFU/g vegetative 

cells or spores were found in the untreated mice, regardless of which microbiota composition they 

had. Interestingly, spores found in antibiotic treated WTBL/6-SPF4 mice were significantly lower 

compared to the amount of spores found in antibiotic treated -SPF1 and -SPF3 mice one day after 
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infection, but significantly higher compared to antibiotic treated -SPF2A and -SPF3 mice on day 

three post infection. The spore counts in antibiotic treated WTBL/6-SPF2A and -SPF3 mice 

remained similar on day one and day three, however, the CFUs g/feces found in antibiotic treated 

WTBL/6-SPF4 mice went up from 104 to 108 CFU/g from day one to day three.  

 

 

Figure 14: Bodyweight loss and survival curve of mice treated or not treated with antibiotics. 

(A) Body weight loss of WTBL/6-SPF1, -SPF2A, -SPF3 and –SPF4 mice treated with antibiotics and 

untreated mice during a C. difficile infection (infected with 1000 spores of C. difficile VPI 10463 per mice). 

(B) Survival curve for WTBL/6-SPF1 mice. (C) Survival curve for WTBL/6-SPF2A mice. (D) Survival 

curve for WTBL/6-SPF3 mice. (E) Survival curve for WTBL/6-SPF4 mice. Significance was performed 

using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test (*p < 0.05). 
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Figure 15: Antibiotic treatment alters the colonization of C. difficile after infection. 

CFU per gram feces of C. difficile in WTBL/6-SPF1 to -SPF4 mice treated with antibiotics and untreated 

mice during a C. difficile infection (infected with 1000 spores C. difficile VPI 10463  per mice). (A) CFU/ 

gram feces of vegetative cells found in WTBL/6-SPF1 – SPF4 mice one day after infection. (B) CFU/g 

feces of spores in fecal samples found in WTBL/6-SPF1 – SPF4 mice one day after infection. (C) CFU/g 

feces of vegetative cells found in fecal samples of WTBL/6-SPF1 – SPF4 mice three days after infection. 

(D) CFU/g feces of spores found in fecal samples of WTBL/6-SPF1 – SPF4 mice three days after infection. 

Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01). 
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4.2.4. Antibiotic treated mice show intestinal inflammation after Clostridioides 

difficile infections 

Lipocalin-2 is excreted by the intestinal cells as response against intestinal inflammation. The 

higher the level of lipocalin-2, the more inflammation is present in the intestines. The same feces 

samples that were collected in the previous section were also used to measure the lipocalin-2 levels 

of the different groups. To examine the amount of lipocalin-2 excreted, a lipocalin-2 ELISA was 

performed. As shown in Figure 16, lipocalin levels of WTBL6-SPF1 mice without antibiotic 

treatment were absent in their fecal samples, however, untreated WTBL/6-SPF2A, -SPF3 and 

SPF4 mice did show lipocalin levels as high as 108 to 5*109fpg/g feces. One day after infection, a 

significantly higher amount of lipocalin was found in WTBL/6-SPF1 mice that were treated with 

antibiotics compared to non-treated mice. The other groups did not show any significant difference 

with their untreated counterparts on day one. However, on day three after infection, untreated 

WTBL/6-SPF2A, SPF3 and SPF4 mice had a significantly lower amount of lipocalin in their feces 

compared to their antibiotic treated counterparts, showing that the mice with the C. difficile 

infection produce more lipocalin.  

4.2.5. Mice treated with antibiotics show high levels of toxin A in their feces 

Toxin A is produced by C. difficile, and is the major cause of the pathogenicity of the bacteria. 

High levels of toxin A can be a sign of a severe infection. Toxin A can be measured by a toxin A 

ELISA. As shown in Figure 17, toxin A levels are absent in mice that were not treated with 

antibiotics before infection, while mice that were treated with antibiotics show high amounts of 

toxin A, around 107 ng/gram feces. On day one, two of the WTBL/6-SPF1 mice and two of the 

WTBL/6-SPF3 mice did not show any toxin A in their fecal matter. On day three, all mice treated 

with antibiotics showed high levels of toxin A.  
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Figure 16: Amount of lipocalin produced in the mouse during infection. 

Lipocalin levels in pg/g feces after infection. (A) Lipocalin levels on day one post infection. (B) Lipocalin 

levels on day three post infection. P values indicated represent an unpaired nonparametric Mann-Whitney 

test if not indicated differently Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test (*p 

< 0.05). 

 

 
Figure 17: Amount of toxin A produced by C. difficile during infection. 

Toxin A levels in ng/gram feces after infection. (A) Toxin A levels on day one post infection. (B) Toxin A 

levels on day three post infection. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test. 

(*p < 0.05). 
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4.2.6. Clostridioides difficile mouse infections and antibiotics 

Mice that were not treated with antibiotics before infection did not show any signs of disease. They 

did not lose body weight and did not promote C. difficile growth or the production of spores during 

the course of a week. Additionally, they produced, depending on the mouse strain used, lower 

levels of lipocalin produced on day one or day three after infection and they did not contain any 

toxin levels in their feces. In this study, the exact composition of the healthy microbiota (thus, 

without the use of antibiotics) is not important, as long as there is a healthy microbiota 

composition, the mice are protected against C. difficile infections.  

 

4.3. The effect of mutants of Clostridioides difficile 630∆erm on 

colonization 

4.3.1. PPIase PrsA2 is important for colonizing WTBL/6-SPF1 mice  

Enteric pathogens use a multitude of adaptation strategies to compete with the resident microbiota 

and to infect the host. In pathogens, PPIases are known to be involved in stress tolerance, protein 

homeostasis and secretion and they contribute to the virulence and pathogenicity, however, their 

role in C. difficile is not yet known. Work by our collaboration partner demonstrated that in vitro, 

mutant strains without the PPIase PrsA2 showed an increased susceptibility towards metronidazole 

but a lower susceptibility for inhibition by secondary bile acids. To evaluate their relevance in 

vivo, twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-old mice were treated with 10 mg/kg bodyweight 

clindamycin twenty-four hours before being infected with 1000 spores of either C. difficile 

630Δerm or C. difficile 630ΔprsA2 (ΔprsA2::ClosTron) mutant. Twenty-four hours after infection, 

mice were sacrificed and the cecum and colon contents, as well as the fecal matter were collected. 

As presented in Figure 18, mice infected with the wild type spores yielded higher bacterial numbers 

in both vegetative cells (cecum and colon) as in spores (colon and fecal matter) compared to the 

mice infected with the prsA2 mutant. In the cecum, 106 CFU/g vegetative cells were recovered of 

the wild type strain, while a ten-fold lower CFU/g vegetative cells were recovered of the mutant 

strain. This difference was even clearer in the colon, where 105 CFU/g vegetative cells were 

recovered in the wild type, compared to only 103 CFU/g in the mutant, causing a hundred-fold 

decrease in vegetative cells recovered from the mutant. In contrast, there was no difference found 

in the CFU/g vegetative cells between the strains in the fecal matter, however, there was a ten-fold 
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difference between the wild type and mutant strain in CFU/g spores, with the lowered CFUs in the 

mutant strain. Additionally, in the colon was a ten-fold difference found in CFUs, with 4.5*104 

wild type spores being recovered compared to 3.2*103 of the mutant spores recovered. No 

significant differences were found in the CFU/g spores in the cecum after twenty-four hours.  

 These in vivo results show that PPIase PrsA2 is important in colonizing the host with  

C. difficile. The mutant strain showed lower colonization of the host intestines (most specifically 

in the colon) in both vegetative cells and spores.   

 

Figure 18: Colonization of C. difficile 630 and 630ΔprsA2 twenty-four hours after infection. 

Twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-old clindamycin treated mice were infected with the wild type C. difficile 

630Δerm strain or the C. difficile 630ΔprsA2 mutant strain. (A). Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g 

content of the cecum. (B) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g content of the colon. (C) Vegetative cells 

and spores in CFU/g fecal matter. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test. 

(*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). 

4.3.2. The protein rnfC is important in early infection  

Another protein that was examined on its effect on the infection and colonization of C. difficile is 

rnfC. RnfC is known to be part of the complex for energy production however, their role in the 

colonization or pathogenicity in C. difficile is not yet known. Work by our collaborators 

demonstrated that in in vitro experiments the mutant strain without the PPIase rnfC presented 

growth arrested behaviors. Additionally, scanning microscopy showed that the mutant displayed 

impaired flagellar formation compared to the wild type strain (data unpublished). To evaluate the 

relevance of this protein in vivo, twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-old mice were treated with 

clindamycin twenty-four hours before infection with 1000 spores of either C. difficile 630Δerm or 
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C. difficile 630ΔrnfC (ΔrnfC::erm^r) mutant. Twenty-four hours after infection, mice were 

sacrificed and the cecum and colon contents, as well as the fecal matter were collected. Figure 19 

shows the results of the colonization twenty-four hours after infection. After twenty-four hours, in 

the cecum and colon content as well as in the fecal matter, there is no difference between the 

CFU/g vegetative cells of both the wild type and mutant strain. However, in both the cecal and 

colon content as well as in the fecal matter, there is a significant difference in the CFU/g spores. 

In the mutant, no spores were found after twenty-four hours, which were found as high as 104.5-

105 CFU/g in the cecum and colon contents as well as the fecal matter of the wild type.  

 To examine the lasting effect of the mutation on the colonization of C. difficile, twenty-

two- to twenty-six-week-old mice were infected with 1000 spores of either C. difficile 630Δerm 

or C. difficile 630ΔrnfC and their weight was followed for three days. Fecal samples were taken 

on day one post infection, and the mice were sacrificed three days post infection. The cecum and 

colon contents, as well as the fecal matter were collected. Figure 20 shows the results of the 

colonization three days after infection, pooled from three separate experiments. Comparable to the 

twenty-four hours data, the CFU/g vegetative cells in the cecum and colon content and the fecal 

matter of the two strains were comparable. However, in contrast to the earlier time-point, the 

CFU/g spores after three days of both the wild type and mutant strain are similar as well. No 

significant difference could be found after three days, and CFUs around 106 and 107 were found. 

 Additionally, experiments were performed with the complement strain of the mutant, 

where the mutant was supplemented with a working rnfC gene. Twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-

old mice were infected with 1000 spores of either C. difficile 630Δerm or C. difficile 630ΔrnfC-

prnfC and their weight was followed for three days. Fecal samples were taken twenty-four hours 

post infection, and the mice were sacrificed three days after infection. Figure 21 shows the results 

of the colonization of the C. difficile wild type and complement strain after one day (fecal matter) 

and three days (cecum and colon content as well as fecal matter). No differences were found on 

both one day and three days post infection in the CFU/g vegetative cells or spores between the 

wild type and complement strain.  

 In this study, RnfC was shown to be important for the production of spores  at early 

infection in vivo. The mutant strain was not able to produce spores in the first twenty-four hours 

after infection. However, after three days, this early effect was shown to be resolved and the mutant 

strain produced similar amounts of spores as compared to the wild type strain.  
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Figure 19: Colonization of C. difficile 630 and 630ΔrnfC twenty-four hours after infection. 

Twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-old clindamycin treated mice were infected with the wild type C. difficile 

630Δerm strain or the C. difficile 630ΔrnfC mutant strain. (A) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g content 

of the cecum. (B) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g content of the colon. (C). Vegetative cells and 

spores in CFU/g fecal matter. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test. (*p 

< 0.05, **p < 0.01,). 

 

Figure 20: Colonization of C. difficile 630 and 630ΔrnfC three days after infection. 

Twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-old clindamycin treated mice were infected with the wild type C. difficile 

630Δerm strain or the C. difficile 630ΔrnfC mutant strain. (A) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g content 

of the cecum. (B) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g content of the colon. (C) Vegetative cells and spores 

in CFU/g fecal matter. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test.  
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Figure 21: Colonization of C. difficile 630 and 630ΔrnfC + prnfC after infection.  

Twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-old clindamycin treated mice were infected with the wild type C. difficile 

630Δerm strain or the C. difficile 630ΔrnfC-prnfC complement strain. (A) Vegetative cells and spores in 

CFU/g content of the fecal matter twenty-four hours after infection (B) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g 

content of the cecum three days after infection. (C) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g content of the 

colon three days after infection. (D) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g fecal matter three days after 

infection. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test. 
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4.4. Mouse-specific SBAP bacteria compared to human-specific 

SBAP bacteria 

4.4.1. Secondary bile acid colonization did not confer full protection against 

Clostridioides difficile infections 

C. difficile is known to be inhibited in both growth and germination by secondary bile acids 

(SBAs). Using the WTBL/6-OMM mice, which contain only twelve bacteria which do not possess 

7α-dehydroxylating genes, the effect of SBA producing bacteria on C. difficile infections can be 

thoroughly examined. OMM mice themselves are highly susceptible for C. difficile infections 

causing the mice to reach the humane end point three days after infection. In this study, Clostridium 

scindens, which is a human SBAP bacteria and already used in a similar study performed by Studer 

et al. 289  and the mouse-specific SBAP Extibacter muris are used to compare the difference 

between the effect of human- and mouse-specific SBA producers on the resistance against  

C. difficile. Twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-old female WTBL/6-OMM mice were colonized 

with C. scindens or E. muris one week before infection. The control group did not receive any 

additional bacteria. After seven days, all mice were infected with 1000 spores C. difficile VPI 

10463. Mice were followed over a time course of three days and their body weight was measured 

daily. As shown in Figure 22, WTBL/6-OMM mice that were not colonized by any SBAP bacteria 

lose 20% of weight in the first three days and thus died of the consequences of the C. difficile 

infection. Surprisingly, and in contrast to the results found by Struder et al., WTBL/6-OMM mice 

colonized by C. scindens did not show a better survival or decreased bodyweight loss compared 

to the non-colonized mice. These mice also lost 20% of body weight and died on day three after 

infection. Interestingly, mice colonized with E. muris actually presented a better survival and lower 

weight loss three days after infection. They started losing around 5% of their bodyweight after 

three days of infection.  

 In conclusion, in this study, C. scindens colonization of WTBL/6-OMM mice did not 

confer additional protection against C. difficile in contrast with E. muris colonization, which did 

confer additional protection. However, E. muris did not confer complete protection against  

C. difficile, showing that they start losing weight three days after infection.   
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Figure 22: Bodyweight and survival of mice colonized with SBA producing bacteria. 

Bodyweight loss of WTBL/6-OMM mice with different ages during a C. difficile infection (1000 C. difficile 

VPI 10463 spores per mice). (A) Complete body weight loss over a time span of three days. (B) Survival 

curve for WTBL/6-OMM mice. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test 

(*p < 0.05). 

4.4.2. Secondary bile acid producers do not completely inhibit the colonization of 

Clostridioides difficile 

To compare the ability of C. difficile to infect the differently colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice, an 

infection and subsequently an organ burden was performed three days after infection. Infected 

WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized or not colonized with SBAP bacteria were sacrificed three days 

post infection and the cecum and colon content were collected. Figure 23 shows the CFU/g 

vegetative cells or spores in the cecum and colon content three days after infection. No significant 

differences were found between the CFU/g vegetative cells in the cecum content although there 

was a significant difference in the CFU/g spores found in the mice colonized with E. muris 

compared with the non-colonized mice or mice colonized with C. scindens in both the cecum and 

colon samples as well as in the CFU/gram vegetative cells in the colon samples. These results 

indicate that E. muris is able to confer partial resistance against C. difficile, however, is not 

sufficient to completely protect the WTBL/6-OMM mice against the infection.  
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Figure 23. Colonization of C. difficile in WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized with SBAP bacteria. 

Twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-old WTBL/6-OMM mice were infected with 1000 spores of C. difficile 

VPI 10463. Three days after infection cecum and colon content was collected. (A) Vegetative cells and 

spores in CFU/g cecum content three days after infection. (B) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g colon 

content three days after infection. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test 

(*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01). 

 

4.5. Isolation of bacteria from Clostridioides difficile infection-

resistant mice  

4.5.1. Using the MPN technique previously uncultured bacteria were isolated 

As shown in this study and a multitude of other studies: the microbiota is important for the 

protection against C. difficile infections. It is hypothesized that this protection arises from the 

ability of the microbiota to produce secondary bile acids. However, in the experiment performed 

by Studer et al., and the experiment described in the previous section, the effect of adding a 

secondary bile acid producer (human or mouse origin) to WTBL/6-OMM mice containing no 

secondary bile acid producers did not confer complete resistance against C. difficile. This resulted 

in the hypothesis, that other bacteria are needed to confer complete colonization resistance. 
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Commensal mouse microbiota bacteria were isolated from the cecum and colon content from 

WTBL/6-SPF1 to WTBL/6-SPF4 and N6BL/6-SPF1 mice (see: table 1). These mice showed that, 

without an antibiotic treatment, they were completely resistant against C. difficile infections.  

Bacteria were isolated from of the cecum and colon content of resistant mouse models. The 

content was transferred into the anaerobic chamber to ensure that the anaerobic bacteria would 

survive. The content was diluted in different types of media, namely Anaerobic Basal Broth 

medium (see: table 10 and table 11), LB medium (see: table 19 and table 20), Mucin medium (see: 

table 21 and table 22), MRS medium (see: table 18) or Super Medium (see table 23 and table 24). 

Diluted content was spread out on agar plates or distributed in 96-well plates containing 200fµL 

medium per well and were incubated in the anaerobic chamber at 37fºC for two-four days. For the 

agar plates, the dilution chosen was the plate containing colonies which were able to be picked 

without touching other bacterial colonies as well. The 96-well plates that were chosen contained a 

maximum of 30% of wells containing a growing culture. These colonies and liquid cultures were 

used for further culturing and 16s rRNA gene analysis. In total, sixty-five bacterial species were 

isolated from the different mouse intestinal contents as short-term or long-term isolates from which 

fifty were newly found species. All the fifty new species were isolated using the MPN technique. 

New species were marked “new” when they had lower than 98% similarity with the closest relative 

compared to the 16S rRNA gene sequences in the NCBI blast database, analysis performed in 

December 2017. Using the plating and picking technique, no new species were isolated, and often 

Enterococcus feacalis or Enterococcus feacium were identified. Additionally, some Lactobacillus 

spp. were found by picking, however all picked colonies were already known species, meaning 

that they had a higher than 98% similarity with genes found in the NCBI blast database.  

Figure 24 shows the phylogenetic tree based on the full 16S rRNA gene sequences of all 

bacteria found by the MNP technique. Most bacteria isolated are belonging to the Bacteroidetes 

and Firmicutes, however, also species from Actinobacteria, Verrucomicrobia and Proteobacteria 

were isolated.  
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Figure 24: Phylogenetic characterization of all found bacterial species.  

 

The evolutionary history was inferred using the Neighbor-Joining method. The percentage of replicate trees 

in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1000 replicates) are shown next to the 

branches. The evolutionary distances were computed using the Maximum Composite Likelihood method 

and are in the units of the number of base substitutions per site. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in 

MEGA7.327 Coloring group different taxonomic clusters. Bacteria marked with an * behind their name are 

previous uncultured bacterial species. The colors group together the different phyla. Green: Firmicutes, 

Yellow: Actinobacteria, Blue: Verrucomicrobia, Pink: Proteobacteria, Red: Bacteroidetes. 

Muribaculaceae bacterial species were identified as S24-7 before 2019.  
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4.5.2. Isolation of bacteria of the Muribaculaceae family 

While isolating the bacteria, a total of twenty-five strains, which is half of all new bacteria found, 

were identified as species of the Muribaculaceae family, previously known as the S24-7 family. 

This family is a highly abundant bacterial family of the mouse microbiota.  

Most of these species isolated were not viable after one passage in culture medium or after 

freezing the samples in glycerol. However, eight different strains were able to be cultured to at 

least one mL cultures, which was enough to isolate the DNA for whole genome sequencing. 

Additionally, one species was able to be frozen in glycerol and afterwards to be revived again, 

making it a long-term isolate. The bacterial growth media used to culture the isolates that were 

able to be passaged was Mucin medium. All of the species isolated in the SM or the AAB medium 

could not be passaged. With a collaborating partner, a study was performed on these 

Muribaculaceae bacteria, including the Muribaculaceae isolated in our laboratory.328 The long 

term isolate was named Duncaniella muris.  

4.5.3. The selection of the limited consortium 

The aim to isolate bacteria was to collect species from the microbiota of mice that are resistant 

against C. difficile infections so they could accompany the secondary bile acid producing bacteria 

in colonization experiments. Fifty different bacteria were isolated during this particular study, from 

which four different isolates were chosen to become part of the limited consortium (LC). Another 

bacterial strain was ordered from the DSMZ and added because of its specific function. A sixth 

bacteria was an E. coli strain isolated in previous experiments. Important was that the LC was 

constructed to not contain any secondary bile acid producing bacteria.  

The LC consists of an Anaerostipes spp. nov., Clostridium clostridioforme., Duncaniella 

muris, Escherichia coli, Intestinimonas butyriciproducens and Lactobacillus murinus (Table 2). Of 

all of the bacteria, the whole genome was acquired, by performing whole genome sequencing if 

not already available. The A. spp. nov. and C. clostridioforme were isolated of the WTBL/6-SPF4 

mice, the E. coli is previously isolated out of the microbiota of the WTBL/6-SPF2A mice and L. 

murinus originates from the microbiota of the WTBL/6-SPF3 mice, which are all isolated from 

mice that are resistant against C. difficile infections. A. spp. nov. was chosen to represent the 

Firmicutes bacteria that originate from the cecum and colon and L. murinus to represent the 

Firmicutes bacteria that originate from the small intestine. E. coli was selected because it is a 
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facultative anaerobic bacterium and belongs to the Proteobacteria. C. clostridioforme was selected 

in order to represent a Clostridium species that does not produce secondary bile acids in contrast 

to C. scindens. D. muris is isolated from N6BL/6-SPF1. This specific mouse microbiota 

composition was not tested against C. difficile infections. However, this strain, that is part of the 

family Muribaculaceae, was able to be frozen and revived again and thus is used in this LC as 

representative for the Muribaculaceae family and the Bacteroidetes phylum. The Intestinimonas 

butyriciproducens was bought from the DSMZ and was chosen because of its function to produce 

butyrate. A BaiCD gene qPCR has been performed to make sure these bacteria do not possess the 

ability to produce secondary bile acids (data not shown).  

 

4.6. The effect of the bacteria of the limited consortium on 

Clostridioides difficile  

To determine the effect of the bacteria of the LC on C. difficile infections, first an in vivo and an 

ex vivo experiment was performed to examine the outgrowth of C. difficile vegetative cells and 

spores. In vitro means that everything was performed in laboratory settings, with media and 

cultures. Ex vivo means that mice were used, but not received the infection in vivo.  

4.6.1. In vitro effect of the bacteria of the LC on Clostridioides difficile 

In order to perform the in vitro experiment, three different agar media were used: BHIS, which 

supports C. difficile growth, and Mucus medium and ABB medium, both supporting the growth of 

the specific bacteria from the LC. From all bacteria, including the C. difficile, an overnight culture 

was made prior to the experiment. Two different methods were used to determine the inhibiting 

effect of the bacteria of the LC on C. difficile growth.  

The first method to examine the inhibitory effect was by adding two thin lines of bacterial 

culture as shown in Figure 6A. Using this method, none of the bacteria of the LC, nor the SBA 

producing bacteria, nor the combination of all the bacterial cultures of the LC, nor the combination 

of the LC and a SBA producing bacteria provided an inhibitory effect on the growth of C. difficile. 

The experiment has been performed two times, and in both cases, no difference was found (data 

not shown).  
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 The second method was by covering the complete plate with the culture of one of the 

bacteria of the LC, one of the SBA producing bacteria, all the bacteria of the LC, or all the bacteria 

of the LC together with E. muris. After this had dried, one drop of C. difficile culture was added 

in the middle of the plates as shown in Figure 6B. Similar as with the previously described 

experiment, none of the plates showed any inhibition towards the growth of C. difficile (data not 

shown).  

4.6.2. Ex vivo effect of the bacteria of the LC on Clostridioides difficile  

 During the in vivo experiments, there was no evidence of the inhibition from bacteria of the LC, 

or from the SBA producing bacteria on C. difficile growth. However, in these experiments 

vegetative cells were used instead of spores. The plates used in the experiment did not contain 

taurocholate, since taurocholate can inhibit the growth of other bacteria. Without taurocholate,  

C. difficile spores will not be able germinate and subsequently grow out. For the following 

experiment, we treated WTBL/6-SPF1 mice with 10fmg/kg bodyweight clindamycin and 

euthanized the mice twenty-four hours later. The cecum and colon content was collected and 1:1 

diluted in PBS. This mixture was divided and to each assigned tube one of the bacteria of the LC, 

one of the SBA producing bacteria, the complete LC or the complete LC in combination with the 

SBA producing bacteria was added. Afterwards, 1000 spores were added to each tube and 

incubated anaerobically for six hours. Samples were then plated on CLO plates.  

As shown in Figure 25, the antibiotic-treated control group, who received no bacteria at all, 

shows germination and outgrowth of C. difficile after six hours of incubation. The control group, 

consisting of the content of mice that did not receive antibiotics, showed no germination and 

growth at all. Additionally, none of the bacteria of the LC, except for D. muris was able to 

significantly inhibit the germination and growth of C. difficile. The combination of all bacteria of 

the LC were not able to inhibit C. difficile. Interestingly, both SBA producing bacteria, C. scindens 

and E. muris were able to significantly inhibit the germination of C. difficile, in addition to the 

combination of the LC with E. muris.  

 This concludes that ex vivo, C. scindens and E. muris are able to significantly inhibit the 

germination and/or growth of C. difficile but are not able to protect the host in vivo against the 

infection. However, E. muris did show to cause a delay in the infection in vivo. To be able to 

determine the effect of the LC together with the SBA producing bacteria, since this combination 
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proved to be successful as well in inhibiting the germination and/or outgrowth of C. difficile ex 

vivo, in vivo experiments are the next step.  
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Figure 25: Outgrowth of C. difficile in antibiotic-treated cecum and colon content.  

 Outgrowth of C. difficile measured by log CFU/g content. The controls consist of samples that originated 

from mice that received antibiotics twenty-four hours before infection and samples that originated from 

untreated mice. The six bacteria of the LC and both SBA producers C. scindens and E. muris were examined 

separately, but also as consortia (LC and LC + E. muris). Significance was performed using an unpaired 

two-sided Student’s t-test (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p <  0.0001). 

  

4.7. The effect of colonization of the LC and E. muris on 

Clostridioides difficile  

To examine the possibly inhibitory effect of the limited consortium in combination with E. muris 

on C. difficile infections in vivo, twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-old WTBL/6-OMM mice were 
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colonized with either E. muris, the LC or E. muris combined with the LC one week prior to 

infection with 1000 spores of C. difficile VPI 10463. The bodyweight was measured for the length 

of the experiment, which was three or six days after infection. Fecal samples were collected before 

colonization and before infection and in case of the three-day experiment, the cecum and colon 

content were collected after sacrificing the mice.  

4.7.1. 16s rRNA gene analysis shows colonization of the E. muris and LC in 

WTBL/6-OMM mice one week after colonization 

To examine if the bacteria of the LC and the SBAP bacteria were able to colonize the WTBL/6-

OMM mice, fecal matter before and one week after colonization were collected and send for 16S 

rRNA gene sequencing. Using the pipeline mentioned in the methods, which was specifically made 

for the WTBL/6-OMM mice, the 16S rRNA gene profile was established. Figure 26 shows the 

16S rRNA gene levels of the microbiota of WTBL/6-OMM mice one week after colonization. The 

non-colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice showed to be clean and not contain additional bacteria. 

Adding the LC to the WTBL/6-OMM mice, it is clear that the bacteria from the LC can colonize 

the mice, with D. muris in high relative abundances. When E. muris is added to the mice, they are 

also able to colonize, but in lower relative abundances compared to when E. muris is colonized 

together with the LC. Both Anaerostipes spp. nov. and I. butyriciproducens, part of the LC, were 

not detected in the 16S rRNA gene analysis, while four bacteria from the OMM-microbiota were 

not detected. 

4.7.2. Colonization with the LC and E. muris combined were able to confer 

complete resistance  

To examine the effect of the LC combined with E. muris on C. difficile infections, an infection 

experiment was performed. WTBL/6-OMM mice were colonized with the appropriate groups one 

week prior to infection. No antibiotics were used in these experiments. During the time course of 

the infection, the mice were weighed daily. Figure 27 shows the weight loss curve and survival 

curve of the mice colonized with E. muris, the LC or the LC and E. muris combined. WTBL/6-

OMM mice not colonized with any additional bacteria lost 20% of body weight in the first three 

days of infection. When the LC is added to the twelve bacteria of the WTBL/6-OMM mice, the 

mice lose around 10% in the first three days, but lose an additional 10% on day four, so extending 
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their survival for one day compared to the non-colonized mice. When E. muris was added, mice 

started losing weight around three days after infection, and this continued until the mice reached 

20% body weight loss on day six. Mice colonized with both the E. muris and the LC did not lose 

any weight in this six-day experiment. The survival curve shows the same, the non-colonized 

WTBL/6-OMM mice did not survive longer than three days, the mice colonized with the LC died 

all on day four and the mice colonized with only the E. muris survived until day five but started to 

reach the humane end point on day six after infection. None of the WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized 

with the combination of the LC and E. muris died within the six-day span of the experiment.  

 

 

Figure 26: 16s rRNA data sequencing of feces DNA of (non-)colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice.  

α-diversity (Observed and Shannon) in (non-)colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice (Student t-test) one week 

after colonization. Bacteria containing marked with a * in front of their name are bacteria originating from 

the LC. The bacteria with $ in front of its name is the secondary bile acid producer. C. clostridioforme 

contains of two strains, one originating from the OMM microbiota, one originating from the LC, but are 

undistinguishable in the 16S rRNA gene analysis.   
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Figure 27: Bodyweight loss and survival of differently colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice. 

Bodyweight loss of non-colonized twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-old WTBL/6-OMM mice and mice 

colonized with E. muris, the LC or the LC and E. muris combined during C. difficile infection (1000  

C. difficile VPI 10463 spores per mice). (A) Body weight loss over a time span of 6 days. (B) Survival 

curve for WTBL/6-SPF1 mice. 

4.7.3. Colonization with LC and E. muris combined caused a decreased 

Clostridioides difficile colonization 

WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized with the LC and E. muris did not show any signs of disease 

presented by the lack of bodyweight loss. To examine if this effect arises because C. difficile was 

not able to colonize the mice, twenty-four to twenty-six-week old WTBL/6-OMM mice were 

colonized with the appropriate groups one week prior to infection. The mice were weighed daily 

and sacrificed three days after infection. Cecum and colon samples were collected. In Figure 28 

colonization of C. difficile in the cecum and colon are shown in the different groups for both the 

vegetative cells as the spores. No significant differences were found in the CFU/g of the vegetative 

cells in the cecum between any groups. Interestingly, comparing the amount of spores of the non-

colonized mice and the mice colonized with a combination of LC and E. muris, the non-colonized 

mice feature significantly higher spore levels. Additionally, in the colon, both the CFU/g 

vegetative cells and the spores were significantly higher in the non-colonized mice compared to 

the mice colonized with the combination of the LC and E. muris. The CFU/g vegetative cells in 

the colon content was also significantly lower in the mice colonized with the LC and E. muris 

compared to the non-colonized mice and the mice only colonized with the LC. In conclusion, there 

is a lower colonization of C. difficile in mice colonized with both the LC combined with E. muris. 
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Figure 28: Colonization of C. difficile in differently colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice.  

Twenty-two- to twenty-six-week-old WTBL/6-OMM mice were infected with 1000 spores of C. difficile 

VPI 10463 one week after colonization with the different groups. (A) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g 

cecum content three days after infection. (B) Vegetative cells and spores in CFU/g colon content three days 

after infection. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test (*p < 0.05,  

**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001). 

4.7.4. Colonization of the LC and E. muris combined causes a decrease of 

intestinal inflammation after Clostridioides difficile infection  

Since C. difficile was able to colonize the WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized with the LC combined 

with E. muris, but did not show signs of disease, it was hypothesized that there was a decreased 

inflammation in these mice. Lipocalin-2 is excreted by the intestinal cells as response against 

intestinal inflammation. The higher the level of lipocalin-2, the more inflammation is present in 

the intestines. The same cecum and colon samples that were collected in the previous section were 

also used to measure the lipocalin-2 levels of the different groups. As shown in Figure 29, 

lipocalin-2 levels in the WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized with only the SCAP bacteria or with both 

the SBAP bacteria and the LC shows a significantly lower inflammation compared to the non-

colonized mice in the cecum content. In the colon content a similar picture is shown: both the mice 

colonized with only the SBAP bacteria or with both the SBAP and LC show a significant difference 

with the non-colonized mice or the mice colonized with the LC. However, there was also found a 
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significant lower amount of lipocalin-2 in the mice colonized with both the LC and SBAP bacteria 

compared to the mice only colonized with the SBAP bacteria. Thus, the addition of the SBAP 

bacteria significantly reduces the inflammation on day three after infection and, in addition with 

the LC, it  reduces the inflammation even more.  

 

 

Figure 29: Intestinal inflammation levels measured by lipocalin-2 in the intestinal content.  

Lipocalin-2 levels in ng/g cecum or colon content in the non-colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice and the 

differently colonized mice three days after infection. (A) Lipocalin-2 levels in the cecum. (B) Lipocalin-2 

levels in the colon. Data was pooled from two separate experiments. Significance was performed using an 

unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001). 

4.7.5. Colonization of the LC and E. muris combined causes a decrease in toxin A 

production after Clostridioides difficile infection 

WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized with the LC and E. muris combined showed to have a decreased 

production of lipocalin-2, which indicates a lowered inflammation of the intestines. To examine if 

C. difficile produces toxin, a Toxin A ELISA was performed. As shown in Figure 30, non-

colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice have a significant higher amount of toxin A in the cecum and 

colon compared to mice colonized with the LC, E. muris or both the LC and E. muris. In mice 

colonized with both the LC and E. muris, C. difficile did not produce toxin in the cecum of three 

out of six mice and not in the colon for five out of six mice. In addition, in the colon it was found 

that C. difficile in mice colonized with the LC also show a increased amount of Toxin A production 

compared with the mice colonized with the LC combined with E. muris.  
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Figure 30: Toxin A production in (non-)colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice after infection. 

Toxin A levels in ng/g cecum or colon content in the non-colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice and the 

differently colonized mice three days after infection. (A) Toxin A levels in the cecum. (B) Toxin A levels 

in the colon. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test (*p < 0.05).  

4.7.6. Primary and secondary bile acids are significantly higher after colonization 

of the combination of LC and E. muris 

To substantiate the hypothesis that SBA producing bacteria are influencing the severity of the  

C. difficile infection by the production of SBAs, the next step was to examine the amount of 

secondary bile acids in the cecum and colon of the mice that were colonized with the different 

groups. Cecum and colon samples were collected from mice colonized with the appropriate groups 

and analyzed by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LCMS). Figure 31 shows the results 

of the secondary bile acids deoxycholic acid (DCA), lithocholic acid (LCA), taurodeoxycholic 

acid (TDCA) and 7-oxo-deoxycholic acid (7-oxo-DCA). WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized with 

both the LC and E. muris showed to have a significantly higher amount in both the cecum and 

colon of DCA (Figure 31A), LCA (Figure 31B) and TDCA (Figure 31C) compared to any of the 

other groups. 7-oxo-DCA (Figure 31D) is significantly higher in WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized 

with the LC and E. muris in the cecum compared to mice colonized with only E. muris and in the 

colon compared to mice colonized with E. muris or the LC. Most interestingly to see is that the 
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secondary bile acids highly increase when mice receive the LC and E. muris together, but that this 

effect is not seen in mice who only receive E. muris, even though these bacteria are able to produce 

SBA.  

 Surprisingly, the primary bile acids (Figure 32) present a similar trend. Taurocholic acid 

(TCA) (Figure 32A) and α-muricholic acid (α-MCA) (Figure 32B) in mice colonized with both 

the LC and E. muris show in the cecum samples a significantly higher amount of PBAs compared 

to any of the other groups. α-MCA was also in the colon significantly increased compared to the 

other groups. In addition, β-muricholic acid (β-MCA) (Figure 32C) and cholic acid (CA) (Figure 

32D) show the same trend.  

4.7.7. In combination with the LC, E. muris colonizes in higher numbers 

compared to colonization of E. muris by itself 

E. muris, in combination with the LC, produces significantly more secondary bile acids compared 

to mice that are only colonized with E. muris alone. This led to the hypothesis that the LC somehow 

supports or stabilizes the growth of E. muris within the microbiota. To quantify the amount of  

E. muris, multiple methods were used to assess the number of E. muris within both groups. 

Counting CFU/g feces or content was preferred, however, E. muris does not contain a workable 

natural resistance against distinct antibiotics. Thirty-two different antibiotics were used, and two 

antibiotics were found to not negatively affect the growth of E. muris: pipemidic acid and 

polymyxin B. However, E. muris grows limited on agar plates and the two antibiotics were not 

able to kill all other bacterial species from the microbiota of WTBL/6-OMM mice or the LC. 

Instead of culturing and being able to count the exact number of CFU, it was decided to examine 

the relative amount of E. muris within the groups. Two methods were used for this: qPCR and 16S 

rRNA gene analysis.  

 To find the relative abundance of E. muris by qPCR, samples were diluted to 25 ng/µL 

DNA. Both a specific E. muris qPCR was performed as well as a total 16S rRNA gene qPCR, to 

be able to normalize the abundances found. Figure 33A shows the relative abundance of E. muris 

in the different groups quantified by qPCR. As shown, both WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized with 

E. muris as well as mice colonized with the LC and E. muris combined show a significantly higher 

amount of E. muris compared to the non-colonized mice or mice colonized with the LC. 

Interestingly however is that, when mice are colonized with the combination of E. muris and the 
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LC, they have a significantly higher relative abundance of E. muris compared to mice only 

colonized with E. muris.  

 To confirm the data found in the qPCR, 16S rRNA gene analysis was performed. Figure 

33B shows the results of the analysis. In this analysis, also the samples before colonization were 

added, which shows a significant difference between the before and after colonization relative 

abundances of E. muris in the mice colonized with E. muris or with the combination of the LC and 

E. muris. Comparing the samples acquired after colonization between the groups, the results are 

similar to the ones found in the qPCR. This substantiated the hypothesis that the amount of  

E. muris is higher in the mice colonized with the LC and E. muris compared to mice only colonized 

with E. muris. 

4.7.8. The LC and E. muris together are able to protect mice from Clostridioides 

difficile infections 

As shown in the experiments performed in this chapter, E. muris is only able to protect the host 

against C. difficile infections in combination with the LC. Mice that are colonized with both  

E. muris and the LC show no bodyweight loss or death caused by the infection, nor any other 

symptoms like diarrhea. Additionally, the WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized with the LC and  

E. muris presented lower colonization rates, lower lipocalin levels and lower toxin levels compared 

to the other groups. Additionally, the mice have higher amounts of primary and secondary bile 

acids which is probably caused by higher numbers of E. muris colonization. The LC must thus 

consist of a bacterium (or multiple) that is (or are) able to enhance the growth by for example 

producing the correct nutrition, or stabilizing the niche for E. muris within the microbiota.  
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Figure 31: Secondary bile acid production in the (non-)colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice. 

Amount of secondary bile acids measured as area under curve to compare between relative amounts of bile 

acids found in the cecum and colon. (A) Amount of deoxycholic acid (DCA) found in the cecum and colon 

content. (B) Amount of lithocholic acid (LCA) found in the cecum and colon content. (C) Amount of 

taurodeoxycholic acid (TDCA) found in the cecum and colon content. (D) Amount of 7-oxodeoxycholic 

acid (7-oxo-DCA) found in the cecum and colon content. Significance was performed using an unpaired 

two-sided Student’s t-test (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). 
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Figure 32: Primary bile acid production in the (non-)colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice. 

Amount of primary bile acids measured as area under the curve to compare between relative amounts of 

bile acids found in the cecum and colon. (A) Amount of taurocholic acid (TCA) found in the cecum and 

colon content. (B) Amount of α-muricholic acid (α-MCA) found in the cecum and colon content. (C) 

Amount of β-muricholic acid (β-MCA) found in the cecum and colon content. (D) Amount of cholic acid 

(CA) found in the cecum and colon content. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided 

Student’s t-test (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). 
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Figure 33: Quantification of colonization of E. muris. 

(A) Quantification of relative abundance of E. muris by qPCR. (B) Quantification of relative abundance of 

E. muris by 16S rRNA gene data Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test 

(*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001). 

 

4.8. Contamination of SBAP bacteria in WTBL/6-OMM mice  

4.8.1. Contaminated WTBL/6-OMM mice did not show significant weight loss and 

death rates after C. difficile infection  

Trying to repeat the previous experiment, a problem occurred with the WTBL/6-OMM mice. Mice 

that were previously highly susceptible did not show any weight loss or death anymore after  

C. difficile infections. There was no difference in age compared to earlier experiments. Non-

colonized WTBL/6-OMM mice or mice that were colonized with the appropriate groups were 

infected with 1000 spores of C. difficile VPI 10463. However, as opposed to earlier experiments 

and shown in Figure 34, mice did not lose weight after infection. Compared to the experiments 

performed in the chapter before, where mice were euthanized after three days because they reached 

a bodyweight loss of 20%, in this experiment mice did not lose any significant amount of weight. 

This experiment was repeated three times. It was hypothesized that these mice were contaminated 
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with bacteria that confer complete resistance against weight loss and death by C. difficile 

infections.  

 
Figure 34: Weight loss of WTBL/6-OMM mice after infection.  

Combined data (three separate experiments) of WTBL/6-OMM mice infected with C. difficile after 

contamination. WTBL/6-OMM mice infected with 1000 spores of C. difficile VPI 10463. Mice were not 

treated with antibiotics before infection.  Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s 

t-test. 

4.8.2. Contaminated WTBL/6-OMM mice show a significant lower colonization of 

Clostridioides difficile 

To examine if these mice were able to completely resist the growth of C. difficile in the intestines, 

three days after infection mice were euthanized and the cecum and colon content along with the 

feces samples were taken. Figure 35 shows the results of the colonization of C. difficile. Mice were 

still colonized with vegetative cells, even though they did not lose any weight. However,  

C. difficile did not seem to produce any spores, since no spores were found three days after 

infection.  

4.8.3. Contaminated WTBL/6-OMM mice carry the baiCD gene in their feces 

 To examine if the mice were contaminated with a bacteria that was able to produce 

secondary bile acids, a qPCR was performed on one of the genes that is essential for SBA 

production, called the baiCD gene. Bacteria that are able to perform 7α-dehydroxylation possess 

this gene. The samples were put on gel after the qPCR to show that the product was the correct 

size and indeed contained the baiCD gene. All of the contaminated samples showed the presence 
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of the baiCD gene, while the non-contaminated samples did not contain any baiCD gene (data not 

shown). This points out that the bacteria that contaminates the mice is, at least, one bacterium with 

the ability to produce secondary bile acids, making the mice resistant against C. difficile infections.  

 

Figure 35: Colonization after C. difficile infection in WTBL/6-OMM mice after infection.  

WTBL/6-OMM mice infected with C. difficile after contamination. WTBL/6-OMM mice were infected 

with 1000 spores of C. difficile VPI 10463. Mice were not treated with antibiotics before infection. (A) 

Colonization of vegetative cells in cecum content. (B) Colonization of vegetative cells in colon content. (C) 

Colonization of vegetative cells in feces. Significance was performed using an unpaired two-sided Student’s 

t-test. 

4.8.4. Metagenomics show the presence of two additional bacteria, including a 

secondary bile acid producer 

 Feces from supposedly contaminated mice were send for 16s rRNA gene sequencing, 

together with feces from mice that were not contaminated. After analysis, no differences were 

found. This led two different hypotheses. Or the contamination exists in such a low abundance or  

the primers are not a good match for this bacterium, both causing it to not be visible in 16S rRNA 

gene analysis. To be able to get a more complete image of the bacteria that are present, 

metagenomics of all bacteria in the fecal matter were performed. After analysis, two additional 

bacteria were found: Dorea spp. and Anaerostipes spp. Comparing the genome, the Anaerostipes 

spp. appeared to be the same species as the one isolated and named in table 2. The Dorea spp. was 

found (in the NCBI blast database in December 2018) to be an unknown and uncultured bacterial 

species and additionally to contain the baiCD gene. This means that the bacterium thus must have 

the ability to produce secondary bile acids. The relative abundance of the Dorea spp. nov. 0.6%.  
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 These findings led to the conclusion that these mice are indeed protected against C. difficile 

infections because of the acquired secondary bile acid producer Dorea spp. nov. in combination 

with Anaerostipes spp. nov.  

5. Discussion 

5.1. The importance of Clostridioides difficile research 

C. difficile is a growing problem in health care facilities where there is a high usage of antibiotics. 

Antibiotics are used to treat bacterial infections, but additionally kills numerous beneficial 

commensal bacteria. By losing these bacteria, the colonization resistance also gets lost, making 

the host susceptible for other bacterial infections, like the gastrointestinal pathogen C. difficile.329 

C. difficile mostly occurs in already weak patients: since most of them used antibiotics, these 

patients often have an underlying disease. Additionally, these patients are mostly older individuals, 

which are in general already weaker than younger people.134,154,330  The therapy used to treat  

C. difficile infections are antibiotics, which again not only target C. difficile but also the commensal 

bacteria. Around 30% of the patients will not recover and acquire a recurrent infection. A newer 

treatment is the fecal transplant, transferring the fecal matter of a healthy individual to the 

patient.331–333 However, recently, one patient who received a fecal transplant in the USA died 

afterwards because of it.284 More insight and studies are needed to examine which commensal 

bacteria are important for making a transplant successful, and if we can use this knowledge to 

discover better and more save treatments than antibiotics or fecal transplants.  

 

5.2. Aging is a risk factor for Clostridioides difficile infections  

Patients aged above 65 years have a five- to ten-fold higher risk of developing a C. difficile 

infection compared to patients below 65 years old. Not only is age a risk factor for infection, it 

also has worse clinical outcomes with higher chances on severity and mortality.334–336 More than 

90% of the deaths caused by C. difficile occur in patients older than 65 years old.337–339 Examining 

the underlying mechanisms of this susceptibility of the aged host is thus important, since aging is 

a multifactorial occurrence. It has disruptive effects on many host defense systems, including the 

microbiota and immune responses.340–342 Added to that, elderly often use more medication, 
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antibiotics and in general spend more time in health-care facilities.330 From this perspective, we 

can see aging as the cumulative effects of a life-time exposure of disturbances combined with the 

degradation of the hosts tissue integrity and cellular functions. This results in an altered and 

possibly less stable microbiota landscape causing the heightened vulnerability to pathogenic 

invasion and bacterial translocation.   

Not only in humans we see this age difference in susceptibility for C. difficile, but also in 

mice this has been described. Shin et al. found a higher mortality in mice above eighteen months 

compared to eight week old mice when treated with antibiotics before infection.290 More 

interestingly, in early infection there was a weaker neutrophilic mobilization in blood and intestinal 

tissue and a lower amount of proinflammatory cytokines in the older mice. However, the 

colonization and toxin levels did not vary much between young and old mice. The major discovery 

of the study was that the microbiota of the eighteen month old mice showed significant deficiencies 

in the Bacteroides phylum, more specifically in the Bacteroides and Alistipes species. This is 

different from data in the experiments described in this study, where mice of all ages had the same 

microbiota composition. However, the old mice in this study were of a younger age compared to 

the old mice used by Shin et al. Of note, it was also reported that the mice in the study of Shin et 

al. did not originate from the same facility and thus there is a likely possibility that the starting 

microbiota already was different because of the origin of the mice and not because of aging. In 

order to verify their results, they would need to repeat the experiment with mice with the same 

origin as differences in neutrophil recruitment and cytokine production may also be an effect of 

the different microbiota compositions.290 

Another study in 2018 by Peniche et al. stated that the aging impairs the host defenses by 

suppressing neutrophil and IL-22 mediated immunity.343 It was described that, comparable with 

Shin et al., middle-aged mice (twelve-fourteen months old) and young mice (two-four months old) 

showed a higher susceptibility for C. difficile infections and a worse outcome compared to young 

mice. A significant decrease in neutrophil recruitment to the colon was described, in addition to 

lower levels of cytokines IL-6, IL-23 and IL-22. Especially IL-22 was found to be important, since 

IL-22 administration to middle-aged mice reduced the severity of infection and prevented death of 

the mice. As opposed to Shin et al., Peniche et al. studied mice containing the same microbiota. 

The microbiota did not show age-related differences, which is in concordance with the data 

provided in this thesis. Together these experiments show that middle-aged and old mice are higher 
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susceptible towards C. difficile infections, after antibiotics treatment. However, in our experiments 

we found even in the age-range of nine to thirty-six weeks a difference in severity of disease. Older 

mice (above twenty-two weeks old) present a decreased survival rate, increased lipocalin levels 

and increased toxin levels compared to mice below eighteen weeks old. For future projects, 

investigating the exact mechanisms that increase the susceptibility for C. difficile infections would 

be a field of interest. Additionally, it would be interesting to identify at which age the decrease in 

neutrophil recruitment starts. The “young mice” used in the study by Peniche were eight to sixteen 

weeks old, which is, compared to the experiments in this study, in the age range of mice that did 

not die after a C. difficile infection. Hence as a follow-up experiment, it would be valuable to 

examine the neutrophil recruitment by histological scoring of infiltrated neutrophils into the lamina 

propria and ELISAs to measure cytokine production (IL-6, IL-23 and IL-22) as described by 

Peniche et al.343   

 In order to use this information to treat patients infected with C. difficile, it is important to 

know what affects the changes in cytokine production, which factors are important for these 

changes and how to reverse the aging effects on the immune function of the microbiota and the 

host combined.   

 

5.3. Colonization resistance and antibiotics react similar in different 

microbiota settings 

Colonization resistance contains the resistance of the entirety of the microbiota against different 

gastrointestinal infections, for example C. difficile infections.251 Most bacterial species in the 

intestine belong to the Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria and Proteobacteria phyla and it 

harbors a highly diverse collection of bacterial species and even strains.41,344 As long as the 

microbiota is not disturbed, the risk of getting infected with C. difficile is very low. However, 

antibiotics also affect the commensal bacteria of the microbiota which are then inhibited or killed 

by this treatment, causing a reduced diversity of the total microbiota. Specifically, antibiotic 

treatments with clindamycin, cephalosporins, penicillins and fluoroquinolones increase the risk 

towards C. difficile infections.345–347 The reduced microbiota show a disturbed production of short 

chain fatty acids (SCFA)  and secondary bile acids.348–350 The overall metabolic activity, including 

lipid metabolism, amino acid metabolism and carbohydrate metabolism is altered.262,351–353  
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Not all antibiotics influence infection susceptibility in the same way. In a study performed 

by Schubert et al., several antibiotics were tested for their ability to disturb the microbiota in such 

a way that C. difficile was able to infect the mice. C. difficile was not found in mice that were not 

treated with antibiotics. Additionally, C. difficile was also not able to infect mice that were treated 

with ciprofloxacin or vancomycin. In contrast, after ampicillin, clindamycin, streptomycin, 

metronidazole or cefoperazone (belongs to the cephalosporins) treatment, mice were highly 

colonized (up to 108 CFU/g feces) with C. difficile.354 In another study, performed by Theriot et 

al., mice received different antibiotics, including clindamycin, vancomycin and metronidazole. In 

contrast to Schubert et al., they collected the content after antibiotic treatment and added spores 

directly in the content rather than performing in vivo infections. They examined the outgrowth of 

C. difficile after six hours of incubation and found, in concordance with the study described in this 

study and Schubert’s study, that mice that did not receive antibiotics showed no germination and 

outgrowth of C. difficile. They also show that mice treated with the antibiotics clindamycin and 

vancomycin did show germination and outgrowth of C. difficile. Mice treated with metronidazole 

however did not show any germination or outgrowth of C. difficile ex vivo. They associated the 

colonization resistance to be associated with secondary bile acids.287 In conflict with the results 

found by Schubert et al., they did find a higher susceptibility when the mice were treated with 

vancomycin. It could be argued that, since the starting microbiota is different, the effect of the 

vancomycin treatment could also show differences.  

 To examine if mice with different starting microbiota compositions would all react the 

same to C. difficile infections with or without antibiotics, mice acquired from different vendors or 

originating from our in-house facility were used in this work. Half of the group received 

antibiotics. As expected, the mice that did not receive any antibiotics, did not get infected by  

C. difficile, no matter which microbiota composition they had. In contrast, all mice that were 

treated with clindamycin prior to infection did get infected by C. difficile. The only difference was 

that mice that were bought at a vendor died four days post infection while mice originating from 

the in-house facility died three days post infection. This points to the hypothesis that the microbiota 

composition itself is not important, but the colonization resistance that the microbiota produces 

confers protection from C. difficile infections. Antibiotics disturbs the microbiota and thus the 

colonization resistance. In this study, the use of clindamycin showed that the starting microbiota 
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was not important and that the antibiotics disturb the microbiota in such a way that mice will not 

have colonization resistance anymore.  

 In summary, the microbiota itself, when it is undisturbed and contains a high diversity and 

complexity, in both mice and humans, confers colonization resistance against C. difficile, 

independent of the composition of the microbiota. Different antibiotics cause different 

disturbances, which all lower the diversity of the microbiota. However, not all antibiotics result in 

a lowered or weakened colonization resistance against C. difficile. When a specific kind of 

antibiotic does diminish the colonization resistance, it will do so in most microbiota compositions. 

Mice treated with clindamycin, which decreases the relative abundance of Lachnospiraceae, 

Rikenellaceae, Ruminococcacea, Muribaculaceae and Verrucomicrobiaceae, present an increased 

susceptibility for C. difficile colonization.  

  

5.4. CDprsA2 is involved in the colonization of Clostridioides difficile  

 As mentioned in the introduction, prsA2 is part of the parvulin class of the PPIases. PPIases 

are involved in stress tolerance, protein homeostasis and secretion. It has been shown that PPIases 

are contributing to the virulence and pathogenicity. Since C. difficile 630 contains prsA2 homologs 

of the L. monocytogenes, and it was found to be an active parvulin, the closest homolog was chosen 

to be mutated. The effect of a mutation of the prsA2 gene in C. difficile has been initially examined 

in vitro.244 In vitro growth curves showed no differences between the mutant and the wild type 

strain, however, it was shown that the C. difficile prsA2 (CDprsA2) is involved in the stress 

response. For example, there was found to be a significant reduction in the resistance against 

metronidazole for the mutant strain, however, the strain was less susceptible toward the secondary 

bile acids LCA and DCA compared to the wild type strain. This is quite interesting since secondary 

bile acids are known to inhibit the growth of C. difficile. By having a lower antibiotic effect of 

secondary bile acids in the mutant strain, it is highly likely that prsA2 is involved in this process. 

It might be possible that the outer membrane contains fewer (unknown for now) receptors for bile 

acids, caused by the mutation, since prsA2 is involved in both protein homeostasis and secretion 

of proteins. In addition, the mutant strain had an impaired germination in medium containing 

primary bile acids. This, together with the information that secondary bile acids LCA and DCA 

show a lower antibiotic effect, shows that prsA2 is important in responding to the different bile 
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acids. How exactly prsA2 affects the bile acid uptake or response is not known yet. However, aside 

from these in vitro results, our in vivo experiments found that the C. difficile mutant strain caused 

a lower colonization of vegetative cells in cecum and colon and of spores in colon and fecal matter. 

Multiple studies have shown that homologs of the CDprsA2 often contribute to pathogenicity by 

secreting extracellular virulence factors.225,242,243 The reduced response to bile acids might have an 

influence also on the in vivo infection and may explain why the mutant has reduced colonization 

in mice. Additionally to these results, it also has been found that, in a transcriptomics experiment 

performed by Fletcher et al., during the first thirty hours of infection, CDprsA2 production 

significantly was upregulated.355 Together with the data described in this work, it shows that 

CDprsA2 contributes to the severity of the infection and the response towards primary and 

secondary bile acids.  

 

5.5. The Rnf-complex is involved in the production of spores in early 

infection 

 As described in the introduction, the Rnf-complex is important in the energy production of 

Clostridia species. The Rnf-complex is hypothesized to generate a proton gradient and thus enable 

synthesis of ATP by an H+-translocating ATPase. In C. ljungdahlii, the Rnf-complex is the only 

proton pump responsible for a proton motive force that is necessary for ATP synthesis during in 

vivo growth. Additionally, the Rnf-complex participates in energy conservation.245 The Rnf-

complex is located on the membrane and consists of multiple parts, including rnfC. The rnfC gene 

is mutated in the study performed in this thesis.246  

 In in vitro data, performed by collaborating partners and not yet published, the rnfC mutant 

presents a growth arrested behavior in comparison to the wild type and displayed impaired flagellar 

formation. For this reason, mouse experiments were performed to examine the effect of the 

mutation in infection. The in vivo data showed that there is no difference in vegetative growth of 

a C. difficile strain with the rnfC gene or a strain where this gene is mutated. However, after twenty-

four hours, the mutant was not able to produce any spores in the intestine while the wild-type did 

produce spores. This effect disappeared in late infection: on day three, the mutant strain produced 

the same amount of spores as the wild-type strain. It was hypothesized that, since the Rnf-complex 

is important for the energy production, the mutant does not synthesize enough ATP to both grow 
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in vegetative cells and produce spores at the same time. After the early infection, the C. difficile is 

colonized within the intestines and the microbiota and therefore only needs to maintain the 

colonization. The energy that was spend on vegetative cell replication could then be focused on 

spore production. Alternatively, other Rnf-complex-independent energy generation is utilized at 

this time point. 

 By targeting the Rnf-complex, it might be possible to slow down the infection by creating 

an energy-deficiency. By using this at the same time as antibiotics, the vegetative cells would not 

be able to produce enough energy to both replicate and produce spores at the same time. More 

research is needed to find the exact mechanisms of how the Rnf-complex is influencing spore 

production and pathogenicity.   

  

5.6. Dangers of fecal transplants and the advantage of limited 

consortia  

Fecal transplants have been proven highly effective against C. difficile infections and especially 

recurrent infections.331,332,356–359 It is generally believed that fecal transplants recover the 

colonization resistance against C. difficile infections. When a patient receives a fecal transplant, 

the whole fecal matter is being transferred from the donor to the recipient. The danger of FTs lies 

in the fact that it is not known exactly what a fecal transplant consists of, since a lot of factors play 

a role. The microbiota does not only consist of bacteria either, there are, for example, also bacterial 

phages present, and numerous metabolites made by either the host or the microbiota, which are 

being transferred as well. In normal circumstances, drugs are produced under controlled 

conditions, where the ingredients and contents of the drugs are completely known and examined. 

For fecal transplants, this is not the yet case. With 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing, there is 

a rough idea of which bacteria are being transferred, and selective analyses can test for specific 

intestinal pathogens (bacterial, viral or parasitical), antibiotic resistant bacteria and other intestinal 

and non-intestinal donor derived diseases like inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), Human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and Hepatitis.333 There are also theoretical hazards of transplanting 

bacteria that could make the recipients more susceptible to chronic conditions like obesity or 

autoimmune disorders.360 The selection of donors include diverse screenings, together with a 

questionnaire similar to those who are potential blood donors. Exclusion data includes, but is not 
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limited to, HIV or Hepatitis B or C infection, high-risk sexual behavior, recreational drug usage, 

gastrointestinal diseases like IBD or history of chronic constipation and diarrhea, as well as 

medical drug usage that can influence the microbiota.361 However, a lot of uncertainties remain. 

Even if it would be possible to identify every single bacterium or virus in the fecal matter, the 

genomes from similar species can differ greatly, caused by acquired plasmids and mutations in the 

genome. However, with the current technologies it is not even possible to identify every single 

bacteria in the fecal sample. In June 2019, two patients fell ill, and one of them died, after receiving 

a fecal transplant containing an antibiotic resistant E. coli strain, which was announced by the Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA).284 Despite throughout screening for all known pathogens and all 

known antibiotic resistances, there is a remaining chance that unknown pathogens or resistances 

can be transferred to a patient. Another possibility is that bacteria, which currently are classified 

as commensals, could be attributing to diseases in specific microbiota states or in 

immunocompromised states of the host. There are suspicions and preliminary data of pathobionts 

that are attributing to specific non-intestinal diseases, like atherosclerosis, insulin sensitivity and 

Crohn’s disease.362–364 Other uncertainties are the potential donor metabolites, cells and potential 

immune regulators like IgA.365–367 Long-term effects of fecal transplants are also still unknown.368  

Overall, it is better to reduce the risk of introducing pathobionts, antibiotic resistant bacteria 

and possible other pathogenic organisms like viruses. Using a small consortium of bacteria, from 

which all of them are genomically sequenced, the problem of transferring unknown material into 

the patient is avoided. Additionally, these single bacterial strains can be tested for antibiotic 

resistance genes and other possible pathogenic genes. A number of laboratories are trying to isolate 

specific bacterial species that provide resistance to C. difficile infections. Some groups are testing 

a consortium of bacteria, for example Tvede et al., who demonstrated that a consortium of ten 

different bacterial species can treat a C. difficile infection.369 But single bacterial strains are topics 

of research as well. For example, one bacterial species belonging to the Lachnospiraceae family 

has shown to be involved in the reduction of C. difficile in germ-free mice.260  

 

5.7. The difference between C. scindens and E. muris 

In a study by Studer et al, it was shown that C. scindens can inhibit C. difficile in the early infection, 

however, it does not confer complete protection to save the mice from dying of the infection in the 
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later phase of the infection. This experiment was performed in OMM mice, which contain the same 

microbiota composition as the mice used in this study.289 C. scindens is a SBA producer, and 

converts primary bile acids into secondary bile acids, similar to E. muris. The production of SBAs 

in both bacterial strains was confirmed both by secondary bile acid mass spectrometry and a qPCR 

of the baiCD gen. However, C. scindens is a bacteria originating from the human gut microbiota 

while E. muris originates from the mouse microbiota.294,370 As shown in Figure 22, C. scindens did 

not confer an improvement in survival, while E. muris did cause a significant improvement. It is 

possible that the human-associated secondary bile acid producer was not able to completely 

colonize the mice. It was also confirmed in plating assays that not all WTBL/6-OMM mice were 

colonized with C. scindens after colonization. Addressing these concerns with the authors of the 

paper, Studer et al. confirmed that their mice were not always colonized and when not colonized, 

subsequently excluded from the experiments.  

 There have been discussions about the effect of transferring human microbiota into mice, 

producing so called human microbiota associated (HMA) mice. The microbiota and the host have 

both been shaped by coevolution. This means that many of the bacteria are host-specific and that 

the human microbiota contains different bacterial strains compared to the mice microbiota or even 

other animals. Certain gut microbes have evolved specific genetic traits that facilitates host 

adaptation and thus are beneficial for survival in that specific host, and both host and microbial 

factors have an influence on the colonization and interactions between one another.371,372 

Additionally, only 15% of gut bacteria lineages are shared between mice and humans.373 In a study 

performed by Seedorf et al., it was found that mouse-adapted bacterial species outcompete 

colonization of human gut bacteria within a period of fourteen days.374 Additionally, HMA mice 

have an altered immune response, as it was shown by Chung et al. HMA mice develop reduced 

numbers of innate and adaptive intestinal immune cells and show a lower expression of 

antimicrobial peptides within the intestines compared to mice harboring a mouse microbiota. In 

addition, these mice have a lower efficiency in clearing infections like Salmonella enterica serovar 

Typhimurium.375 The data in this thesis confirms these results: mice containing the human SBA 

producing microbe have a higher susceptibility towards C. difficile infections compared to mice 

containing the mouse specific microbe. It might be possible that there are other mechanisms behind 

the lowered colonization, for example that C. scindens needs a different niche or different nutrition 

which is not available in the WTBL/6-OMM mice.  
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To examine if it is indeed connected to the coevolution of the microbiota with the host or 

if it is something specific for C. scindens in this particular setting, two types of experiments could 

be conducted. The first experiment is to isolate and test more than one human and one mouse-

derived SBA producer. By using different SBA producing bacteria, both originating from human 

and mice, and possibly also other hosts, the effect of the coevolution on the susceptibility towards 

C. difficile in the OMM mouse model could be examined. Another experiment would be to use 

different microbiota settings. Perhaps this particular microbiota does not support the colonization 

and outgrowth of C. scindens within the mice, while other microbiota compositions might be able 

to do so. By using different microbiota settings, it would become clear if this effect is connected 

to the microbiota itself or with issue of the host issue.  

 

5.8. Muribaculaceae species and its functions within the microbiota 

The family Muribaculaceae, previously known as the S-24/7 family and part of the Bacteroidetes 

phylum, is dominantly abundant in the mouse intestinal microbiota and can also be found in the 

intestines of multiple other animal species. The functions and interactions of these bacteria with 

the host were still unknown. During the isolation of bacterial species of the microbiota, twenty-

five isolates of this family were cultivated. Most of them were short-term isolates, which shows 

that they need some nutrition sources which were not available in the bacterial growth media used 

or perhaps it needs other bacterial species or the metabolites of other bacterial species to be able 

to replicate and survive. However, multiple strains were able to at least grow to 1 mL cultures, 

which was enough for whole genome sequencing, and one species was not only stable during 

passaging, but could also be revived after storage in glycerol at -80˚C. In collaboration with the 

group of Prof. Dr. Thomas Clavel, numerous species were cultivated. The DNA was used for 

whole genome sequencing and subsequently the S24-7 family was renamed to 

“Muribaculaceae”.328 In total, five different strains could be maintained in culture.  

Muribaculaceae belong to the Bacteroidales. The first time this bacterial family was 

mentioned was by Salzman et al. in 2002 where they described a bacterial species with an 

abundance of 20% to 30% of total bacteria residing in the mouse gut microbiota.376 In 2018,  

Ormerod et al. performed a study with Muribaculaceae based on thirty genomes of members of 

the, as they were previously known, S24-7 family. Although they did not have isolates, genomes 
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were assembled from shotgun metagenomic sequence datasets. It was reported that the species live 

in homeothermic animals, dominantly in the gut of rodent species, and they have a versatile 

number of gene sets encoding carbohydrate-active enzymes.377 In the literature, there is no 

common name to call these bacterial species. Some databases call the species 

“Porphyromonadaceae” (in RDP) or just “S24-7-group” (in SILVA), or “Homeothermaceae” as 

proposed by Ormerod et al.313,314,377  

Determining the functions of the Muribaculaceae, it was found that the species itself 

formed a cluster well-separated from the neighboring families, with specific functional features 

that were shared between the Muribaculaceae species but not with other Bacteroidales families. 

Specific to the Muribaculaceae genomes are benzoate resistance and nitrogen utilization. 

Muribaculaceae species are predicted to degrade complex carbohydrates, separated into three 

different categories: α-glucans, plant glycans and host glycans, which was also mentioned in 

Ormerod et al.377 This could explain the fact that there are multiple Muribaculaceae species present 

in one single mouse microbiota since different strains utilize different nutrient sources. Up to eight 

different species were found to co-occur in one gut microbiota. Furthermore, phylogenomic 

analysis revealed that there were four distinct clades within the Muribaculaceae, in which clade 

four was represented with the five strains that were able to be cultured and maintained over time.  

The name proposed to the genus of the strain isolated in this study is called Duncaniella 

gen. nov., in honor of Dr. Sylvia Duncan for her contribution to research on gut bacteria. 

Duncaniella spp. nov. had a 90.1% identity with its closest relative M. intestinale based on 16S 

rRNA gene sequencing. It is one of the most dominant and prevalent species studied and has a 

relative abundance of up to 6.6% found in 18% of the over 10.000 mouse microbiota samples. The 

species is called Duncaniella muris.328  

 The precise functions of the bacteria belonging to the Muribaculaceae family within the 

mice still remain unclear. A way to examine the functions is to perform a colonization in either 

germ-free mice or gnotobiotic mice to see the effect of this one particular bacterial species on the 

metabolites made and also the effect of the colonization on the mouse immune system can be 

established. For this, species of the other clades, not only clade four, should be isolated and be able 

to be cultured to find out if there is a difference between the different clades. The problem of the 

inability to maintain the cultures of the other clades would need to be solved for this experiment 

to be possible. Using rich media containing complex carbohydrate sources, it might be possible to 
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keep the bacteria in culture, since the inability to grow them probably originates because of the 

absence of specific essential nutrient sources or other favorable aspects of their natural habitat, 

like pH or osmotic conditions.378 Perhaps it would be possible to use a filtrate of the gastrointestinal 

contents of the mouse microbiota to be able to grow them, however, this would mean we would 

need a large amount of intestinal content of the mice. A better solution would be to find the 

nutrients that are necessary for the growth of the bacteria.  

 

5.9. The in vitro and ex vivo inhibitory effect of the bacteria of the 

limited consortium  

Bacteria that can produce secondary bile acids are able to at least partially inhibit the growth of  

C. difficile, but not confer complete resistance in our mouse model. To get a better understanding 

of the functionality of other species of the microbiota, the bacteria from the limited consortium 

were chosen because they are not able to produce secondary bile acids. To assess if these bacteria 

have inhibitory effects on C. difficile, two different in vitro assays and one ex vivo assay were 

performed.  

 The two in vitro assays did not show any inhibitory effect, not from the bacteria from the 

LC, not from the secondary bile acid producing bacteria and also not from the combination of all 

LC bacteria or all LC bacteria combined with a secondary bile acid producer. This was unexpected, 

since both C. scindens and E. muris are able to produce secondary bile acids. However, since these 

assays were in vitro, two things might have occurred. 1). In the in vitro assays, C. difficile was 

used in its vegetative form, not in the spore form. This could be problematic when the inhibition 

would occur by inhibiting spores to germinate. However, since C. difficile spores need the primary 

bile acids taurocholate to germinate, and it is known that bile acids are able to inhibit the growth 

of bacteria, it was not possible to start with spores. 2). The medium used was not able to support 

E. muris and C. scindens in a way that they were able to produce secondary bile acids, for example 

since there were no primary bile acids in the media that could be converted into secondary bile 

acids. Both hypotheses could explain why there was no inhibition of C. difficile in these assays.  

 During the ex vivo experiment, where the intestinal content of antibiotic treated mice was 

used, C. difficile was used in its spore form. Interestingly, the ex vivo assay did show the inhibitory 

effect of the secondary bile acids, however, all but one bacteria of the LC did not show any 
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inhibition of the growth of C. difficile. Also, the LC combined with E. muris was able to inhibit  

C. difficile, but the LC by itself was not. Since the intestinal content of mice treated with antibiotics 

contains primary bile acids, but not secondary bile acids, C. difficile spores were able to germinate. 

However, also E. muris and C. scindens were able to use these primary bile acids and convert them 

into secondary bile acids.  

 

5.10. The protective effect of the LC and SBAP bacteria  

The increased survival of WTBL/6-OMM mice colonized with the combination of LC and E. muris 

that are infected with C. difficile shows that these seven bacteria together are sufficient to protect 

the mice against C. difficile in this specific gnotobiotic mouse model. This is further supported by 

the colonization levels and lipocalin-2 levels, from which the latter is a marker for intestinal 

inflammation. In addition with the increased levels of SBAs in the intestinal content and the 

increased relative abundance of E. muris, a possible mechanisms is that the bacteria of the LC 

support or stabilize the growth of E. muris in mice.  Higher relative abundance of E. muris leads 

to higher levels of secondary bile acids that confer an increased inhibition of C. difficile compared 

to the other groups. Other studies  have shown that secondary bile acids are inhibiting C. difficile 

infections, and thus this is a reasonable hypothesis of how the E. muris and the consortium are 

conferring complete resistance against the infection.253,265,289  

The mechanisms behind the effect of the LC on the increased relative abundance of  

E. muris is still unknown. It is possible that there is a supporting effect of the LC that stabilized  

E. muris colonization and/or the growth. In order to understand the mechanisms of protection, the 

protective bacterial species of the LC has to be identified. This would allow for the measurement 

of metabolites and gene expression of E. muris and the additional colonizing bacterial species. By 

comparing the gene expression of E. muris with this strain and without, the differences in gene 

expression could give a hint of what metabolites are important for stabilization. 

One of the hypotheses is that there are bacteria in the LC that are able to initiate the bile 

acid metabolism via bile salt hydrolases (BSHs).379,380 These enzymes are important for 

deconjugation of the glycine and taurine that bind to the primary bile acids, for example TCA 

would need to be deconjugated to CA before it can be subsequently undergo 7α-dehydroxylation, 

which is performed by the SBA producing bacteria to generate secondary bile acids.381 The amount 

of TCA and CA in WTBL/6-OMM mice are similar, however, after adding the LC and E. muris, 
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both significantly increase. There is a trend that CA has a higher increase compared with TCA, 

looking at the area under the curve.  

Furthermore, both I. butyriciproducens and Anaerostipes spp. nov. are butyrate producing 

bacteria. Studies have found that butyrogenic bacteria are depleted in C. difficile patients.248 In 

mice similar findings have been found.258 Additionally, SCFAs, which are made by the 

commensals of the microbiota, have immunomodulatory effects and improves host response 

against inflammatory and infectious stimuli.382–384 There is evidence that the SCFA butyrate 

protects the host from C. difficile induced colitis.385,386 Butyrate itself does not inhibit C. difficile 

growth or toxin production. However, butyrate increases the expression of tight junctions in the 

epithelial cells and reduces intestinal inflammation and bacterial translocation. This way it 

attenuates the intestinal inflammation and improves the intestinal barrier, and thus reduces 

intestinal epithelial permeability. Fachi et al. found that oral administration of butyrate protects 

against C. difficile infections, in addition to butyrate activation of the hypoxia inducible factor-1 

(HIF-1) in intestinal epithelial cells. Because the activation of HIF-1, expression of genes related 

to the paracellular junctions were higher, the tight junctions were tightened and the permeability 

decreased.387 To test the hypothesis that butyrate-producing bacteria, in combination with the SBA 

producing bacteria are able to protect the host from C. difficile infections, an experiment could be 

performed where E. muris is added together with a supplement of butyrate, which can be given 

orally. Mice receiving the combination of butyrate plus E. muris would then present an increased 

resistance against the infection.   

  

5.11. The protective effect of the contamination on Clostridioides 

difficile infections 

As mentioned in the results, a new mouse model was (accidentally) created after contamination of 

the WTBL/6-OMM mice. The first evidence of the presence of a contamination were the absence 

of weight loss and death of the mice which usually occurs during C. difficile infection in this mouse 

model. Multiple techniques have been used to confirm the contamination of these C. difficile-

infection-resistant mice. Of note, using 16S rRNA gene sequencing, the contamination was not 

found, which might be caused by the low abundance of the bacteria that contaminated the mice. 

However, the baiCD-gene qPCR revealed that at least one secondary bile acid producing bacteria 
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was present in the microbiota. The production of secondary bile acids was shown by mass 

spectrometry, which proved the presence of a contamination in the mice. After metagenomic 

sequencing of the microbes of the intestinal content, two unknown bacterial species were found in 

the mice. After genome comparisons, one of the new bacteria was identified as Anaerostipes spp. 

nov., which is identical to the one found in the LC. The second bacterial species was identified as 

Dorea spp. nov. and genome sequencing confirmed that the bacterium contains the baiCD-gene 

and thus is able to perform 7α-dehydroxylation. Dorea is a genus of strict anaerobic, gram-positive 

and non-spore-forming bacteria in the Lachnospiraceae family.388 Since the contamination 

happened in a sterile and antiseptic environment, it seems unlikely that non-spore-forming and 

strictly anaerobic bacteria were able to contaminate. Spores are much more robust and thus more 

likely to survive treatments to kill bacteria compared to vegetative cells. However, in order to 

examine the newly identified Dorea species, the strain would need to be isolated. Numerous 

attempts have been performed to isolate the new bacterial species; however, the attempts were 

unsuccessful. Different bacterial growth media were used in the effort to isolate the bacterial 

species, which were carefully chosen from studies that have been successful in isolating secondary 

bile acid producing bacteria, like Gifu Anaerobic Broth, Liquid Casein Yeast medium and 

Peptone-Yeast extract broth.389  

 Interestingly, the second additional bacteria found in the contaminated WTBL/6-OMM 

mice was the same Anaerostipes spp. nov. found in the LC. This species, together with the Dorea 

spp. nov. and the bacteria of the microbiota of WTBL/6-OMM mice conferred complete resistance 

against C. difficile infection, however, not against colonization. It would be very interesting to 

examine the effect of Anaerostipes spp. nov. together with the SBAP bacteria E. muris in WTBL/6-

OMM mice, to be able to confirm the protective effect of the Anaerostipes spp. nov. added with a 

SBAP bacteria. However, in order to verify the protective effects, a non-contaminated WTBL/6-

OMM mouse model is needed, and all efforts to recreate the non-contaminated WTBL/6-OMM 

mice were unsuccessful.  

Since the origin of the contamination is unknown, the contamination problem could not be 

solved. Despite replacing the breeding pairs in our facility, the second and third breeding pair 

received from the MHH showed the similar problems. Water and food sources were tested for 

contaminations, as well as the bedding materials but these proved to be negative for the 

contamination. 16S rRNA gene analysis performed on fecal samples originating from the MHH 
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WTBL/6-OMM isolators was also negative for the contamination. Nevertheless, some mice we 

received from the MHH showed signs of disease after C. difficile infection while other mice were 

not affected at all. Mice received from the MHH were housed in isocages at the HZI a couple of 

days prior to be used for experiments, which makes originating the source of the contamination 

problematic. 

Two potential solutions to the contamination problem could be: 1) Culturing all twelve 

bacterial strains originating in the WTBL/6-OMM microbiota separately and colonizing germ-free 

mice with these strains. The bacterial strains can be sequenced before colonizing as confirmation 

to prevent contaminations. The bacteria would only need to be bought once, and by freezing them 

in glycerol stocks, the bacterial stocks would be able to be used for a long time, which makes it a 

cheap method. The disadvantage of using separate cultures is that there is always a chance to 

contaminate the cultures or the chance that some cultures do not grow at similar rates. 2) 

Purchasing the specific “OMM-bacterial mix” at the DSMZ. By colonizing germ-free mice with 

this already premade OMM bacterial mix, mice would be colonized with the correct mix and there 

would be no need to culture the bacterial strains beforehand. The advantage of using a premade 

mixture is the decreased chance on contamination caused by culturing. The disadvantage of this 

model is that these premade mixtures have to be purchased for every experiment, and thus is it 

more expensive.   

  

5.12. Future experiments  

5.12.1. Confirmation that the protection originates from the 7α-dehydroxylation 

gene in SBA producing bacteria 

One of the ways of confirming that the 7α-dehydroxylation gene of these specific SBA producing 

bacteria is the cause of the protection is by replacing the SBA producing bacteria Extibacter muris 

with another SBA producing bacteria. As described in the previous chapter of the discussion, 

another SBA producing bacteria was found to confer protection, in combination with the 

Anaerostipes spp. nov., towards C. difficile infections in our contaminated WTBL/6-OMM mice. 

Isolating this Dorea spp. nov. would be helpful in examining the effect of SBA producing bacteria 

in the limited consortium of bacteria. Other SBA producing bacteria would also be helpful in 

confirming that the protection originates from these 7α-dehydroxylating bacteria. However, this 
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would never completely confirm that it is this exact gene that causes the protection. It might be 

possible that all of these bacterial species have another gene which is independent to the 7α-

dehydroxylation gene, but the more 7α-dehydroxylating bacteria are tested, the more it is 

substantiated that this is the mechanisms behind the protection. 

 Mutating and disabling the 7α-dehydroxylation gene is a second way of confirming that 

this is the gene responsible for the protection. By constructing a mutated bacterial strain like 

Extibacter muris, that previously was able to produce SBA but after mutation unable to convert 

PBA into SBA, mice can be colonized with these mutated bacteria combined with the limited 

consortium and conduct a C. difficile infection. When the mice are not present protection against 

C. difficile anymore after mutating the 7α-dehydroxylation gene, then it is certain that this is the 

mechanism behind the protective behavior against C. difficile. There are multiple ways of 

confirming that the bacteria indeed lost the baiCD gene, for example, using the qPCR primers and 

performing a qPCR of the baiCD gene should result in a negative qPCR compared to the non-

mutated strain. Also measuring the amount of SBA in the fecal samples after colonizing the mice 

with the mutated SBA producing bacteria and the limited consortium should results in an absence 

of SBA.  

5.12.2. Elimination of bacteria in the limited consortium  

The limited consortium of bacteria consists of six bacteria, which is already a low number of 

different bacteria. However, it is preferable to use the lowest amount of bacterial strains possible. 

Additionally, this would also help in understanding which bacterial strain is supporting the SBA 

producing bacteria, how it is supporting and what metabolites it produces. To start with 

eliminating, we can split the bacteria by phylum and colonize mice accordingly with the different 

groups, which would make it possible to eliminate a whole phylum. In the case of the elimination 

of Firmicutes and one of the other two phyla (Bacteroidetes or Proteobacteria), it would be 

immediately clear which bacterial strain aids in the protection against C. difficile. When this is not 

the case, and the bacteria is part of the Firmicutes, this group has to be divided into individual 

bacteria, which then would be transferred into the WTBL/6-OMM mice in combination with the 

SBA producer.  

One hint to which bacterial strain might be the one that protects against C. difficile, lies in 

the contaminated mice. During our examinations of the contamination, we found via metagenomic 
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sequencing that the Anaerostipes spp. nov. was able to protect completely against C. difficile 

infections, in combination with the SBA producer Dorea spp. nov. Species of the Anaerostipes 

genus are known to produce butyrate, which is a SCFA. SCFAs are also negatively correlated with 

C. difficile infections, not by C. difficile colonization or toxin production, but by attenuating 

intestinal inflammation and improving the intestinal wall permeability, thus protecting the 

intestinal epithelial cells.387 

5.12.3. Testing the effect of the limited consortium and the secondary bile acid 

producer in different microbiota settings 

During the experiments, WTBL/6-OMM mice have been used as mouse model for Clostridioides 

difficile infections, since they are highly susceptible for C. difficile infections. The commensal 

bacteria from these mice are not able to produce any SBAs. The limited consortium plus the added 

SBAP Extibacter muris are able to protect these mice against a C. difficile infection. However, we 

do not know if this mixture will work in different microbiota settings. To test this, mice containing 

different microbiota compositions would need to be treated with antibiotics, before receiving the 

limited consortium, SBAP bacteria and the C. difficile infection. By using multiple microbiota 

compositions, it should be easier to confirm and prove that the mixture indeed protects against  

C. difficile, not only in the WTBL/6-OMM mice but in a more general sense. Importantly, in a 

normal human situation, the patient has been treated with antibiotics before infection, so this would 

also imitate more the development of the human infection, and thus how the treatment would work 

in future plans.  

 

5.13. Limitations of the study 

5.13.1. Good as protective measure, but how good is the mixture of bacteria as 

treatment of Clostridioides difficile infections? 

In all these experiments the mice were colonized with the limited consortium, added or not with 

the SBA producing bacteria, one week before the C. difficile infection. In normal human 

circumstances, it would be possible to give this cocktail of probiotic bacteria directly after an 

antibiotic treatment, taking into account the wash-out of the antibiotics. This way, C. difficile 

would not have a chance to colonize and infect the host. However, there will always be cases where 
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a patient already is colonized with C. difficile or gets infected with C. difficile during or directly 

after the antibiotic treatment. It is thus of importance to examine the effect of giving the probiotic 

cocktail after a C. difficile infection, to examine if the consortium can not only prevent, but also 

cure the infection. Performing a study where the LC plus SBA producing bacteria are given after 

infection would be interesting, to see the effect of the mixture after infection. However, WTBL/6-

OMM mice or WTBL/6-SPF1 mice already die of the consequences of C. difficile three days after 

infection. Choosing the right day to give the mixture could be difficult as the mice do not show 

any signs of disease on day one, while day two could already be too late. Therefore, WTBL/6-

SPF2, -SPF3 or SPF-4 mice could prove to be more suitable, as they all survived the third day but 

died four days after infection. In this case the mice could be colonized with the mixture of bacteria 

two days after infection, and survive two more days to see improvements. This way, the six 

bacterial species would not only be able to serve as probiotic, but also as treatment.   

5.13.2. From mice to human: how useful are mouse studies? 

As already discussed earlier in the discussion, in the end it is important to translate the data 

received from the animal experiments to the human situation. It is of course important to 

acknowledge that all the bacteria used in this study, with the exception of Clostridium scindens, 

are mouse specific bacteria. Thus, there might be a possibility that in a human case, this specific 

consortium of bacteria will not be able to colonize and protect in a human C. difficile infection. 

Both the macroscopic anatomy as the microscopic anatomy of the intestines differ from human 

and mice. Mice have, compared to humans, a significant larger cecum. Additionally, the 

distribution of specific cells, like Paneth cells or mucin-producing goblet cells is different in mice 

compared to humans. But most importantly, the bacteria from the microbiota co-evolved with the 

host. 85% of the bacterial genera found in the mouse intestines is not found in human 

intestines373,390.   

To translate the data from mice to humans, a couple of experiments are necessary. The first 

one would be to repeat the mice experiments with mice models containing a humanized 

microbiota, the HMA mice. By using WTBL/6-GF mice, a fecal transplant with human fecal 

matter can be performed. First using healthy individuals, mice would receive antibiotics before 

they receive the limited consortium added with the SBA producing bacteria Extibacter muris, 

followed by a C. difficile infection. On condition that the limited consortium with the SBA 
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producer can protect the mice from C. difficile infections, the next step would be to transfer the 

fecal matter from patients suffering from C. difficile infections into the WTBL/6-GF mice and treat 

them with the mixture. Problematic is that HMA mice have a diminished immune system and 

immune response and thus might be giving false results when mice do not show any increase in 

survival has to be acknowledged. A next step would be to start a human trial. There is a chance 

that, since all bacteria are mouse specific bacteria, colonization of the human gut will be 

problematic. Therefore it is important to find bacteria with similar functions from similar genera, 

that possibly have the same effect in humans as the LC has in mice. This would also mean that, 

instead of using Extibacter muris, Clostridium scindens might be a better candidate, since this is a 

human secondary bile acid producing bacteria. It might be wise to first perform in vitro experiment 

with fecal matter of humans treated with antibiotics, of mice treated with antibiotics, the mouse 

bacterial LC and a similar human bacterial LC, which would predict if the LC is able to inhibit 

outgrowth of C. difficile in these samples.  
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Abbreviations 

bp   Base pair 

16S rRNA    16S ribosomal RNA 

7-oxo-DCA   7-oxo-deoxycholic acid 

ABB   Anaerobic basal broth 

BHI   Brain heart infusion 

BHIS   Brain heart infusion + yeast extract 

BHIST   Brain heart infusion + yeast extract + taurocholate 

BLAST   Basic Local Alignment Search Tool 

CA   Cholic acid 

Ca-DPA   Calcium-dipicolinic acid 

CcpA   Catabolite control protein A 

CDC   Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

CDI   Clostridium difficile infection 

CDT   C. difficile transferase 

CFU   Colony forming units 

CR   Colonization resistance 

D0   Day of infection 

D1   1 day after infection 

D-1   1 day before infection 

D2   2 days after infection 

D3   3 days after infection 

D4   4 days after infection 

D5   5 days after infection 

D6   6 days after infection 

D7   7 days after infection 

D-7   7 days before infection 

DCA   Deoxycholic acid 

DCs   Dendritic cells 
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ECDC   European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control 

EEA   European Economic Area 

EECs   Enteroendocrine cells 

EHEC   Enterohaemorrhagic E. coli 

ELISA   Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

EPEC   Enteropathogenic E. coli 

EU   European Union 

FDA   Food and Drug Administration 

FT   Fecal transplant 

FUT2   2-α-ʟ-fucosyltransferase 2  

GF   Germ-free 

GI tract   Gastrointestinal tract 

HDCA   Hyodeoxycholic acid 

HIF-1   Hypoxia inducible factor-1 

HIV   Human immunodeficiency virus 

HMA   Human microbiota associated 

HRP   Horseradish peroxidase 

IBD   Inflammatory bowel disease 

IFNγ   Interferon gamma 

IgA/M/G   Immunoglobulin A/M/G 

IL   Interleukin 

ILCs   Innate lymphoid cells 

IVC   Individually ventilated cages 

IP   Intraperitoneal 

LB    Lennox and Miller Bacterial Culture 

LC   Limited consortium 

LCA   Lithocholic acid 

LCGT   Large clostridial glucosylating toxin 

LCMS   Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry 

LPS   Lipopolysaccharide 
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MHH   Medical School Hannover 

MIC   Minimal inhibitory concentration 

Mip   Macrophage infectivity potentiator 

MIP-2   Macrophage inflammatory protein 2 

MLVA   Multilocus variable-number tandem repeat 

MM   Mucus Medium 

MPN   Most probable number 

MRS   De Man, Rogosa and Sharpe  

MyD88   Myeloid differentiation primary response 88  

NCI   National Cancer Institute 

NMDS   Non-metric Multi-dimensional Scaling 

NOD1   Nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing protein 1 

OMM   Oligo-mouse-microbiota 

PaLoc   Pathogenicity locus 

PBA   Primary bile acids 

PBS    Phosphate buffered Saline 

PCR   Polymerase chain reaction 

PFGE   Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis 

PPIase   Peptidyl-prolyl-cis/trans-isomerases 

QIIME   Quantitative insights into microbial Ecology 

qPCR   Quantitative PCR 

RD    Reagent diluent 

RDP   Ribosomal Database Project 

REGIIIγ   Regenerating islet-derived protein 3 gamma  

Rnf   Rhodobacter nitrogen fixation 

RPM   Revolutions per minute 

RT   Ribotype 

SAA   Serum amyloid A 

SBA   Secondary bile acids 

SBAP   Secondary bile acid producer 
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SCFAs   Short-chain fatty acids  

SFB   Segmented filamentous bacteria 

SM   Super Medium 

SPF   Specific pathogen free 

Spo0A    Transcription factor stage 0 sporulation protein  

TCA   Taurocholic acid 

TDCA   Taurodeoxycholic acid 

TH17   T helper 17 

TLR5   Toll-like receptor 5 

UDCA   Ursodeoxycholic acid 

WCAB   Wilkins-Chalgren anaerobe broth 

WCABG   Wilkins-Chalgren anaerobe broth + glucose 

WGS    Whole genome sequencing 

WTBL/6   Wild-type C57BL/6N mice 

α-MCA   Alpha-muricholic acid 

β-MCA   Beta-muricholic acid 

ωMCA   Omega-muricholic acid 
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